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Every transit trip starts and ends with a trip by another mode, and for this reason, providing safe, convenient, and 

comfortable access to transit stops and stations is fundamental to serving existing transit customers and attracting 

new riders. Seamless and integrated pedestrian, bicycle, drop-off, and parking infrastructure supports all forms of 

multimodal transportation, including walking, biking, carsharing, carpooling, and park-and-ride facilities.  

Today, the conditions in parts of Nashville and the Middle Tennessee region make access to transit a challenge for 

many people. Non-existent or disconnected sidewalks, wide roadways with no pedestrian crossings, a lack of bicycle 

infrastructure, and limited kiss-and-ride and park-and-ride facilities can make it difficult for people to reach transit. 

There are also examples of high-quality connections throughout the region—areas such as downtown Nashville and 

close-in neighborhoods typically have better walking and bicycling conditions than outer areas.  

By working with municipal partners to improve connections and access to transit for people of all ages and abilities 

traveling by all modes of transportation, Nashville MTA and RTA can help to increase transit ridership and make 

transit an attractive choice for more people. 

There are four primary ways that people access transit: 

1. Walking (including using a mobility device, such as a wheelchair

2. Bicycle



 

 

3. Getting dropped off 

4. Driving and parking a vehicle.  

A good pedestrian environment is an essential foundation for good access to public transit.  As such, it is critical for 

attracting new riders, increasing ridership among existing passengers, and improving the overall travel experience. 

The quality of the pedestrian environment is often a deciding factor in choosing whether or not to take transit, 

especially for those with other options. 

Pedestrian access to transit refers to the extent to which the pedestrian environment, amenities, and infrastructure 

support people in accessing transit services. Well-designed, pedestrian-oriented infrastructure increases the safety, 

comfort, and enjoyment of the entire transit trip. Gaps in the sidewalk network, stops along high speed roads, and 

insufficient waiting areas all contribute to less attractive transit facilities and can deter transit riders. 

 

The quality of bicycle amenities, facilities, and the environment affect access to transit. Improving bicycle access to 

transit supports existing ridership levels and attracts new transit passengers by providing additional connectivity to 

other modes and enhancing the overall travel experience. Targeted coordination of policies, programs, and 

implementation among agencies and private entities is required to successfully integrate these modes of travel. 

Bicycle access strategies include safe travel conditions to access transit via on-street facilities or trails, stop amenities 

such as bike parking, and integration with transit vehicles.  

Many railway stations and airports feature an area in which cars can drop off and pick up passengers. These “kiss-

and-ride” facilities allow drivers to stop and wait, instead of using longer-term parking associated with park-and-ride 

facilities. A passenger drop-off at a transit stop or station is another important way that people access transit. 

Especially in cases where people cannot reach a transit stop on foot or by bike, a family member, friend, or carpool 

might help to make that connection. Ensuring that transit stops and stations have safe, convenient, and well-marked 

areas for drop-offs is important and can be accomplished through station and stop design, including wayfinding.  



 

 

Park-and-ride lots are parking lots or parking garages used by transit riders or carpoolers. Park-and-rides are 

primarily used by traditional commuters who park in the morning, board a transit vehicle, and return in the evening. 

Park-and-rides can be served by a single route or by several routes serving multiple destinations. Carpoolers and 

vanpoolers may also use park and ride lots to meet and start their trip. Park-and-ride lots might be either owned by 

the transit agency, or there might be an agreement between the transit agency and a private operator to allow transit 

customers to use the lot. Many of the park-and-ride facilities associated with Nashville MTA and RTA service are 

“handshake” agreements with facilities such as churches, shopping malls, or retail stores. Regardless of the approach 

used, park-and-ride lots should be well signed, well lit, and provide easy access to the bus boarding location. 

Regardless of the mode of transportation that a person is using to access a transit stop or station, the connection must 

be safe, convenient, and legible. 

 Safe connections are those that do not put users (people on foot or on bike) in danger of collision with a 

motor vehicle. This means providing the right facilities, both along the roadway and across it. Safe 

connections are also those that make people feel secure, with good lighting both at transit stops and along 

the way to the stop. This can also mean providing secure bicycle parking at stops and stations so that 

passengers aren’t worried about their bicycle getting stolen while they are on their transit trip. 

 When multiple modes come together, it is important that everyone can easily find the areas they 

need to use and access. Wayfinding is important for improving pedestrian and bicycle access to transit stops 

and stations, but good signage at the stop is equally important. Someone being dropped off at a transit 

station should be able to tell very easily where they can get out of the vehicle and then reach their bus. And a 

commuter using a park-and-ride lot should be able to quickly identify where they should park so they don’t 

get a ticket during the day.   

 People must find their multimodal connections to transit convenient, otherwise they are unlikely 

to use transit if other options are available. For example, if a person has to walk five blocks out of their way 

to reach a signal in order to cross the street to the transit station, they are less likely to walk to the transit 

station. And if a person who wants to use a park-and-ride facility can’t find the lot or doesn’t know which 

spaces are available for transit riders, he/she is likely to just stay in the car rather than trying to use transit 

for part of their trip.   



 

 

Pedestrian infrastructure includes an array of amenities and improvements, such as wide and textured sidewalks, 

level boarding features, curb ramps, benches, lighting, signage, building overhangs, travel information, wayfinding 

signage, and bus shelters. When well-designed, these types of pedestrian infrastructure can help to increase the 

safety, comfort, and enjoyment of the entire transit trip and promote access to transit. The quality of the pedestrian 

environment is also influenced by the presence of street trees and landscaping, active retail uses at street level, 

outdoor café seating, and public art. 

By requiring that transit facilities, infrastructure, and equipment be accessible to all people, the Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA) ensures that a certain baseline of accessibility must be met. However, many cities and transit 

authorities are working together to provide higher quality pedestrian amenities and greater levels of accessibility than 

required by ADA to create transit-supportive environments.  

Cities have found that focusing pedestrian 

improvements at transit facilities and beyond can be 

an effective way to increase transit ridership. Studies 

report that improving pedestrian conditions can 

decrease the frequency of short automobile trips and 

increase transit mode share. Research by the Transit 

Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) found that 

many pedestrians are willing to walk between one-half 

and one mile to access transit. Walkable communities 

also provide public health benefits by increasing 

physical activity. 

Examples of infrastructure and amenities that can 

help to improve pedestrian access to transit are 

described below. Not every transit stop or station 

needs all of these improvements to be accessible; 

however, a sidewalk or walking path and a safe 

crossing are critical for all types of stops and stations.  

 Continuous sidewalks should 

be at least 4 feet wide and seamlessly 

connected to the sidewalk network in the 

area. A wide and accessible sidewalk network 

should be complete within a half-mile of 

every transit stop and station.  

 Streets that have on-street 

parking typically have a required set-back 

from an intersection to increase visibility. 

This “dead space” at the intersection can be 

rededicated to expand the pedestrian realm 

and reduce crossing distance. Curb 

extensions also improve pedestrian and 

motorist sightlines at intersections and help 

manage vehicle turn speeds.

 Where there is higher volume automobile traffic or higher speeds present, pedestrian 

refuge islands, center medians, bollard or planter protection, on-demand push button pedestrian crossing 

lights, and curb extensions and bulb-outs should serve as traffic calming devices.



 

 

 Transitions and street 

crossings should be well-marked and preferably 

include raised crossings that prioritize pedestrians. 

Raised crossings are better for people walking and 

rolling and also serve as a traffic calming measure.  

 All signals should have a pedestrian 

countdown and, if necessary, a push-button to allow 

a pedestrian to request a crossing. Pedestrian-only 

crossing phases at very busy locations—such as 

downtown—allow pedestrians to cross an 

intersection in any direction. Leading pedestrian 

intervals give pedestrians a few seconds of “head 

start” to claim the crosswalk ahead of turning traffic.  

 Vertical and horizontal traffic 

calming can greatly improve the quality of the 

pedestrian environment. These features include 

road diets, speed bumps, speed tables, raised 

intersections, diagonal diverters, chicanes, traffic 

circles, and shared streets.  

 Intersections 

should provide facilities that can safely move people 

of all ages and abilities across the street. Design 

elements like curb ramps, level landings and gutter 

seams, visible and audile signals, smooth surfaces, 

accessible push buttons (or default WALK phases), 

and signage that may help pedestrians navigate 

intersections should be integrated into intersection 

design. 

 Well lit crosswalks and sidewalks provide 

increased safety and security. In areas with many 

pedestrians, lighting at the pedestrian scale should 

be considered to better light sidewalks and 

walkways. 

 Street signs, maps, and unique area 

treatments—such as historical displays and public 

art—help pedestrians orient themselves and create 

interest and comfort. Streetscapes that are 

inherently easy to navigate invite travel by foot and 

make driver and pedestrian behavior more 

predictable and safer.  

 The 

environment beyond the street is also important to 

provide a comfortable and inviting pedestrian environment. Street trees and landscaping are another 

element of a walkable environment. Especially in warmer climates, such as Middle Tennessee, adding trees 

reduces the urban heat island effect and makes walking to transit stops and waiting for transit far more 

pleasant. Amenities include benches and drinking fountains, street-fronting doorways and windows, and 

buildings designed with pedestrians in mind, including spaces for street-level retail, varied façades, and 

interesting architectural features. 



 

 

The MBTA recently made upgrades at stops that serve its 15 busiest bus routes. The upgrades were designed to make 

service faster, more reliable, and more accessible. A major focus of the program was improvements to stops—the 

consolidation of stops, access improvements, and better facilities and amenities. 

The Key Bus Routes all serve high-density travel corridors, primarily in Boston, but also stretching to Arlington, 

Belmont, Brookline, Cambridge, Chelsea, Everett, Newton, Revere, and Watertown. Along each route, the MBTA 

worked with local communities on the changes, which included new bus shelters at 85 stops, benches, and trash 

receptacles. At many, curb extensions were constructed and sidewalks were improved. New signs and pavement 

markings were installed to provide better route-related details and to keep drivers from stopping or parking at bus 

stops. Finally, the improved bus stops were brought into compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act to 

improve accessibility for seniors and people with disabilities. 

   

The New York City Department of Transportation’s (NYCDOT) Safe Routes to Transit program identifies locations 

with poor access, especially for the most vulnerable populations: youth and older adults. The program implements 

pedestrian facilities to foster safer, more comfortable access to transit. Sidewalks to bus stops and crossing treatments 

near transit are prioritized for improvement to calm traffic and improve pedestrian safety. The program focuses on 

improving pedestrian access at:  

 Bus stops under elevated subway structures pose unique challenges 

as many buses are unable to get to the curb and pedestrians are forced to wait, board, and alight the bus in 

the middle of the street. At these locations, NYCDOT is altering the road geometry to improve pedestrian 

visibility, bus stops are being raised behind a new curb line, and traffic navigation is being improved using 

signage (see photos on next page). 

 These projects improve sidewalks, crosswalks, and other parts of the walking 

environment around bus stops where walking is currently difficult. NYCDOT selected 23 priority subway 

stations to receive improvements after examining stations for narrow sidewalks and corners, inadequate 

signal timing, and traffic congestion. 

 This initiative implements sidewalk and other pedestrian improvements to improve 

access to bus stops. It includes the installation of new sidewalks, crosswalks, and bus waiting areas to 

facilitate walking and transit use. 

 



 

 

  

Denver’s Regional Transportation District (RTD) recognizes that, while the agency makes decisions regarding the 

siting and design of its facilities, access to and from its stops is beyond its immediate control. In recognition of this, 

RTD developed Transit Access 

Guidelines that establish design 

standards for access to transit 

stations and stops and outline the 

roles and responsibilities for 

different agencies with respect to 

pedestrian and bicycle access 

improvements.  

The guidelines encourage access 

through a hierarchy of modes, in 

order of priority:  

1. Pedestrians 

2. Bus riders 

3. Bicyclists 

4. Short-term parking 

5. Long-term parking 

The guidelines are specific to 

transit modes including light rail, 

commuter rail, and bus transit. 

Specific design standards such as 

walk speeds, platform design 

dimensions, access points, path 

distances to entrances, and sight 

line considerations are included. 

The guidelines promote transit-

oriented development principles 

and require that pedestrian-

oriented design, density, and a 

mix of land uses be considered 

during review. 
 



 

 

Connecting bicycle riders with transit routes significantly 

increases the geographic area that transit can serve. In many 

cases, bus stops are located further than the one-half to one-

mile distance from home that most people are willing to 

walk to a bus stop. Bicyclists are willing to ride two to three 

miles to access transit, making bicycle access an effective 

way to extend the range of first/last mile connections to 

transit.1 

Transit agencies are finding that bicyclists are more willing 

to take transit when the systems provide bicycle amenities 

and market their services directly to them. The Portland 

Bureau of Transportation’s Bicycle Program estimates that 

providing improved access for bicyclists increases the 

capture area of transit investments twelve-fold. Working 

together, transit agencies and local jurisdictions that develop 

a comprehensive approach to improving bicycling conditions 

and amenities can attract additional transit riders at 

relatively minimal cost.  

There are a number of street design features that cities can 

use to improve cycling safety and comfort, including bicycle 

lanes, bicycle boulevards, cycle tracks, improved crossing 

treatments, signage, and traffic calming features. Bicycle 

parking and end-of-trip facilities, such as lockers and 

showers, are also important to bicycle riders. Roadway 

design features geared toward pedestrians—such as lighting, 

shelters, wayfinding, traffic calming, and road diets—also 

support bicycle access to transit stops. Studies have found 

that neighborhoods with high degrees of walking have higher 

levels of bicycling and transit use than those that don’t.2 

Examples of infrastructure and amenities that can help to 

improve bicycle access to transit are described below. 

 Bicycle boulevards are low-

traffic streets that have been optimized for use by 

cyclists. A variety of traffic calming elements and 

signage are used to reduce car volumes and speeds, 

fostering a safe bicycling environment. Bicycle 

boulevards often include features that allow cyclists 

to continue through intersections, while cars are 

forced to turn. Bike boulevards may use sharrows 

or shared-lane markings that communicate the 

presence of bicyclists to drivers.  

                                                                    
1 “Guidelines for Providing Access to Public Transportation Stations,” Appendix B Assessment of Evaluation Tools, 

September 2011 http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_153AppendixB.pdf 

2 Ibid. 



 

 

 Bicycle lanes are another technique to provide dedicated space in the street for 

cyclists and to increase driver awareness to the presence of cyclists. Increasingly, cities are using colored 

pavement treatments to designate bike lanes, either by coloring the beginning of the lane or the entire lane. 

Colored lanes discourage drivers from entering the portion of the right-of-way dedicated for cyclists. Colored 

markings can also be used at key spots such as intersections and turn zones where cars need to cross a bike 

lane. Bike boxes allow bicyclists to wait ahead of vehicular traffic at an intersection, which provides 

additional visibility and keeps cyclists out of the path of right-turning vehicles. 

 Cycle tracks are bicycle lanes that are physically separated from 

traffic but are located in the roadway. Cycle tracks are increasingly common throughout the United States, 

with many cities taking a staggered approach to implementation by using pilot projects to test their designs. 

They provide a buffer from traffic that creates a much greater level of comfort and sense of protection for 

cyclists. Cycle track facilities are either paired one-way facilities on each side of the street, or two-way wider 

facilities on one side of the street. 

Using a bicycle to access transit allows the rider greater range 

and flexibility. While space on transit vehicles is often 

limited, having access to a bicycle at each end of the transit 

trip improves transit usability. In Nashville, the B-cycle 

bikeshare program allows users greater mobility and 

flexibility within Nashville by providing a rentable bicycle at 

one or both ends of a transit trip. However, many transit 

riders, especially those traveling greater distances to transit 

from neighboring communities, would prefer to ride their 

own bicycles to connect to transit.  

Once cyclists reach a transit stop or station, they are typically 

faced with a decision to store their bicycle or bring it with 

them on transit. For many, weather protected and secure 

parking that provides confidence that the bike is safe for an 

extended time is a critical design feature. Some riders also 

want or need to bring their bike on the transit trip to 

complete the other end of the journey. If a traveler is 

uncertain about the presence of bike parking facilities at the 

station or whether transit can accommodate their bike on 

board, they are less likely to choose a bike-to-transit journey.  

 Most transit agencies 

provide external bike racks on buses, typically in the 

front of the bus. These racks flip up against the bus 

when they are not carrying any bikes. Most transit 

buses don’t have onboard space for bicycles given 

narrow aisles, but bus rapid transit vehicles may 

have more room to accommodate bicycles. For 

example, Community Transit’s SWIFT BRT vehicles 

have three doors, and bicycles can be rolled onto the 

bus and stored in onboard bike racks. Installation of 

onboard racks protects other riders by securing 

bikes, provides a more comfortable ride, and 

possibly results in shorter dwell times at stops. 



 

 

 Providing bicycle parking at transit facilities is a critical element in achieving high levels of 

bicycle access to transit. Parking that is convenient, secure, weather-protected, and plentiful provides a 

measure of predictability and comfort for those who want to travel by bike and transit. TriMet’s Bike and 

Ride facilities offer secure, enclosed bike parking that is accessed with a BikeLink keycard. In Long Beach, 

secure staffed bike parking can be found at the BikeStation, along with other amenities such as repair 

services, transit information, and electric vehicle recharging. 

 Weather—be it too hot, too cold, too humid or too rainy—is a frequently cited reason 

people chose not to cycle. However, the problem is often not the lack of willingness to cycle in inclement 

weather, but the condition people end up in after biking through rain or snow. Developing facilities that 

allow people to store bikes out of the weather and to shower and change at workplaces can help overcome 

this barrier.  

Integration of bicycles and transit has become common practice for transit agencies. In a 2005 poll of 56 transit 

agencies across the United States, 80% of the agencies reported having bicycle-friendly services such as bicycle racks 

on buses, bicycles allowed on trains, bike parking and lockers at transit stations, or staffed bicycle parking facilities at 

major hubs.3 Buses fitted with front bicycle 

racks are the most common bike-focused 

amenity, as this strategy is relatively inexpensive 

and does not affect passenger capacity. One of 

the most commonly cited challenges for bicycle-

on-bus programs was limited capacity during 

peak periods. Many agencies reported having to 

turn riders with bicycles away due to a lack of 

available racks.   

Dallas Area Rapid Transit’s (DART) Station 

Access Program is making it easier to connect t o 

DART from home, a local business, or a nearby 

trail. DART has made it convenient to lock a 

bike at a DART facility or take a bike on board a 

bus or train. The agency is touting biking and 

walking to transit as a way to combine the 

affordability of public transit with the health 

benefits of walking and cycling. As part of the 

program, DART produces a map showing how 

easy it is to walk or bike to DART facilities. The map to the right highlights how area trails connect to stations and 

transit centers and shows the half-mile walking access zone (in blue) and the three-mile bicycle access zone (in black) 

to its light rail stations. 

Denver’s Regional Transit District (RTD) has an extensive “Bike-N-Ride” program for accessing transit through 

bicycling. The Bike-N-Ride website provides information and instructions about how to load bikes, rent bike lockers, 

use unusual bike parking structures (bike trees), and connect to the city’s bicycle sharing program, B-Cycle. This full-

scale approach has paid off: between 2000 and 2004, bicycle boardings on RTD increased 68%.4   

                                                                    
3 “Integration of Bicycles in Transit,” Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Synthesis 62, Transportation 

Research Board, Washington, D.C., 2005 

4 Ibid. 

 



 

 

A bicycle lane is traditionally located adjacent to 

the curb. An advantage of this design is that a bus-

only lane can serve as a buffer and facility 

separator between the bike and auto travel lanes. 

However, buses and bicycles may “leapfrog” each 

other when buses pull to the curb to pick up and 

drop off passengers. Locating a bike lane to the left 

of the bus lane, as has been done in Madison, can 

help avoid such leapfrogging. An additional two to 

three foot buffer can be used to provide added 

separation between the bicycle and auto lanes. 

When there is not enough right-of-way for both 

bus and bike lanes, shared lanes can be used under 

certain conditions.  

McDonald’s Cycle Center in Chicago offers free bicycle parking, day lockers, and showers. The Cycle Center secured a 

$5 million grant from McDonald’s that covers all operations for 50 years. This public-private partnership that brought 

together the City of Chicago, federal funds for capital expenses, operations by the private Bike and Park company, and 

grant support by McDonald’s is a great example of creative funding to build large bike storage facilities. 

Kiss and ride is the “term of art” for a transit passenger drop-off zone. This activity typically occurs as close to the stop 

or station entrance as possible, with most drop-offs requiring only a few seconds. A designated kiss-and-ride location 

(such as a pullout) may not be necessary except for very busy transit facilities. However, at the other end of the 

commute, drivers often wait for arriving trains or buses for a period up to 15-20 minutes, thus potentially congesting 

station entrances and parking lots. Train stations especially can experience significant “ride-and-kiss” activity during 

peak hours, so planning for waiting vehicles is important. 

Most major transit stations have some type of designated passenger drop-off and pick-up zone, although each agency 

and municipality handles the access needs differently. In the Washington, DC area, WMATA has developed 

“Guidelines for Station Access and Site Planning” that include examples for designing station access, including kiss-

and-ride areas and facilities. In the Portland, OR area, TriMet’s transit center maps include designated drop-off areas.  



 

 

Kiss-and-ride areas include facilities for passenger drop-

offs and pick-ups by automobile, as well as spaces for 

short-term parking. Considerations for designing kiss-

and-ride areas are described below: 

 A curbside lane for a taxi stand, private shuttle 

buses, and automobiles dropping off or picking 

up passengers should be

ideally 

within 600 feet of the entrance. 

 A kiss-and-ride should be designed to

Kiss-and-ride 

vehicular traffic should not be routed through 

park-and-ride areas or vice versa. Pedestrian 

and bicycle access to the station should not be 

impeded by a kiss-and-ride area. 

 A kiss-and-ride facility should be designed to facilitate traffic flow, and avoid traffic 

conflicts. The area should typically be designed for one-way traffic flow and allow for re-circulation. 

 For optimum function, the kiss-and-ride facility should have a

where a driver waiting in an automobile can quickly locate their passenger exiting the station.  

 Kiss-and-ride facilities must be If they are 

not convenient to use, too congested, too remote from the station entrance, or have poor visibility, motorists 

and taxis will find another location near the station entrance for pick-up/drop-off activity that may cause 

undesirable conflicts with other traffic, including transit.  

Park-and-rides are ideal for communities that have commute patterns with a large number of drivers who travel to 

the same concentrated area (such as a downtown or other high-density employment district). Park-and-rides reduce 

demand for parking in the downtown area, decrease roadway congestion, and decrease the operational costs of 

providing transit service to dispersed residential communities on the edges of urbanized areas.  

Park-and-rides work well at attracting choice riders and people who primarily use automobiles to access transit. 

These facilities are best located away from the city center and in catchment areas of less 6,000 people per square mile 

(4-5 dwelling units per net acre).5 

Both Nashville MTA and RTA have park-and-ride facilities throughout the region, although the majority are not 

owned by the agencies. They are typically lots that are shared with another use—such as a church or shopping 

center—and are often located in areas that are difficult for transit to access. The development of park-and-ride lots in 

this manner reduces costs, but often results in lots being located in places that are inconvenient. Ideally, park-and-

ride lots should be located along a line between where people live and where they are traveling to avoid out of 

direction travel that increases total travel times.  

At the present time, most RTA park-and-ride lots are completely unmarked, with no indication that park-and-ride 

spaces or express bus service is available, no designated bus stops, and no information on available services. Some 

park-and-ride lots do have signage, but even these lots do not have designated bus stops or service information. The 

lack of information increases uncertainty among potential riders about whether the service actually exists, and for 

first time riders, about whether they are at the right place. 

                                                                    
5 TCRP Report 165. Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual, Third Edition. 2013. 



 

 

For a park-and-ride facility to maximize the number of 

riders it will attract, it must be conveniently located 

and easy to find, provide adequate parking, and feel 

safe and secure.  

 Park-and-rides should be 

located close to freeways and arterial roads to 

provide easy access for passengers and transit 

vehicles alike. If a passenger has to travel out 

of his or her way to reach a park-and-ride lot, 

the likelihood of that person using transit 

significantly decreases. A park-and-ride lot 

that is located along a person’s natural path of 

travel is another encouragement to park the 

car and try the transit service. 

 A park-and-ride facility should be 

designated on a transit or route map, with a 

specific address whenever possible. The 

facility should be well signed, making it easy 

for a potential transit rider to identify the 

proper place to park and the right place to 

wait for the bus. Particularly with shared-use 

lots, it must be easy for transit riders to 

understand which spaces are for their use and 

which are for the business’ customers.

 Whether a shared-use 

facility or a dedicated facility, a park-and-ride 

must have adequate space available to 

accommodate the transit riders who are trying 

to park. If a person attempts to use a park-

and-ride and consistently finds it full, he or 

she will likely stop attempting to ride transit 

and will drive instead. If space is limited and 

all transit customers cannot be 

accommodated, park-and-ride facilities may 

need to charge for parking or consider a 

permit program for transit riders. 

 Shelters and amenities should 

protect passengers from the elements. 

Lighting of transit facilities and the full 

parking area helps passengers feel secure. If a person is going to leave their vehicle for a day, they need to 

feel confident that it will be there when they return in the condition it was left.

 



 

 

Access to transit is a particular challenge in Nashville and throughout Middle Tennessee, largely due to very poor 

pedestrian connections in many areas and the way the region sprawls. As described above, there are many different 

ways to enhance access to transit for people of all ages and abilities, traveling by a variety of modes. The majority of 

access improvements will require partnerships, particularly between Nashville MTA/RTA and the jurisdictions in 

which the agencies operate.  

 

 One of the largest barriers to transit service outside of Nashville’s urban core is 

poor pedestrian conditions that force transit passengers to walk along major arterials that lack sidewalks and 

to cross streets that lack pedestrian signals or crossings. The City of Nashville and other local communities 

will need to take action to make it easier to walk to and from transit. Nashville’s Complete Streets policy sets 

the framework to improve pedestrian conditions, calling for street designs that accommodate people of all 

ages and abilities. Pedestrian improvements are needed along many of Nashville MTA’s most important 

routes, especially along corridors that provide the greatest potential for High Capacity Transit (HCT). 

 In a similar manner as pedestrian access, the region’s communities will need to 

improve bicycle facilities to make it easier for people to ride bikes to and from transit. Nashville’s Complete 

Streets policy also speaks to the need to improve cycling conditions, and several of Nashville’s Complete 

Streets projects have installed state-of-the-practice facilities. Although complete streets do not always look 

the same, they include bicycle, pedestrian, vehicle, and transit facilities in a manner than complements the 

character and setting of the area. Concurrently, Nashville MTA and RTA can improve bicycle facilities at 

stations and stops and on board transit vehicles, especially as the agencies develop HCT services. 



 

 

 

 Especially in outer areas, park-and-ride and kiss-and-ride will remain among 

the most important ways to connect with RTA services. At the present time, RTA and Nashville MTA’s 

primary focus is to develop park-and-ride lots at locations where local businesses and other organizations 

are willing to make parking available to transit riders. This approach reduces costs but also results in many 

park-and-ride lots in inconvenient locations. To make service more attractive, Nashville MTA and RTA will 

need to develop more purpose-built park-and-ride lots in more convenient locations. 

 

 



 

 

Air travelers have unique transit demands in terms of when they travel, how they value time versus price, and their 

familiarity, or lack thereof of, with local transit services. Air travelers are more time sensitive than price sensitive and, 

above all, they want reliable, predictable service to the airport. Air travelers also tend to travel to and from the airport 

outside of traditional peak service hours, based upon flight departure and arrival times, and need transit service 

during off-peak hours and on weekends. Finally, because time savings and predictability are both highly valued by air 

travelers, they prefer transit service that provides direct service between the airport and their origin/destination. 

Based on these differences, several agencies have developed airport transit services that use innovative service design 

and marketing practices to better meet the needs of air travelers.  

 Air travelers are different than most transit 

passengers: 

 More time sensitive than price sensitive 

 Travel more often during off-peak hours 

and on weekends 

 Prefer predictable, direct service with 

few transfers 

The most effective airport services provide fast and 

frequent service seven days a week from early until 

late.  Many services focus on downtown, while 

others provide service to regional hubs and 

university areas.   

Because air passengers are more time sensitive than 

price sensitive, the frequency of airport transit 

service is very important. When faced with a choice 

of waiting for infrequent bus service or taking a taxi, 

most air travelers will opt for a taxi. Conversely, 

more frequent service will encourage travelers to 

take the bus. In New York City, MTA’s new Route 

Q70 LaGuardia – Jackson Heights – Woodside 

Limited operates as frequently as every 12 minutes; 

in San Diego, MTS’s Route 992 Downtown San 

Diego – Airport operates as frequently as every 15 

minutes; and in Charlotte, CATS’ Sprinter operates 

every 20 minutes. Many successful airport bus 

services run every 30 minutes, including in Austin, 

Pittsburgh, and Boston. Finally, predictability, or 

regular schedules, are also important.  

 



 

 

 

Austin advertises its Airport Flyer service as departing the airport “every 30 minutes on the hour and half hour;” 

many others have similar schedules. More information about Austin’s Airport Flyer is provided in the box below. 

 Service should be frequent 

 Service should be regular and predictable 

Transit systems throughout the country provide a wide variety of service types to airports, including local service, 

limited stop service, and express service.  Local services, which stop frequently and are often slow, typically cater 

more to employees making shorter trips.  

Express and limited stop services cater to a 

wider variety of travelers, including both air 

passengers and airport employees. Express 

and limited stop services are much more 

attractive to air passengers, again, because 

they are much more time sensitive than 

regular transit riders. 

 Service should be fast with limited 

stops 

Most airport transit services are geared 

toward connecting an airport to a city’s 

downtown, and examples include Austin, 

Pittsburgh, Charlotte, Denver, Orlando, and 

Toronto. These services work well when 

travelers have convenient access to 

downtown and where many travelers are 

visiting hotels and employment centers in 

the central city. Some services operated by 

county or regional agencies pass through 

more than one city and connect with 

multiple downtowns. In larger cities, there 

are often rail connections between the 

airport and downtown. 

However, activities and major centers 

outside of downtown can also support 

airport service. In Boston, Massport’s Logan 

Express provides service on four routes that 

operate from outlying park and ride lots that 

include climate-controlled waiting facilities 

and security. In Denver, RTD’s SkyRide 

provides service on six regional limited 

routes that stop at multiple locations. 

Many airport services also serve university 

areas. In Pittsburgh, airport service 

continues through downtown to Oakland, which is home to University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University 

Best Practice: Airport Flyer  
Capital Metro, Austin, Texas 

Capital Metro’s airport service, which operates express between 
downtown Austin and Austin Bergstrom International Airport, is 
branded as the Airport Flyer. It provides frequent limited stop service 
between the airport, downtown Austin, and the University of Texas 
at Austin, and features dedicated, uniquely branded buses that are 
equipped with luggage racks. A specially-designed brochure 
advertises this airport service to visitors and includes information 
about local attractions and transit options. Buses operate every 30 
minutes throughout the day, leaving the airport on the hour and half-
hour. 

 

Simple and at tract ive schedules,  such as this brochure 

advert ising Austin’s Airport  Flyer service,  broade n the appeal  of 

airport  t ransi t  services to a wide audience.  



 

 

(as well as a number of medical facilities). In Los Angeles, Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) provides FlyAway 

express service between UCLA and LAX. Denver and Austin’s airport services also serve universities.  

Finally, resorts and popular tourist destinations outside of downtown can also support airport service. In Las Vegas, 

two limited stop bus routes travel to McCarran Airport and serve several hotels and casinos. In Orlando, LYNX 

provides service between the airport and heavy tourism areas, such as International Drive and Sea World. In San 

Diego, MTS’ airport to downtown service operates via the cruise ship terminal. 

 Most airport services provide connections to and from downtown 

 However, major centers outside of downtown can also support airport service, and these include: 

 Park and ride lots that act as regional collectors 

 Suburban activity centers 

 Universities/colleges 

 Tourist destinations 

At most airports, air service begins at about 5:30 

a.m. and ends after midnight. Thus, airport services 

must operate for longer spans than many other 

services, and they must operate seven days a week. 

Denver, Boston, and Pittsburgh begin service before 

5:00 a.m., and Charlotte, Denver, and Toronto 

provide bus service until midnight or later. 

 Provide service from early until late seven 

days a week 

In addition to service design, the transit vehicle 

itself can enhance airport service and make airport 

travel more convenient for passengers. Vehicle 

design should consider that air travelers will have 

luggage and other bulky items. Low-floor buses and 

wide aisles both make it easier for travelers to board 

and alight the bus while carrying large pieces of 

luggage. On-board luggage racks provide a place for 

passengers to store large items while keeping aisles 

and seats clear of luggage. Large commuter or 

express buses can accommodate luggage underneath 

the bus, freeing passengers from having to carry 

bulky items on and off the vehicle.  

 Vehicles with luggage racks and wide aisles 

best accommodate air travelers Vehicle design makes transi t  t ravel more convenient  for air 

t ravelers.  Wide aisles on Charlotte’s Sprinter (top) 
accommodate both people and luggage.  On Toronto’s 

Airport  Rocket  (bottom),  racks provide space for luggage 

and other large i tems.  



 

 

When air travelers arrive in a new city, they are often unfamiliar with the local transit system and do not know how to 

navigate local bus service. Special branding of airport services increases the visibility of service and make it easier for 

first-time users to learn about it and find it. 

One common way to brand service is with a name and a design that is used on the airport buses. This makes the buses 

easy to spot and advertises the availability of the service to the general public. Examples names, most of which clearly 

indicate airport service, include: 

 Denver’s Skyride 

 Austin’s Airport to Downtown 

 Boston’s Logan Express 

 Los Angeles’ FlyAway 

 Brand airport services to make them easy to understand and to increase awareness 

Marketing is also crucial for building awareness 

of airport transit service among out-of-town 

visitors, as well as advertising the service as an 

attractive option for locals flying out of town. 

Maps and schedules for airport services should 

be geared towards visitors who may be 

unfamiliar with the transit system, with 

schedule and route information that is simple 

and clear. A pamphlet or brochure can highlight 

what makes the service unique and easy to use 

and provide an introduction to the city’s transit 

services. Instead of a traditional route map and 

schedule, Austin’s Capital Metro produced a 

brochure that specifically markets their Airport 

Flyer service to visitors and effectively 

communicates schedule and route information 

in a crisp, straightforward, and attractive way. 

 Market airport services using well-

designed promotional materials  

Finally, it should be easy for visitors to find 

information about an agency’s airport service in 

advance of their trip. If possible, the service 

should be included on the airport’s website 

listing ground transportation options. It should also be easy to find information about the service on the transit 

agency’s website; a link featured on the agency’s front page can lead to a dedicated webpage with specific service 

information, instead of just listing it among the agency’s other bus routes. Las Vegas and Charlotte’s transit agencies 

both feature information about their airport bus service on their websites, in addition to listing the service with their 

other transit routes. More information about Charlotte’s Sprinter service is provided in the box on the following page. 

In Nashville, MTA provides a prominent link to its airport service on its homepage. 

 Feature dedicated airport services on transit agency and airport websites 

Austin’s Airport  To Downtown brand clearly indicates how 

the route operates .  

UCLA –  LAX FlyAway service clearly indicates that  i t prov ides 

airport  service but  does not  describe the areas served .  

Massport’s  Logan Express uses different  colors for i ts 

different  routes and includes the route dest inations on the 

side of the bus .  



 

 

At the airport, bus service stops should be easy to find and easy to access. Ideally, stops should be located at the 

terminal or close to other ground transportation options, with prominent signage identifying the transit service and 

directing travelers to where they can wait for the next bus. Wayfinding signs inside the airport should be easy to 

understand, and they should clearly communicate where travelers can find public transportation service.  

Waiting facilities at the bus stop should be comfortable, and easy-to-understand information about the route and 

schedule should be available at the stop. Denver’s airport features a dedicated loading area for RTD’s SkyRide buses, 

with clearly marked waiting areas and bus bays. Boston advertises Silver Line service from the airport with bold 

signage inside the terminal and provides real-time passenger information at stops. 

 Clear signage and intuitive wayfinding make it easy for travelers to find transit service at the airport 

 High-quality waiting facilities, with clear signage and protection from the elements, make airport transit 

service an attractive and convenient 

option 

Nashville MTA’s Route 18 Airport/Downtown 

Hotels provides service between Nashville 

International Airport (BNA) and downtown 

hotels via Music City Central between 5:07 

a.m. and 12:03 a.m. on weekdays and for only 

slightly shorter spans on weekends. This 

service provides a combination of express and 

local service. In general, on weekdays, local 

service is provided outbound in the morning 

and inbound in the afternoon until 

approximately 6:00 p.m., and express service 

is provided on other trips. On weekends, the 

combination is much more heavily oriented 

toward express service. Due to the 

combination of local and express service, 

schedules are somewhat irregular, at every 60 

to 70 minutes for most of the day. MTA 

advertises its airport service online, featuring 

a prominent link on the agency’s main 

website, and has a specialized website that 

shares information about Route 18’s service 

between the airport and downtown Nashville.  

Route 18’s express trips are very fast and take 

only 15 minutes from BNA to the first stop in 

downtown. However, the mix of local and 

express service makes Route 18 somewhat 

confusing, and service that operates every 60 

to 70 minutes is less than ideal. The route 

Best Practice: Sprinter  
Charlotte Area Transit System, Charlotte, North Carolina 

Sprinter is a uniquely-branded bus route that provides limited stop, 
high-frequency service between Charlotte’s downtown and Douglas 
International Airport. Sprinter features a dedicated fleet of bright 
green, uniquely-branded buses with wide aisles and luggage racks, 
with service operating every 20-30 minutes for most of the day.  

 

In addition to the bus itself, Sprinter features sleek, modern bus 
shelters that are branded for Sprinter service, making them easy to 
identify and comfortable for waiting passengers. Some shelters are 
equipped with real-time bus arrival information.  

 
CATS has a specialized website for its Sprinter service, making it easy for 
passengers to find the Sprinter schedule and plan their trip. 



 

 

also does not have any special branding, but has 

good to excellent stop facilities at the airport 

and downtown (Music City Central). 

Many of the most important elements of 

successful airport service are already in place, as  

Route 18 provides mostly express service and 

operates for a span of service that serves most 

flights and work shifts. Further improvements 

to make the service more successful could 

include: 

For people to consider Route 18 as an attractive, 

predictable option at all times, express service 

would need to be provided on all trips (which 

would mean developing a separate route to 

provide Route 18’s local service). 

Ideally, service should operate at least every 30 

minutes or, at a minimum, every 60 minutes. 

Route 18’s schedule is irregular. To make service 

easier for passengers and others to remember, 

service should operate consistently throughout 

the day (every 30 or 60 minutes). 

To increase awareness of the airport service and 

make it easier for first time passengers to find, 

the service could be uniquely branded. In a 

similar manner as for the Music City Circuit, 

this would require a small dedicated fleet for 

airport service.  

Luggage is often large while standard transit buses have fairly narrow aisles and little space for storage.  To make 

service more comfortable for passengers, airport buses could be outfitted with luggage racks. 

Service to downtown hotels is provided via a loop at the end of inbound trips and the beginning of outbound trips.  

Most, but not all trips, serve the entire loop, but some trips terminate in the middle of the loop at the route’s official 

end point, which is Music City Central. To make service more predictable, all trips should serve the entire loop. 

 

Nashvil le’s Route 18 connects downtown Nashvi lle to the airport ,  
with varying Express,  Limited,  and Local service routes ( top) .  

Nashvil le MTA features i ts airport  service on t he agency’s 

website,  with a bold icon that  direct ly links to a webpage 

dedicated to information about the airport  bus service.  



 

 

The branding of service would also provide the 

opportunity to make easier to find and use by 

providing unique signage at stops and to 

improve wayfinding signage at BNA.  

 

At Boston’s Logan Airport ,  the MBTA provides rea l -t ime 
passenger information for i ts Silver Line BRT servic e to 

downtown.  



 

 

Waiting for the bus is a significant part of nearly every transit trip. Well designed bus stops enhance the transit 

experience, decrease perceived wait times for transit services, and can contribute to increased ridership. Conversely, 

poorly designed bus stops can decrease customer satisfaction, make transit less attractive to potential new customers, 

and make waiting at stops unsafe for riders. Investing in high quality bus stops is often a low-cost, high-reward strategy 

for transit agencies.  

  

Each bus stop serves a unique location and provides access to a specific range of transit options. Many transit agencies, 

however, do not pay sufficient attention to different needs. While the greatest attention is paid to the highest ridership 

stops, less used stops are too often haphazardly placed and provide few or no amenities for passengers. Not all stops 

warrant a wide range of amenities, but inattention to bus stop design can reinforce negative perceptions of transit and 

hinder ridership growth.  

Developing clear and practical bus stop design guidelines can provide the structure and process needed to improve 

overall transit system quality. No matter how many riders use a bus stop on a given day, each stop requires certain key 

design elements to be safe, accessible, reliable, and comfortable for passengers. As ridership at a given stop increases, 

agencies can install additional amenities that enhance the overall transit experience. By formalizing the amenity 

installation process, agencies can set clear goals for stop quality and provide justification for how and when bus stop 

upgrades occur. 

Certain key bus stop design characteristics are essential for ensuring a high quality transit experience. While it is not 

possible for every stop to be perfectly designed, there are a number of principles for good bus stop design and locations: 

 Bus stops should ideally be located 

in places where passengers will feel comfortable and safe waiting for transit service. Stops locations should be 

well lit, offset from fast moving traffic, and away from undesirable places to wait (such as gas stations) when 

possible. Transit customers often view stops conveniently located near major activity centers, such as shops, 

schools, or places of work, as the most attractive and safe. 

 Bus stops should be located in places where passengers can 

easily find them. Passengers waiting for the bus should also be easily visible to bus drivers. Bus stops should 

present a strong brand identity, through signage and other amenities, which assists customers in identifying 



 

 

stop locations and available services. Riders should feel familiar with the elements present at each transit stop, 

even if the exact amenities differ somewhat between locations. 

 All bus riders and potential riders need certain 

basic information in order to use a transit service: Can I get to where I want to go from this stop? Is the route 

running at this time of day? When will the next bus arrive? While much of this information can now be 

accessed using a smart phone, transit riders continue to value basic route and schedule information at each bus 

stop. Such information helps reduce confusion about transit service and can act as low-cost advertising to 

potential new transit customers. Advanced information systems, such as real-time passenger information 

boards, can further enhance the transit experience and increase customer satisfaction. 

 Nearly all transit riders are pedestrians or bicyclists 

at some point in their journey. Therefore, it is important that each bus stop have a safe and defined pathway to 

and from local destinations that is accessible to riders of all abilities. Most stops should have accessible and 

safe sidewalk access and be located near a crosswalk. Ideally, this pedestrian infrastructure should extend far 

beyond the stop location, ensuring that riders can safely travel to their destination. It is also important to 

consider how bicyclists will access each bus stop, and add infrastructure such as bike lanes and storage racks 

where appropriate. 

 Bus stops are most effective when actively 

integrated with surrounding development. Well placed stops can enhance the transit experience and attract 

new riders, while poorly placed stops can hinder bus operations and decrease customer safety. Developers and 

planners should consider bus stop location early in the design process of a new project, rather than placing 

stops at later stages of construction. Similarly, planners should consider how road and sidewalk reconstruction 

and new bicycle infrastructure could affect stop quality and transit operations. 

 The provision of amenities at or very near 

stops can make using transit more convenient and comfortable. Well designed bus stops can actually decrease 

the amount of time customers perceive they have been waiting for the bus. The sections below detail a wide 

range of potential bus stop amenities, as well as guidelines for placing these amenities based on stop ridership 

and location.

A wide variety of bus stop amenities can be provided in many ways. Major bus stop elements include: 

 Bus stop signs 

 Transit maps 

 Schedule information 

 Real-time passenger information 

 Local area maps and local information 

 Paved waiting areas 

 Shelters 

 Seating 

 Lighting 

 Trash receptacles 

 Bicycle racks and storage 

Additional elements can include features such as landscaping, public art, bikeshare, and, at major locations, carshare. 



 

 

Bus stop signs are the most basic element of a bus stop and are vital to the customers’ transit experience. Bus stop signs 

should present a uniform brand identity and include information that helps riders use available transit services. This 

basic information includes route numbers and names, the direction of the routes, and a phone number and/or website 

to call for additional assistance. Many systems now also include a stop ID number, which can be used to access real-time 

schedule information via text message or an automated phone system. All bus stops should have a consistently 

maintained bus stop sign. 

 

Schedule information can help reduce some of the uncertainty associated with taking a bus. Basic schedule information, 

including timetables and often a basic route diagram, can be mounted directly to a bus stop pole at lower ridership 

stops. At higher ridership locations, larger schedules can be mounted on shelters, on walls, and on freestanding signs. 

Schedule information should be placed in a vandal-resistant container and be updated after any service change. 

 



 

 

Transit system maps can assist passengers in determining the best routing for their trip, including identifying transfer 

locations. System maps can also act as low-cost advertising and help potential customers understand how they can use 

transit services. Some agencies opt to provide maps displaying their entire network, while others tailor the maps based 

on stop location. For example, an agency may opt to show only the bus routes than can be accessed using the services 

available at a given stop. Most high ridership stops, especially stops that are major transfer locations, should have some 

form of transit system map. 

  

Most large transit operators now provide real-time passenger information that gives details about when a bus will arrive 

at a particular stop. Real-time arrival information decreases the uncertainty related to service delays and allows riders 

to spend less time waiting at a stop. Most agencies have also made this arrival information open source and allowed 

software developers to make applications that track buses using a smart phone.  

Some transit operators have installed digital signage with arrival information directly at bus stops. These boards are 

useful for riders who do not own a smart phone and can increase the perception of a bus stop as a permanent piece of 

infrastructure. Real-time signage also increases awareness of available transit service and may contribute to increased 

ridership. 

  



 

 

Local area maps provide neighborhood context for transit riders unfamiliar with a given location and can alert regular 

users to previously overlooked destinations and transfer opportunities. Local area maps often highlight nearby 

transportation services, such as bikeshare docking stations, train stations, and other bus stops. Local area maps may 

also highlight tourist destinations, government offices, or information centers. Most local area maps are customized 

based on the stop location and, thus, are more expensive to administer and maintain than a transit system map. Many 

cities, however, produce a local area map that covers a specific neighborhood, such as downtown, and then place the 

same map at many different bus stops. 

  

Bus stops should have a paved area where riders can stand or sit while waiting. This is an important part of conforming 

with accessibility requirements set forth in the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). In most cases, bus stop waiting 

areas can be sidewalks. Waiting areas should be relatively flat and be accessible to persons of all abilities. There should 

be adequate room for a bus to extend its wheelchair ramp and for wheelchair users to navigate their chairs onto the 

ramp. Bus stop waiting pads can also be defined through special pavers or color treatments.   

  



 

 

Shelters protect transit riders from the elements and help to identify stop locations. Aside from buses, they are one of 

the most visible elements of a transit system. As such, attractive and well designed shelters can help enhance public 

perceptions of transit and function as advertisements for available services.  

Numerous suppliers provide off-the-shelf bus stop shelter designs. Many agencies also choose to customize shelter 

designs to fit specific stop locations and needs. Shelters typically have at least two walls, a roof, seating, and a clear 

space for customers using a wheelchair. Bus shelters should provide a clear line of sight to approaching buses. Many 

shelter designs incorporate glass or plastic walls in order to provide multiple lines of sight. Similar to benches, shelters 

present an opportunity to integrate art or advertising into bus stop design. 

  

Providing seating at bus stops significantly enhances the experience of waiting for a bus. Benches are the most typical 

type of seating, but alternatives such as low walls or bollards can also be used. Seating design should not encourage 

loitering but should be comfortable for riders. Seating should be incorporated within shelters when possible. Seating 

exposed to the elements can sometimes be placed under trees or near buildings to provide shade. Benches also present 

an opportunity to integrate art or advertising into bus stop design.  

Passengers feel more safe and comfortable waiting at adequately lit bus stops, especially at night and during inclement 

weather. In most urban areas, stops can be sited in areas that are already lit by streetlights or nearby businesses. 

Lighting should be provided at stops in less populated or poorly lit areas. Bus stop lights are often powered using solar 

panels and can be installed within shelters or directly on bus stop poles. When possible, lighting should be extended 

somewhat beyond the bus stop waiting area, as many passengers feel safer when they able to see their immediate 

surroundings.  

Attractive landscaping is both an aesthetic and functional amenity that can improve the waiting environment at bus 

stops. At stops without the space or ridership to justify a bus shelter, landscaping can provide an alternative source of 

shade for riders. At stops in undesirable locations, landscaping can act as a buffer that reduces the impact of noise or 

pollution. Landscaping can also work to integrate bus stops with surrounding developments or local character.  



 

 

  

Public art can dramatically enhance bus stop attractiveness, while also providing an opportunity to involve the 

community in the design of their transit system. Transit agencies can incorporate art into bus stops in a variety of ways, 

including:  

 Large scale art installations at individual bus stops 

 Incorporation of artwork in a standard bus stop/bus shelter design that is used throughout the system 

 Art panels designed to fit alongside other system signage, such as transit maps 

 Custom bus stop furniture, including benches 

 

Source: Gresham Smith and Partners (left),  Metro Arts Commission (r ight)  

Some agencies opt to involve the community in public art design, through art competitions and coordination with local 

business groups and schools.  



 

 

Easily accessible and secure bicycle storage is essential for transit customers who access bus stops by bike. The most 

basic form of bicycle storage is a bike rack. Bike racks can be as simple as a U-shaped metal pole, but can also be 

designed to function as public art. Bike lockers are a more costly, but more secure, bicycle storage option. Bike lockers 

are completely enclosed and are only accessible using a key, reducing the risk of theft. Bicycle storage should ideally be 

located in a lighted area close to a bus stop or other area with high pedestrian activity.  

  

Bikeshare systems allow people to rent bicycles for short time periods. A person rents a bicycle directly from a docking 

station and then returns the bike to another station near their final destination. Most bikeshare systems have 

membership plans, as well as daily or weekly pass options, that allow people to use the service as frequently as they 

would like.  

By locating bikeshare docks near bus stops, transit agencies can extend the area that riders can easily access by bus. 

Some transit riders may choose bikeshare over riding their personal bicycles in order to reduce the uncertainty related 

to bike rack availability on the bus.  

  

Like bikeshare, carshare systems allow people to rent automobiles for short time periods. Most carshare systems require 

people to return the vehicle to the same parking space from which it was rented; ZipCar is an example of this type of 

system. Some systems, however, function more similarly to bikeshare and allow people to return vehicles to any 

designated carshare parking space, such as the new Blue Indy carshare system in Indianapolis. Other systems allow 

people to park in any on-street space, which is the model used by Car2Go. Customers are charged for the amount of 

time they use a vehicle—by the hour, half hour, or minute, which includes gas and insurance. 



 

 

Transit customers often need to travel to areas inaccessible or inconvenient to access by transit. For example, a transit 

rider may want to access a local shopping center that is just beyond a comfortable walking distance from a bus stop. Car 

share can help bridge this gap without requiring a longer duration car rental or multiple expensive taxi rides. Placing car 

share near transit stops ensures quick and easy transfers between cars and the bus. 

At present, Nashville MTA provides high quality stop facilities on its BRT lite routes with shelters, real-time 

information, and an alert button that passengers can use to activate a flashing light at the top of the kiosk to inform 

drivers that they are waiting. There are also many stops with shelters in and around downtown, but as the distance from 

downtown increases, the number of 

shelters generally decreases. This is 

also the case with benches. Overall, 

there is not a strong relationship 

between ridership levels and the 

stop facilities that are provided. To 

partially address this situation, 

Nashville MTA is currently 

installing shelters at an additional 

100 stops. Outside of Davidson 

County, and as described in more 

detail in the RTA State of the 

System report, RTA stops are at 

park-and-ride lots that are often 

completely unmarked and provide 

no facilities other than parking 

spaces. 

For a number of reasons—

particularly cost—it is not practical 

to provide all amenities at all stops. 

Typically, more extensive amenities 

are provided at the busiest locations 

(for example, transit centers), and 

only basic amenities (such as bus 

stop signs) are provided at very low 

volume stops. A common approach 

is to develop a hierarchy of stops 

and to define the types of amenities 

that should be provided based on 

that hierarchy. For example: 

  that are the primary hubs and provide access to a wide range of transit service. As Transit 

Centers often have a very high volume of passengers, a wide range of amenities and intermodal transfer 

opportunities are typically provided.  

 stops that serve moderate volumes of passengers over very concentrated periods. 

  that are specifically designed transit “stations” that provide a wide range of information and 

amenities to transit passengers. They are typically installed along the highest quality and more frequent transit 

routes, for example, along BRT lite and at other key locations. In essence, Premium Stops provide amenities 

similar to those typically associated with rail service. 

  that serve higher passenger volumes within the local bus system. High volume stops would 

receive most of the amenities installed at Premium Stops but at a smaller scale.  

 



 

 

 that serve a moderate passenger volume. Transit agencies can justify providing some enhanced 

amenities including shelters. A majority of stops in most transit systems are regular stops.  

  that serve very few riders and exist primarily to ensure comprehensive service coverage. Low 

volume stops have limited amenities designed ensure understandable and comfortable access to transit 

services.  

  

√ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √

√ √ √ √

√ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √

√ √ √ √

√

√ √

√

 



 

 

For people to be able to use transit, they must first know that it is there and be able to understand how to use it. This 

means that it is extremely important for transit systems to provide clear and concise information on their available 

services. Transit typically serves a very broad cross-section of an area’s residents, workers, and visitors. Because people 

access, use, and process information in different ways, transit systems must deliver information in a variety of ways. For 

example, some older adults are not web-literate, so providing information via the web will not reach them; telephone 

and printed information must be provided as well. At the same time, telephone and printed information will not reach 

many younger riders, who rely primarily on the internet. For transit systems to reach the people that they are there to 

serve, it is essential that they provide effective information in ways that will reach potential riders. Transit information 

provided by third parties is also expanding rapidly, which is creating many new ways to share information. 

 

Most large transit agencies provide a wide array of public information, telephone support, printed materials, full-

featured websites, and real-time information. The predominant types of information that are widely distributed include: 

  which are the initial point of access for most people and provide complete information on available 

services 

  that provide an overview of available services 

  that provide detailed information on a route-by-route basis 

  often provided by third-parties, may 

include predicted arrival times at stations and stops and maps that display actual transit vehicle location.



 

 

 

  



 

 

Information is delivered in four basic ways: 

 As with other types of information, the majority of distribution has moved to the internet. Nearly all 

transit systems now provide service information on their websites and mobile apps where people can either 

view information electronically or print it themselves.  

  Many rail and major bus stations have real-time information signs that display the 

arrival of the next rail and bus trips. Real-time information signage is also being added to many smaller stops. 

  Third-party distribution has become increasingly common and has greatly expanded 

the way that people can access information. This approach began when Google developed a standard format 

known as General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) for publishing transit schedule information and 

presenting transit information on Google Maps. That approach has since expanded to smartphone apps and to 

real-time travel information. 

 Printed maps, schedule cards, and “rider guides” are typically distributed physically 

onboard buses and at key transit locations.  

The internet has become the primary source of information for most riders, and all transit systems have websites. The 

types of information that are provided on all websites include: 

 System map  

 Route-by-route schedule 

information and maps 

 Complementary paratransit 

service information 

 Service alerts 

 Fare information 

Newer types of information that have also 

become common include: 

 Mobile website for smartphones 

 Trip planning, either directly the 

website or through integration 

with third-party sites such as 

Google Maps 

 Real-time information on vehicle 

locations and predicted arrivals 

 Ticket and pass purchases 

 Customizable e-mail or text alerts 

for service disruptions, agency 

news, etc. 

 Integration with social media, such as Twitter and Facebook, to provide service alerts and updates on 

transit initiatives 

The quality of transit system websites varies greatly—some are very attractive and easy to use, while others are dated 

and difficult to use. Key elements in making websites attractive, useful, and easy to use include: 

 —first impression, appropriate amount of content, good organization, professional appearance 

  such as a system map, schedules, route maps, service span, paratransit 

service, fare info, etc. 

 —prominently placed updated information on service delays, disruptions, etc. 

 



 

 

 —easy to find and easy to use function that allows riders to plan a trip (often uses Google Transit) 

  which is becoming increasingly expected by transit riders 

 —customized version of website for mobile devices 

System maps illustrate a transit system’s entire network of services. Riders reference system maps to help them plan 

and travel within the transit system. System maps typically follow one of two basic designs: overlay or schematic. An 

overlay map design resembles a typical map with additional transit information “overlaid” onto the base map. This 

design provides a wealth of detail and content for reference, including roads, schools, physical topography, and points of 

interest. A schematic map design is a more abstract representation of the transit system, with minimal additional detail. 

This design maximizes readability and minimizes clutter. Some maps seek to combine elements of both design styles, 

though they are still primarily one or the other. 

   

Schedules are a second basic type of information provided by transit systems. Some transit systems, especially larger 

ones, produce individual “schedule cards” for each route; other transit systems, most often smaller ones, include these 

on their system maps. Schedule information is delivered to riders: 

 Via transit agency websites 

 Via trip planners such as Google Maps 

 Via third-party websites 

 Via third-party smartphone apps 

 Via text messages 

 At stations and stops, both in posted and electronic form 

 Onboard transit vehicles and at key transit locations 

Trip planners provide riders the ability to enter their origin, destination, and desired departure time to find their best 

transit options. Many transit systems embed a trip planner within their website or provide links to third-party trip 

planners, the best known of which is Google’s integration of transit routes, stop, and schedule information within 

Google Maps. Google Transit is also often the best source of information for trips that require use of services provided 

by different transit systems, since it is not tied to any individual system. 



 

 

 

While participation in the Google Transit program is free, participating agencies must provide Google with service data 

in a specialized Google Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) format on an ongoing basis. Therefore, it does require staff 

time to participate in the program and offer this service. It is now generally expected that transit systems will publish 

transit schedule information on Google Maps. 

As the use of smartphones has become more prevalent, and because people using transit are on the move, the use of 

smartphones to obtain schedule information continues to increase rapidly. In most cases, transit systems make the 

GTFS data that they produce for Google Maps publicly available for use by third-party developers. Some will produce 

transit system-specific smartphone apps, while others produce apps that provide transit information for systems 

throughout the country. Beyond the ongoing provision of GTFS data, the development of these apps does not require 

any involvement by the transit agencies, and transit riders choose their favorite app. 

 

For those who do not have smartphones, schedule information can be provided by text messaging. With these systems, 

the transit rider texts the stop number to the transit system and receives a text in response that provides the scheduled 

arrival times of the next bus or series of buses. 



 

 

Real-time information uses GPS-based Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) technology to track and predict the locations 

of transit vehicles in real time. This provides information on estimated arrival/departure times, vehicle locations, and 

service disruption or delay alerts. Once the back-end system has been installed to track vehicles and deliver the 

information, the information is presented to riders in basically the same ways as for schedule information: 

 Via transit agency websites 

 Via Google Maps 

 Via third-party websites developed by AVL vendors (for example, NextBus) 

 Via third-party smartphone apps 

 Via text messages 

 At stations and stops 

When available, real-time transit information is usually provided within trip planners. In most cases, this information is 

presented visually, often with a map that shows buses moving along their routes. 

 

As with schedule information, many apps provide both schedule and real-time information. Many riders, and especially 

Millennials, desire smartphone-based schedule and real-time schedule information more than any other type of 

information. 



 

 

 

Real-time information signs and displays are most common at rail stations, Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) stations, and 

transit centers. They are also often provided at higher volume bus stops. The most commonly used signs provide 

information on the next few arriving buses, while more elaborate displays provide information on all or many services, 

along with maps of bus locations. 

   

Of the basic types of information that riders now expect, most is available for Nashville MTA and RTA of Middle 

Tennessee services. However, there are some key gaps and several ways that existing information could be improved. 

Nashville MTA and RTA currently have independent websites, even though many RTA riders also use Nashville MTA 

services and the two agencies share the same management and administrative staffs. Especially for RTA riders, the need 

to go to two different websites to obtain information is inconvenient and inefficient. Existing riders and potential new 

riders would be better served by a single Nashville MTA/RTA website. 



 

 

   

In addition, while both websites are functional, both are somewhat dated. The Nashville MTA website has a heavy focus 

on efforts to meet internal needs rather than on information that is most useful to passengers. For example, and as 

shown above, the most prominent feature of the current website is a help wanted ad for drivers, along with 

advertisements about Nashville MTA and the Adopt-A-Stop program. (Conversely, the RTA website does focus on 

information for passengers.) A mobile version of a combined website should also be provided. 

As RTA services expand, connections with local services such as Clarksville Transit System, Franklin Transit Authority, 

and the Murfreesboro Rover, will become more important. The RTA website could also include information on those 

service, or links to the websites of those services. 

Nashville MTA and RTA also publish two different system maps, each of which contains much of the same information 

(for example, the downtown Nashville inset). In the same manner as a single website, Nashville MTA and RTA could 

publish a single system map. In addition, as with the website, a single system map could also include information on 

Clarksville Transit System, Franklin Transit Authority, and Murfreesboro Rover service. 

Nashville MTA is currently in the process of implementing the back-end improvements needed to provide real-time 

information for all of its routes. The agency has partnered with Vanderbilt University’s Institute for Software Integrated 

Systems on the development of an app to make this information available via smartphone. The app is expected to be 

available by late 2015. 

At this time, the app is only being developed for Nashville MTA services and not for RTA services. Expansion of the 

program to include RTA buses would provide the same types of information to RTA riders, for whom the need is 

arguably greater since most RTA services are very infrequent. 



 

 

 

Nashville MTA currently provides real-time information along its BRT lite routes. With the development of systemwide 

real-time information, the agency could also provide real-time information at additional locations such as Music City 

Central and major bus stops for all routes that serve those locations. 

 



 

 

 

At its most elementary level, transit marketing provides customers the information they need to make informed 

transportation choices. But just as importantly, successful branding and marketing creates a dynamic, captivating 

public image that helps agencies retain and attract riders while cultivating support within the larger community. 

Agencies can redefine their image and boost ridership by creating clear graphics and compelling narratives that 

effectively communicate the advantages of public transit. Establishing a good name is nearly as important as creating 

a good product.  

There are many techniques a transit agency can employ to 

improve its image and effectively communicate its services, and 

most fit into two categories: marketing and branding. 

 can be defined as a process through which transit 

agencies communicate transit’s benefits to riders, agency 

employees, and the general public. 

 is the identity and aesthetic a transit agency expresses 

to the public.  is a tool that creates a specific image 

for an existing service that is either similar to or different from 

an existing brand image. 

Successful transit attracts not only riders who have no other 

travel options, but also riders who do have choices. Aside from 

providing efficient, comfortable, and safe service connecting 

meaningful destinations, successful branding and marketing is 

perhaps the most effective means of capturing the choice rider.  

Instead of merely publishing route pamphlets and engaging in limited on-vehicle advertising, 21st-century transit 

agencies aggressively court public interest and pursue riders through well-branded and savvy multimedia campaigns 

emphasizing transit’s benefits. Marketing is one way a transit agency can communicate its values to employees and 

the general public. While marketing should be a continual effort to maintain a positive image for the transit agency, a 

successful marketing strategy can also be crucial to the success of new or revised transit service. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Marketing works best when it promotes high-quality transit, as it is not enough to simply say that buses are safe, 

clean, and reliable, or that service is fast and frequent. Marketing is not a tool for distorting the truth; it is simply a 

way to convey the benefits of a service and to position good transit as a desirable commodity. If the service being 

offered is outstanding, marketing can help create a positive brand image and a loyal customer base.  

Highlighting the ability to surf the Internet, work, or watch movies on the ride home has been effective at drawing 

new riders to high quality services. Marketing departments should also be at the table at the early stages of any new 

service planning. Agencies can then launch well-branded advertising in advance of new service, much as Apple and 

Microsoft tease new hardware and software months before release to generate consumer excitement.  

A brand is an agency’s identity and aesthetic, a reflection of its values. The look and feel of that brand permeates—and 

is reinforced at—every public interface: not only logos, stations, system maps, and vehicle exteriors and interiors, but 

also websites, social media presences, and traditional marketing campaigns.   

A good brand can help create a positive image of an agency and its services. An important part of branding is choosing 

a unified design standard, colors, or a logo that can be part of all services. This helps to create a visual identity for the 

transit agency and its services.  

For example, in 2003 the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (branded as Metro) became the 

first transit agency in the country to hire a creative director, and has since established the nation’s largest full service 

in-house design studio. In the years since, it has successfully branded many of its newer, more robust services as 

fashionable alternatives to the single-occupancy vehicle in its car-loving market. 

  

When creating a new brand, a transit agency must answer three questions: 

  Some typical brand values for transit agencies include reliability, 

convenience, comfort, environmental friendliness, and freedom (to work, read, etc.). Values can be ideas that 

the agency thinks are important (for example, “cool” is one of Los Angeles Metro’s core values), or they can 

be benefits that customers will get from using the service. Along those lines, King County Metro’s branding 

strategy reminds people that commuting by bus gives them time to do things on their daily commute besides 

gripping a steering wheel.  

 The second question facing an agency focuses more on the story the brand should 

carry. What is the narrative of the transit agency? How is the new brand a part of or separate from that 

legacy? All internal and external-facing publications should work to tell this story through graphic and visual 

messaging.  

  Because branding campaigns are aimed at attracting and keeping new 

riders, especially it is not enough for an agency to simply change the image of a transit service. If there are 

aspects of service that are discouraging potential riders from using transit, it is essential to address those 

issues in conjunction with a branding campaign. A transit agency must be the brand it says it is.  



 

 

When creating a brand, it is important to define what is in the brand and equally important to define what is not in 

the brand. In some circumstances, it may be appropriate to align a new brand with existing brands to gain access to 

the established customer base. If an existing brand suffers from a negative public image, the agency may want to 

position a new brand as distinct from existing services.  

Any rebranding effort should clearly communicate the values that are important to the new brand and should convey 

those values through a unified graphic and visual presence that communicates a clear story about the brand. 

Rebranding can be much more difficult than creating a brand from scratch, especially when the rebranding effort will 

require combining two distinct brands into a single brand. Merging brands can be challenging because it can threaten 

the name recognition and associated consumer base for both brands. However, careful and thoughtful rebranding can 

create a new image for existing services that better frames the benefits both services provide.  

After deciding to rebrand and selecting a new visual identity, the agency must  reminding 

current and potential riders that transit saves them time and money and is the best way to get around the city. Often, 

a transit agency rebranding effort is accompanied by changes in service, whether adding service or realigning existing 

services to better serve areas of high transit demand. It’s important for an agency to  

emphasizing that the rebranding is intended to increase the relevancy and benefits of the service for customers. 

Finally, an agency should celebrate rebranding by  This can get customers involved in the 

new brand and help to build connection to the community. 

 

Transit agencies across the country have used a variety of branding techniques to grow ridership and improve public 

perception of transit service. This can involve distinguishing new service from existing service to avoid stigmas; 

incorporating existing service into a premium brand to elevate its image; systemwide rebranding to overhaul an entire 

agency’s image; and even combining the brands of multiple agencies to present more legible regionwide service.   



 

 

Single-service branding allows agencies to distinguish a new, higher-quality product from existing service that might 

have a reputation as slow, unreliable, or uncomfortable. Distinct branding prevents negative connotations associated 

with existing service from stigmatizing the public perception of new bus rapid transit (BRT), streetcar, or light rail 

service.  

The Kansas City Area Transportation Authority (KCATA) operates two MAX BRT lines and is working to implement a 

third. These lines provide frequent service with limited stops, high quality passenger amenities, and some dedicated 

bus lanes. 

KCATA also recently began operating premium bus service between Kansas City, KS, and Kansas City, MO, a service 

that is uniquely branded and provides high quality passenger amenities. However, it provides much less frequent 

service than the MAX lines. In order to avoid diluting the MAX brand but still differentiate the premium service from 

regular bus service, KCATA used a different name (“connex”) with a similar logo that will link the two brands through 

similar design elements to denote that both provide premium service. 

   

LA Metro’s bus and rail operators handle 

nearly 1.3 million boardings each weekday. 

When the agency introduced its Orange 

Line BRT in 2005, Metro marketed the 

service as part of its rail network to convey 

that BRT is as fast and convenient as light 

rail transit. It included the Orange Line on 

its map of rail service (see image at right) 

and used visual and graphic design cues to 

indicate that the new service was part of 

the light rail brand.  

 

 



 

 

With the launch of the nation’s first rural BRT service, Roaring Fork Transportation Authority (RFTA) spent $46 

million to convert its express bus service to BRT and to reduce travel time between Glendale and Aspen, CO. The new 

BRT system was branded as “VelociRFTA,” a variation on the name of the speedy velociraptor dinosaur, to emphasize 

the speed with which riders would move up and down the valley.  

The project included new buses, stations, exclusive lanes, and transit priority signals as well as a service branding 

effort that carries into the station design (where sitting rocks are shaped like dinosaur eggs) and driver uniforms 

(safari-style shirts, shorts, and hats). With slogans like “My other ride is a dinosaur,” the VelociRFTA brand has 

become so popular that the agency sells branded t-shirts, bags, water bottles, and even underwear. 

In some markets, transit agencies are seen as providing service only for those with no other options, particularly low-

income residents and people with disabilities, rather than as a viable or desirable travel option for those with the 

resources and ability to own and drive a car. For other agencies, service is perceived as inconvenient and difficult to 

understand. In response, many agencies have rebranded to better highlight the usability and convenience of their 

system and to attract more choice riders.  

In anticipation of redesigned bus service and the introduction of streetcar service, the Central Oklahoma 

Transportation and Parking Authority (COTPA) decided to rebrand. The new public-facing brand, EMBARK, replaced 

the METRO Transit brand on Oklahoma City transit services. Rebranding occurred in response to relative lack of 

awareness about METRO Transit service in the city, along with a desire to attract choice riders who might not 

otherwise consider using transit. 



 

 

 

 

Since 2004, the Central Arkansas Transit Authority (CATA), serving the Little Rock region in Arkansas, has operated 

two transit services, the Metro Bus, a local circulator, and the MAX BRT system. The two brands were initially kept 

separate to avoid the new BRT system acquiring the stigma associated with the Metro Bus. After a decade of 

successful BRT service and thus improved public opinion, the agency decided to rebrand and incorporate both 

services into one brand in early 2015. 

The rebranding effort includes a new name—Rock Region Metro—as well as a new color scheme and new vehicle 

design. Rebranding the agency was part of a systemwide strategic plan and service redesign and is intended to help 

communicate the system’s overhaul to the public. The brand is designed to reflect the “citizen-focused, forward-

thinking organization” CATA has become. 

Rock Region Metro’s new branding is geared toward making transit more attractive to choice riders and increasing 

ridership. All vehicles have been repainted to match the new design guidelines and the website and print 

communications have been updated to reflect the new brand. Passenger amenity improvements are also planned: all 

fixed-route and express buses now offer free Wi-Fi and a new smartphone app will provide easy access to bus 

departure and arrival times.  

   



 

 

LA Metro has long been one of the largest transit service providers in the country, but at the start of the 21st century 

its customer approval ratings were mired in the 40th percentile and choice riders accounted for only 26% of ridership. 

To combat the agency’s negative public image, Metro created an in-house ad agency and tasked it with reimagining all 

visual and graphic material to make Metro “cool.”  

The in-house team adopted a bright, California-inspired palette to replace historically drab bus design, branding each 

class of service with its own color. There are four types of bus service: Metro Liner BRT (Silver), Metro Express 

(Blue), Metro Rapid (Red), and Local (Orange). 

 

The agency also changed its name from MTA to Metro, recreated its logo, conducted a countywide ad campaign, and 

invited local artists to contribute art to bus stops and stations. By 2008, the rebranding had become so successful that 

the agency was nominated for a design award. The transformation is holistic and comprehensive. As a result, Metro 

service has become an iconic part of the Los Angeles landscape and choice ridership has increased by 10%. 

 

In communities served by multiple agencies, branding is often balkanized and disjointed, presenting riders a jumbled 

and illegible array of brands and services. At the present time, transit in Middle Tennessee is provided by several 

agencies, including Nashville MTA, the Regional Transportation Authority (RTA), Clarksville Transit Service (CTS), 

Murfreesboro Rover, and the Franklin Transit Authority. As is commonly the case in areas where there are multiple 

transit operators, the services that these agencies provide are branded differently.  

Alternately, some areas with multiple transit providers present all services to the public as part of a single cohesive 

system. This approach could be used to present Nashville MTA and RTA regional services as part of a single system 

where the sum is greater than the individual parts. 



 

 

Perhaps the best example of regionwide rebranding comes from the Phoenix area, where the services offered by four 

different providers are all presented to the public as Valley Metro, and most passengers view individual services as 

part of a single system.  

The Valley Metro Regional Public Transportation Authority was founded in 1993, comprising 16 member agencies 

representing communities in and around Phoenix committed to funding the regional transit system. Valley Metro Rail 

formed in 2003 as a nonprofit public agency charged with building and operating the region’s 57-mile high-capacity 

network. The agencies merged in 2012 under a single chief executive officer to take advantage of potential efficiencies, 

to improve service, and to provide a single, more legible public-facing brand. Valley Metro Rail, Valley Metro LINK, 

and local buses all share the same brand and a single fare structure. 

 

In March 2015, the regional bus services in North Carolina’s Research Triangle were rebranded to share a similar 

name: “Go.” Triangle Transit, Durham Area Transit Authority (DATA), and Capital Area Transit (CAT in Raleigh) 

received a grant from the North Carolina Department of Transportation for the rebranding, which is part of a 

marketing campaign to get more people out of their cars and on buses. All regional buses have incorporated “Go” into 

their names, as in “Go Triangle,” “Go Durham,” and “Go Raleigh.” The services offered by the agencies will remain the 

same, and new logos on buses will be phased in over the next few years. 

 



 

 

 

In 2014, the Kansas City Area Transportation Association (KCATA) signed an interlocal agreement with the Johnson 

County Commission for joint transit management and administration, saving the two agencies an estimated half-

million dollars in personnel costs. Using the construction of a new downtown Kansas City streetcar as an opportunity 

to rethink transit branding for the entire region, KCATA and partner agencies then launched RideKC in 2015. 

The new brand will present an intuitive and unified face to transit riders across the region, regardless of municipal or 

county borders or transit agency jurisdiction. Customers served by five different agencies (KCATA, KC Streetcar, 

Johnson County Transit (The JO), Inde-Bus, and Unified Government Transit (UGT)) offering dozens of local, 

express, and BRT routes can visit a single RideKC-branded website to access trip planners, route maps, bus tracking, 

and fare information. Fleet, stop, and station rebranding began in fall 2015 and is expected to be completed in 2016. A 

regional day pass already exists, and officials are studying a simplified regional fare structure and single transit card. 

   

There are two key branding opportunities for Nashville MTA and RTA: 1) to develop a unified brand, and 2) to 

establish a brand for individual (particularly premium) services. These opportunities can build on the work of the 

RTA’s ad hoc committee on rebranding, a group of RTA board members and transit providers from Clarksville, 

Franklin, and Murfreesboro who worked with local researchers to begin exploring rebranding the regional system. 

Nashville MTA and RTA should also explore new opportunities to market transit services throughout Middle 

Tennessee. The agencies have promoted their services in the past, but with a renewed focus on the need for new 

mobility options in the region, the time is right to consider new ways to encourage people to try transit. 



 

 

 

Currently, Nashville MTA and RTA services are presented differently to the public because they are two different 

agencies. This means that riders generally need to go to different websites to find information and services are 

branded differently. There are limited examples of joint marketing on Nashville MTA’s website and system map, such 

as the inclusion of RTA bus routes on the map. Social media platforms—such as Twitter and Facebook—also present 

information from both agencies, including special event service on the Music City Star. 

Building on these examples, some areas with multiple transit providers present all services as part of a single, 

cohesive system. Presenting Nashville MTA and RTA services as part of a single system could help to communicate 

that the sum is greater than the individual parts.  

 

 



 

 

Additional examples of dual or joint branding between Nashville MTA and RTA exist, such as on Route 96X 

Nashville/Murfreesboro Relax & Ride. This is an RTA service that is operated by Nashville MTA, and the buses used 

for the route include both Nashville MTA and RTA branding (see photo below). Transit riders typically do not care 

who operates a service, and most 96X riders likely have no idea that they are using an RTA route that just happens to 

be run by another agency. Moving to a unified brand would communicate to riders that transit service in Middle 

Tennessee is seamless, regardless of how services are funded or operated. Rebranding can help to increase awareness 

of service and any improvements, such as those being explored through the nMotion Strategic Plan. 

 

Many systems brand individual services, either for specific services or for entire “families of services.” The most 

common reason to brand individual services is to draw attention to the services and differentiate them from other 

services. Typically, the special branding is used widely, on informational materials, stops, and buses. 

Nashville MTA currently uses special branding for two of its services: “BRT lite” for Rapid Bus service that operates 

on the Charlotte Pike, Gallatin Pike, and Murfreesboro Pike corridors, and “Music City Circuit” for two circulator 

routes that operate through downtown Nashville. Music City Circuit buses are specially branded, but BRT lite buses 

are not. 

In addition to lacking buses with special branding, the “BRT lite” moniker undersells the service that is provided. 

Most transit systems use names that present the message that premium or specially branded service is somehow 

better than regular bus service. For example, Kansas City and Las Vegas use the name “MAX,” and San Antonio uses 

the name “Primo.” Other systems incorporate speed into the name, such as Los Angeles’ “Metro Rapid.”  

Conversely, the BRT lite name is based on an industry term (BRT) that may be unfamiliar to some people, and the 

term “lite” could imply something less rather than something better. As Nashville MTA upgrades additional routes to 

“BRT lite,” a comprehensive rebranding used on buses, at stations, and on other materials could heighten awareness 

of the service and its benefits. 



 

 

   

RTA uses the “Relax & Ride” brand for its regional commuter bus services, and the commuter rail service is branded 

as the Music City Star. The Music City Star is easily identifiable as a special service because it is the region’s only 

commuter rail line; however, RTA has carried the brand through to Music City Star stations and materials as well. In 

addition, there are occasional Music City Star services that are specially branded, such as the “Game-Day Express” to 

Tennessee Titans football games. 

  

Branding of RTA’s bus services is less recognizable. Most RTA services are operated by Gray Line and, as a result, 

most buses feature the Gray Line brand much more prominently than the RTA Relax & Ride brand. At times, such as 

to highlight the launch of a new service, RTA has made its branding more prominent. Moving forward, this should 

become the norm rather than the exception.  



 

 

   

In addition to better branding of its vehicles, RTA should expand branding of its park-and-ride lots. Very few park-

and-ride lots have any RTA branding, making it difficult to find the lots and to understand where to park or catch the 

bus. Whether the lots are shared or built exclusively for RTA, expanding the use of banners, signs, and special shelters 

can make RTA’s services more recognizable to the general public. 

   



 

 

 

Since the late 1990s, nearly 200 cities throughout the world have developed Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) services that 

have made bus service much more attractive and greatly increased ridership. The popularity of BRT is that it can 

provide light rail-like service without the high costs associated with rail infrastructure. Compared to light rail transit 

(LRT), BRT typically has much lower capital and 

operating costs than LRT. And compared to regular 

buses, BRT is faster, more reliable, and more easily 

identifiable. 

BRT has become popular for many reasons: 

 BRT is faster, more 

convenient, more comfortable, and more 

attractive than regular bus service. 

 Because it is more 

attractive, BRT can significantly increase 

ridership. A 2012 General Accounting Office 

(GAO) study reported that over half of the 

BRT systems that it examined increased 

ridership by over 30% in their first year of 

operation.1 Many BRT lines, such as Boston’s 

Washington Street Silver Line and 

Cleveland’s HealthLine, produced much 

greater ridership increases. 

 The cost to construct a full-

featured BRT system is typically less than 

half of the cost of light rail, and operating 

costs are not significantly higher than for 

regular bus service. 

 Well-branded BRT services attract 

favorable attention to themselves and to 

other available transit services. 

 BRT provides a middle ground between rail 

and regular bus service 

 “Full” BRT provides rail-like service 

 All BRT provides significant improvements 

over regular bus service 

                                                                    
1 General Accounting Office, “Bus Rapid Transit Projects Improve Transit Service and Can Contribute to Economic 

Development,” July 2012 



 

 

BRT is popular with passengers for a number of 

reasons, the most important of which is that service is 

fast, frequent, direct, and operates from early morning 

to late night. These attributes make service more 

convenient—much more convenient than regular bus 

service—and more competitive with travel by 

automobile. Characteristics of BRT service include: 

 Frequent service, typically every 10 minutes or 

less 

 Long span of service, often 18 hours a day or 

more 

 Fast service, similar to light rail 

 Direct service, operating along major arterials 

and without deviations 

A key reason that service is fast is that stations are 

spaced further apart than with local bus service, 

typically every quarter to half mile. This avoids the 

delays (and discomfort) due to frequent stops and 

starts and, similar to light rail, experience has shown 

that more passengers would rather walk farther to fast 

service than a shorter distance to slow service. 

One major advantage that BRT has over light rail is 

that service can operate beyond the ends of the BRT 

facilities. For example, BRT can provide its own 

“feeder” service by operating locally from beyond the 

BRT line to the start of the BRT facilities and then 

operating as BRT.  

 

Beyond the service that is provided, BRT also combines 

a number of physical elements that work together to 

produce attractive and compelling service: 

  to increase the service’s 

visibility and differentiate it from “regular” 

bus service. 

  that provide greater comfort, reinforce the unique identify, and help differentiate the BRT 

service from regular bus service.  

 —dedicated rights-of-way and reserved lanes on existing roads—to allow buses to 

avoid the delays experienced in mixed-traffic operations. 

  such as signal priority and queue jump lanes, to speed buses through intersections.  

  that provide similar features, amenities, and levels of passenger comfort as rail stations. 

  via the use of either high-platform stations or low-floor buses to reduce dwell times and 

facilitate boardings and alightings by people with disabilities. 

  via either pre-paid passes or the sale of tickets from ticket vending machines at 

stations and stops to eliminate delays associated with on-board fare collection.  



 

 

  to inform passengers when buses will actually arrive or depart from 

stations, which reduces much of the uncertainty that is associated with bus service. 

  such as automatic vehicle location, which can be used to 

maintain consistent spacing between buses to keep them on schedule. 

  with other transit and surrounding areas. 

These measures work together to make service fast and reliable, to make it convenient and comfortable service, and to 

establish a strong image and identity for service. 

Rail lines typically have a very strong identity that helps to increase ridership. BRT branding similarly provides BRT 

service with a distinct identity that produces clear and positive public recognition. The most typical strategy is to 

distinguish BRT through a stylized vehicle design. Other common elements include distinct names, logos, color 

schemes, typography, station signage, and marketing materials. Examples include Boston’s Silver Line BRT services, 

with the Silver Line name used to relate BRT services to the MBTA’s color-named rail lines rather than other bus 

service; Cleveland’s “HealthLine;” and Eugene, Oregon’s EmX.  

  

Virtually any type of vehicle can be used for BRT service, ranging from standard transit buses to specially designed 

vehicles. However, features commonly found on BRT vehicles include low-floor boarding and/or raised platforms for 

level boarding and wide doors, both of which allow for faster boarding and alighting. Seating is often comparable to 

that provided for rail service.  

A key element of BRT is for service to operate in exclusive rights-of-way, which can be: 

  in which BRT service operates in a completely exclusive right-of-way, often in a 

former rail right-of-way. Examples include the East, West, and South Busways in Pittsburgh; the Miami-

Dade Busway; the Orange Line in Los Angeles; and the soon-to-open CT Fastrak in Hartford, CT. 



 

 

  

 which can be in either the center of streets or in curb lanes. Where 

exclusive bus lanes are provided, curb lanes are the most common approach. Exclusive bus lanes can be 

separated from general traffic by physical elements, such as curbs, or by striping. 

  

In many cases, bus lanes are also shared with other uses, for example, taxis. In some areas, curb lanes are used as bus 

lanes during peak periods and for parking during off-peak periods. Bus lane options can be “mixed and matched” 

along the length of a BRT system. 

Signal priority modifies normal traffic signal operation to facilitate the movement of transit vehicles by changing the 

signal to green early or by extending the green signal until the bus passes through. This significantly reduces signal 

delays and can reduce bus travel times by 5% to more than 20%. Signal priority is typically implemented in 

conjunction with exclusive bus lanes. 

BRT systems generally have stations that are similar to light rail stations, with specific design features varying 

depending upon passenger volumes, location, type of facility, and available space. BRT stations frequently include 

parking and local transit connections.  



 

 

  

In manner similar to rail service, BRT service can be designed to support level boardings. This is typically 

accomplished through the use of high-level platforms or the use of low-floor buses. Level boarding allows passengers 

to board and alight faster, which greatly reduces dwell times. Level boarding also makes it much easier for passengers 

with disabilities to board and alight and eliminates the need to use lifts. 

 

Off- board fare collection can significantly reduce dwell times at stations by eliminating the time involved for 

passengers to pay fares as they board vehicles. Ticket vending machines at stops and stations allow passengers to 

purchase a ticket before boarding the bus.  

Real-time passenger information at stations informs passengers when buses will actually arrive or depart from 

stations, which reduces some of the uncertainty that is often associated with bus service. 



 

 

  

Reductions in waiting time and more reliable service can make service much more attractive. Automatic vehicle 

location (AVL) systems can be used to manage bus service to regularize the intervals between buses, thereby 

minimizing passenger waiting time. AVL can also be used to provide real-time bus status information, which can 

reduce customer anxiety while waiting. 

Effective BRT services should be well connected to other transit services and the surrounding environment. Major 

BRT lines, like rail lines, become a transit system backbone with connections to other routes. Like all transit services, 

most passengers will access BRT lines by walking; therefore, effective pedestrian connections between BRT lines and 

the areas they serve are critical. Comfortable pedestrian access becomes even more important when BRT service 

operates along fast and wide arterials, which many BRT lines do. 

Bicycles can extend the reach of BRT services, and external bicycle racks are now commonly included on buses. To 

make bicycle and transit trips even more convenient, bicycles can also be accommodated inside of BRT vehicles in a 

similar manner as light rail vehicles. Bike share stations at BRT stations can provide additional opportunities. 

  



 

 

A key advantage of BRT is flexibility. While light rail, for obvious reasons, must have rails along its entire length, BRT 

can operate for most of its length in bus lanes and then operate in mixed traffic in areas where there is no room for 

bus lanes. Thus, BRT can often be implemented in areas where rail is infeasible. 

At the same time, flexibility is often BRT’s Achilles heel. To minimize costs and respond to other issues, most 

American BRT systems are implemented without the complete range of amenities that provide full BRT. The Institute 

for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP) has developed a BRT rating standard in which BRT projects are 

rated as Gold, Silver, Bronze, or Basic. In the United States, no BRT services are rates as Gold or Silver, and only five 

are rated as Bronze (Cleveland’s HealthLine, Los Angeles’s Orange Line, Pittsburgh’s East Busway, Eugene’s EmX, 

and Las Vegas’s SDX). Most of the services in the United States that are billed as BRT are rated by ITDP as “not BRT.” 

The development of successful BRT consists of packaging the elements described above to provide service that is 

, , , and .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nashville MTA has already begun to develop BRT service. In the late 2000s, MTA launched “BRT Lite” service in the 

Gallatin and Murfreesboro corridors; in 2015, BRT Lite service was implemented in the Charlotte corridor. The BRT 

Lite services include some, but not most, BRT elements. Until late 2014, MTA was planning for Nashville’s first full-

featured BRT line (the AMP), which was to provide service between East Nashville and West Nashville. The AMP was 

planned as one of the most ambitious BRT services in the United States but was stalled by controversy in West 

Nashville due to concerns about traffic and parking impacts and a belief among some that improved transit and 

increased expenditures were not needed or warranted. 



 

 

However, beyond the recent controversy surrounding the AMP, there is a strong desire within the business 

community and among residents for better transit service. The 2014 Vital Signs report produced by the Nashville Area 

Chamber of Commerce and the Nashville Area Metropolitan Planning Organization stated, “The ability of our 

residents to move around the region in their cars is quickly deteriorating and will continue to do so unless we provide 

better transit options.” This sentiment was supported by the NashvilleNext planning effort, in which improving 

transit was cited by stakeholders as their second highest priority. In a Rockefeller survey, a large majority of 

Millennials in Nashville responded that they want better transit options so that “they do not have to rely on cars.” 

To date, the development of better transit service has lagged behind the city’s growth and residents’ demands for 

improved service. The development of new BRT services, including upgrades to existing BRT Lite services, provides 

an important opportunity to significantly improve transit in the short to medium term. However, as the controversy 

surrounding the AMP indicates, this will need to be done with a great deal of community involvement and in a 

context-sensitive manner. 
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TRANSIT STRATEGIES 
COMMUTER RAIL 
Commuter rail is passenger rail service that is designed to transport large volumes of passengers over long distances in a 
fast and comfortable manner.  The primary market for commuter rail service is usually commuters to and from city 
centers.  However, many commuter rail lines also provide regional and all day service.  The major benefits of commuter 
rail service are: 

è   Comfortable and fast service, often faster than driving 
è   Easy to understand and use 
è   Efficient way to transport large volumes of people 

MINNEAPOLIS NORTHSTAR NASHVILLE MUSIC CITY STAR 

  

Common elements of commuter rail service include: 

§   Vehicles:  Most American commuter rail trains consist of a locomotive and multiple passenger cars, but some 
consist of multiple self-propelled cars.  Most American commuter rail systems are diesel-powers, but a few are 
electric-powered. 

§   Length:  Most commuter rail lines are designed to serve long distance travel, and lines that range from 20 to 
50 miles are most common. 

§   Station Spacing:  To provide competitive travel times, stations are spaced widely apart, typically every three 
to five miles, and often longer. 

§   Access and Station Facilities:  Most commuter rail stations rely heavily on park and ride access, and thus 
most include parking, and many facilities can be very large.  Other station facilities include platforms, and 
depending upon boarding volumes, either simple shelters or enclosed waiting areas.  They also commonly 
include other elements such as real-time passenger information, ticket vending, and bicycle parking. 

§   Capacity:  Commuter rail coaches can be either single or double level.  Single level coaches can seat up to 125 
passengers and bi-levels coaches can seat up to 185 passengers.  Train lengths of up to 10 cars are common in 
major commuter rail systems, and can seat over 1,500 passengers.  Smaller systems often run two-car trains, 
which seat approximately 350 passengers.1 

§   Schedules:  In most cities, commuter rail lines provide service from at least Monday to Saturday, and provide 
all day and evening service.  However, a few provide more limited service (including the Music City Star). 

                                                                    
1 With a two car train, one car must be a “cab car” from which the train operator controls the train when it is being 
pushed by the locomotive, which reduces the number of seats in that car. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUTER RAIL SERVICE 
Commuter rail was originally established in the United States in the 
1800s and early 1900s by private railroads as for-profit ventures.  This 
model continued until after World War II, when automobile travel 
became more popular and commuter rail ridership began to decline.  
By the 1960s, most commuter rail services were no longer profitable; 
consequently, many shut down, and the rest were in decline.  In many 
urban areas – New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, and others – 
to prevent the loss of commuter rail, public agencies took over loss-
making commuter rail systems and began to improve them.  By 1989, 
all commuter rail systems were in public hands. 

While cities that still had commuter rail were preserving, improving, 
and expanding it, there was also renewed interest in restoring 
commuter rail in areas that had lost it as well as in newly emerging 
cities and urban areas.  The first “new” commuter rail line was Tri-Rail 
in Miami in 1987, and today, approximately 25 U.S. cities have 
commuter rail service.  

Of the new commuter rail areas, most, like Nashville, have developed a 
single line (although some of operate through the city center to provide 
the service of two lines).  To date, only Los Angelies has developed a 
new system that now consists of seven lines,2 and South Florida’s Tri-
Rail is in the process of developing its second and third lines. 

RIGHT-OF-WAY/TRACK SHARING 
One of the most important elements in the development of new commuter rail services is the availability of the right-of-
way and track required to operate the services.  Most of the older and larger commuter rail systems –in the New York 
City area, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston – assumed ownership of rail lines and/or trackage rights when they 
acquired the services from the private railroads that no longer wanted to operate them. 

Conversely, most new commuter rail services have been developed along lines owned by freight railroads.  In these 
cases, the agency developing commuter rail service must either negotiate a “trackage rights” agreement for use of the 
line or purchase the line.  Along lines where freight use is light, for example, along the Nashville and Eastern Line used 
by the Music City Star, freight railroads are often willing to share track rights as an additional source of revenue, or sell 
them entirely.  However, in other cases, and especially along lines where freight use is heavy, freight railroads are either 
reluctant or unwilling to share their tracks due the limitations it would place on freight operations.  Obtaining the rights 
to use freight rail lines for commuter rail service is often the most challenging aspect of service development, and in 
many cases, the reason it isn’t done.   

Even in cases where it can be done, track sharing in heavily used freight corridors can be problematic.  For example, in 
the Boston area, the MBTA’s Worcester Line ran along a CSX freight line until 2012, and it was  the MBTA’s least 
reliable line.  This was the case for a number of reasons: 

§   Conflicts between commuter and freight trains.  Although the agreement between CSX and the MBTA provided 
slots for commuter trains, delays to freight trains meant that those slots were not always clear. 

§   Dispatching.  CSX, as the owner of the line, performed dispatching functions, and the MBTA was required to 
communicate with its trains through CSX dispatchers.  Communications delays exacerbated other delays. 

§   Heat-related speed restrictions.  In hot temperatures, due to the way the line had been constructed, CSX 
imposed speed restrictions to prevent the track from warping. 

                                                                    
2 In Canada, Toronto has also constructed a new system. 

New Commuter Rail Services since 1990 

• Tri-Rail in Miami in 1987 
• Shore Line East in New Haven, CT in 1990 
• MetroLink in Los Angeles in 1992 
• Virginia Railway Express (VRE) in Washington 

D.C. in 1992 
• Coaster service in San Diego in 1995 
• Trinity Railway Express (TRE) between Fort 

Worth and Dallas in 1996 
• Altamont Commuter Express in San Jose in 

1998 
• Sounder in Seattle in 2008. 
• Music City Star in Nashville in 2006 
• Rail Runner Express in Albuquerque in 2006 
• FrontRunner in Salt Lake City in 2008 
• NorthStar in Minneapolis in 2009 
• A-Train in Denton County, TX in 2011 
• Capital MetroRail in Austin in 2011 
• Sunrail in Orlando in 2014 
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At its low point in 2007, on-time performance had declined to less than 50%, although the MBTA and CSX worked 
together to improve it to the low 80% range.  In 2012, in conjunction with CSX moving its Beacon Park freight yard in 
Boston west to East Worcester in a location that does not interface with commuter operations, the MBTA purchased the 
45-mile long line for $100 million.  At that time, it took over dispatching and added service, and has been upgrading 
track to eliminate heat related speed restrictions. 

Minneapolis’ NorthStar commuter rail line, which operates from 40 miles north of Minneapolis to downtown via 
Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) tracks, also experiences freight-related delays.  A February 25, 2014 Star Tribune 
article stated “In what has become a 
chronic problem for the Northstar line 
from Big Lake to Minneapolis, heavy 
freight traffic pushed the commuter 
train off schedule and is expected to do 
so several days this week.” Those 
problems have been caused a 50% 
increase in freight traffic since the line 
opened in 2009, compounded by 
equipment problems during severe 
winter weather.   

In Chicago, Metra’s BNSF Line, as the 
name implies, operates on BNSF tracks. 
In 2014, that line had the worst 
performance of Metra’s 11 lines, with 
many of the delays blamed on freight 
interference.  For all of its lines, freight 
interference is the second highest causes 
of delays.  

In Middle Tennessee, beyond the existing Music City Star line, potential new commuter rail lines would either need to 
use, at least in part, CSX freight lines or new rights-of-ways would need to be developed. For CSX, there are several 
reasons that using CSX freight lines for commuter rail purposes is problematic.  

§   CSX’s Nashville lines are some of the most heavily used in CSX’s entire system. Nashville lies in the middle of 
CSX’s north-south mainline from Chicago to Florida. Its east-west line through Nashville connects with 
Memphis is also one of its most heavily travelled, as Memphis is one of only five gateways that connects eastern 
and western railroads.  It is also the closest re-route hub for the New Orleans gateway.  

§   Nashville is the hub for five different lines coming from other directions, and the Radnor Yard complex is the 
third largest switching center in CSX’s network.  

§   CSX tracks in Nashville are near capacity today, and the increasing demand for freight transport means they 
could be above capacity in the near future.  

For these reasons, CSX is currently not willing to share its Nashville area tracks with commuter rail services. The 
alternative of developing new rail rights-of-way, while to-date not examined, would clearly also be difficult. 

NEW COMMUTER RAIL SERVICES IN NASHVILLE AND 
OTHER AREAS 
Commuter rail services in the United States can generally be categorized into three groups: 

1.   Large systems in major urban areas.  There are four of these, which are in the New York area (MTA Long 
Island and Metro-North and New Jersey Transit), Chicago (Metra), Philadelphia (SEPTA), and Boston 

CHICAGO METRA CAUSES OF COMMUTER RAIL DELAYS 

 
S o u rc e :  M e t ra ,  O n - T im e  P e r fo rm a n ce  R e p o r t  D ec e m b e r  2 0 14 ;  G ra p h ic :   C h ic a g o  
T r ib u n e  
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(MBTA).  All of these are “legacy” systems that have been in continuous operation since the 1800s or early 
1900s.3 

2.   Small systems, that often consist of a single line.  Most of these have been developed since the late 1980s, but a 
few, such as Caltrain between San Jose and San Francisco are legacy lines.  In many cases, the newly developed 
lines are viewed as the start of the development of a system. 

3.   Newly emerging systems, such as Los Angeles’ Metrolink, which now consists of seven lines, and South 
Florida’s Tri-Rail, which is now in the process of expanded to three lines. 

The following sections describe new commuter rails in five medium-sized cities:  Nashville, Fort Worth, Austin, Salt 
Lake City, and Albuquerque. 

MUSIC CITY STAR (NASHVILLE) 
The RTA’s Music City Star operates between Lebanon and Nashville, and began 
service in 2006. The line is 32 miles long and has six stations.  

Service is much more limited than on most commuter rail lines, and more 
commuter-oriented.  Service operates only on weekdays, and with the exception 
of one Friday evening round trip, only operates during peak periods.  Monday 
through Thursday, there are three inbound and outbound trips during the AM 
and PM peaks, and no midday or evening service.  On Fridays, the same service 
is provided as on Mondays through Thursdays, plus an inbound trip that arrives in Nashville at 7:30 PM and an 
outbound trip that departs at 10:30 PM. Ridership averages 1,000 passengers per day, which is lower than on other 
American commuter rail systems.  This reflects the limited service and the size of the market. 

NASHVILLE MUSIC CITY STAR  

   

Service operates entirely along tracks owned by the Nashville & Eastern Railroad (NERR), and is also operated by 
NERR under contract to the RTA.  NERR also operates freight service along the line. 

The development of the Music City Star was also unique in a number of respects.  First, freight service volumes were 
low, and the freight operator was willing to operate commuter service.  Second, the capital improvements that were 
needed to provide passenger service – stations, crossing upgrades, and limited bridge replacement – were modest.  
Third, second-hand equipment was procured from Amtrak and Chicago’s Metra to operate the service. 

                                                                    
3 The only new large system that has been developed in North America has been in Toronto.  Montreal also has a large 
legacy system. 

Nashville Music City Star Quick 
Facts 
Length:  32 miles 
Stations: 6 
Average Station Spacing:  6.4 miles 
Weekday Trains:  12 (14 on Fridays) 
Weekday Ridership:  1,000 
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NASHVILLE MUSIC CITY STAR ROUTE 

 

TRINITY RAIL EXPRESS (DALLAS/FORT WORTH) 
Trinity Rail Express, which operates between Fort Worth and Dallas is an 
example of a commuter rail line that operates between two major cities, and 
that is designed to serve trips in both directions.  The line is a total of 34 miles 
long, and including the two terminals, serves 10 stations.  Service is provided 
through a joint venture of Fort Worth’s The T and Dallas’ DART. 

Service is provided Monday through Saturday. On weekdays, service begins at 
5:00 AM and the last trip departs from Dallas at 11:06 PM. Peak headways 
average 20 to 30 minutes and off-peak headways vary between 60 and 120 minutes. Current weekday ridership averages 
8.000 passengers. On Saturdays, trains operate every 60 to 120 minutes from 8:50 AM to 11:35 PM.   

DALLAS/FORT WORTH TRINITY RAILWAY EXPRESS (TRE) 

   

The line operates on the former Rock Island railroad right-of-way, which was purchased by the cities of Dallas and Fort 
Worth. The cities then turned the line over to The T and DART. The TRE line is also used by four freight railroads 
through track use agreements, which provide an additional source of revenue for TRE. 

Dallas-Fort Worth TRE Quick 
Facts 
Length:  34 miles 
Stations: 10 
Average Station Spacing:  3.8 miles 
Weekday Trains:  47 
Weekday Ridership:  8,000 
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FIGURE 1 | TRINITY RAILWAY EXPRESS (TRE) MAP 

 

CAPITAL METRORAIL (AUSTIN) 
Austin’s Capital Metro provides Capital MetroRail commuter rail service 
between Leander in Austin’s northern suburbs and downtown Austin.  The line, 
which began service in 2010, is 32 miles long, serves nine stations, and carries 
approximately 2,500 passengers per weekday.  There are park and lots at only 
three of the stations. 

Service operates Monday through Saturday.  On Monday through Thursday, 
service operates from 5:00 AM to 6:30 PM (last departure from Austin), 
approximately every 30 minutes during peak periods and every 60 minutes during the midday.  On Fridays, there is also 
evening service, which operates hourly until 12:30 AM. On Saturdays, there is only evening.  This service serves all 
stations except Leander (the outermost station) and operates approximately every 34 minutes from 4:00 PM to 
midnight.  

Whereas most U.S. commuter rail systems provide diesel-hauled locomotive service (a diesel locomotive that pulls or 
pushed unpowered rail cars), Capital MetroRail service is provided with “Diesel Multiple Units,” or DMUs, which are 
self-propelled diesel powered rail cars.  The Capital MetroRail cars are, in many respects, a hybrid of commuter rail and 
light rail vehicles, especially in terms of exterior appearance and interior configuration.  (Similar vehicles are also used 
by Denton County, Texas’ A-Train service and have been ordered for TEXRail service that will begin service in 2018 
between Fort Worth and Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport.) They also operate in exclusive lanes on arterial 
streets in downtown Austin, which is common for light rail, but unusual for commuter rail. 

Outside of downtown, Capital MetroRail operates along a former freight line that Capital Metro purchased in 1995 in 
anticipation of its future use for passenger service.  Freight service still operates along the line, but only outside of the 
hours that passengers service operates.  The reason for this is that the Capital MetroRail DMUs are not “FRA-
compliant,” in that they do not meet Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) crash-worthiness standards for crashes 
with freight trains.  As a result, the two types of service cannot operate during the same periods and are instead 
separated by time of day. 

Austin Capital MetroRail Quick 
Facts 
Length:  32 miles 
Stations: 9 
Average Station Spacing:  3.6 miles 
Weekday Trains:  36 (48 on Fridays) 
Weekday Ridership:  2,500 
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CAPITAL METRORAIL 

 

 

CAPITAL METRORAIL ROUTE 

 

FRONTRUNNER (SALT LAKE CITY) 
FrontRunner service, which is provided by the Utah Transit Authority (UTA), 
operates between Pleasant View, which is north of Ogden, to Provo, via Salt 
Lake City.  The line was developed in two parts, starting with the northern half 
in 2006 and the addition of the southern half in 2012.  In many respects, 
Frontrunner service consists of two lines that operate as one.  The total length of 
the line is 88 miles and there are 15 stations. 

FrontRunner service operates Monday through Saturday.  On weekdays, service 
begins at 5:00 AM and the last train departs at 11:09 PM.  Service operates approximately every 30 minutes during peak 
periods and every 60 minutes during the rest of the day.  On Saturdays, service operates approximately hourly from 
7:45 AM to 1:05 AM.  Ridership is approximately 16,000 passengers per weekday. 

FrontRunner service operates for most of its length within a Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way, but on separate tracks 
that were constructed on parallel to the existing freight tracks.  The only portion where service operates on shared tracks 
is along the northernmost six miles. 

Salt Lake City FrontRunner Quick 
Facts 
Length:  88 miles 
Stations: 15 
Average Station Spacing:  6.3 miles 
Weekday Trains:  63 
Weekday Ridership:  16,000 
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SALT LAKE CITY FRONTRUNNER 

 

 

FRONTRUNNER ROUTE 

 

RAIL RUNNER EXPRESS (ALBUQUERQUE) 
The New Mexico Rail Runner Express, which is operated by the New Mexico 
Department of Transportation and the Rio Metro Regional Transit District, 
provides commuter rail service between Santa Fe and Belen, NM via Albuquerque. 
Phase 1 service, which operated between Belen, which is 35 miles south of 
Albuquerque, and Bernalillo, which is 18 miles north, began in 2006.  Service was 
extended further north to Santa Fe in 2008.  The line is 97 miles long and has 15 
stations.  Similar to Salt Lake City’s FrontRunner, in many respects, the Rail 
Runner also consists of two lines that operate as one. 

Service operates seven days a week. On weekdays, there are 11 trips in each direction that operate between 4:32 AM and 
9:00 PM (last departure).  These consist of a combination of local and express trips, including two that only operate 
between Albuquerque and Santa Fe and two that only operate between Belen and Santa Fe.  Weekday ridership averages 
approximately 4,000 passengers. Saturday trains are scattered throughout the day, with six trains in each direction 
between 7:28 AM and 10:33 PM.  As on weekdays, not all trains operate the full length of the route.  On Sundays, there 
are only three northbound trains and four southbound trains. 

Service between Belen and Albuquerque operates along a former Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF)-owned freight 
line.  The state initially intended to negotiate trackage rights for the line, but ultimately, to ensure the provision of 
reliable passenger service, agreed to purchase the entire line from Belen to the Colorado border.  This line is used for 
service between Belen and Bernalillo, and some freight traffic continues to operate along the line. 

Albuquerque Rail Runner Quick 
Facts 
Length:  97 miles 
Stations: 15 
Average Station Spacing:  6.9 miles 
Weekday Trains:  22 
Weekday Ridership:  4,000 
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SALT LAKE CITY FRONTRUNNER 

 

 

RAIL RUNNER EXPRESS ROUTE 

 

The extension from Belen and Bernalillo operates along a combination of former Santa Fe Southern and newly 
constructed right-of-way, with the newly constructed right-of-way designed to straighten curves to provide for faster 
operating speeds.  This right-of-way is also owned by the state.  BSNF has trackage rights along the southern half of the 
extension, and Santa Fe Southern has trackage rights along a short portion of the right-of-way leading into Santa Fe. 

POTENTIAL NEW MIDDLE TENNESSEE COMMUTER 
RAIL LINES  
AND IMPROVEMENTS 
A significant amount of desire has been expressed for the development of new commuter rail lines in Middle Tennessee, 
with the greatest focus on the Northwest Corridor between Clarksville and Nashville and improvements to existing 
Music City Star service.  Other potential lines that have generated interest include Murfreesboro and Franklin/Spring 
Hill.  

One of the challenges to the development of new commuter rail lines in Middle Tennessee is that the most desirable rail 
corridors are CSX lines that have very heavy freight traffic.  As illustrated in the examples above, the new commuter rail 
lines that have been implemented since the 1990s, including the Music City Star, have been developed in rail corridors 
with low levels of freight traffic or the ability to develop parallel tracks within existing freight rights-of-way.  In those 
cases, the freight railroads either had sufficient excess capacity to accommodate commuter rail and/or the receipts from 
the sale of the rail corridors more than offset negative impacts to freight service. 
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However, this is not the case in Middle Tennessee.  Except for the Nashville and Eastern line that is used for Music City 
Star service, and with the possible exception of a Clarksville line, other potential commuter rail lines would be CSX lines 
that are heavily used for freight traffic.  Beyond the freight traffic alone, Nashville is also a major center for related 
freight activities, and and the company has a major rail yard in Nashville (Radnor), an intermodal terminal, an 
automobile distribution center, and a bulk transfer terminal.  CSX’s Nashville area freight traffic is near capacity, and 
for this and the other reasons described above, CSX not willing to share its tracks with passenger traffic. 

MIDDLE TENNESSEE TRACK MAP (CSX IN BLUE) 

 

As a result, it will be extremely difficult to significantly expand commuter rail in Middle Tennessee in the foreseeable 
future.  Longer term, this situation may change.  At the present time, much of CSX’s Nashville area traffic consists of 
coal shipments.  The use of coal is declining and is expected to continue to do so.  In this event, then coal shipments 
through Nashville would likely decline, and unless there are offsetting increases in shipments of other types of goods, 
this could free up some capacity.  Alternatively, continuing increases in freight traffic may exceed the capacity of CSX’s 
Nashville area network, which could require a large-scale solution such as the development of a rail bypass around 
Nashville for some freight traffic.  This type of change would be well beyond the scope of what the MTA or RTA could 
do, but could also free up the capacity needed to develop new commuter rail lines. 

However, this situation does not mean that commuter rail efforts should not continue.  Experience in Middle Tennessee 
and elsewhere shows that commuter rail can shift far more people out of cars than express bus services.  For example, 
compared to express bus services in Williamson and Rutherford Counties, the Music City Star carries over six times 
more passengers and over seven times more passengers per trip.  This is the case for a number of reasons, the most 
important of which include faster service and greater comfort.  This is the case even though the Music City Star serves a 
smaller market than the express bus routes. 
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MUSIC CITY STAR RIDERSHIP COMPARED TO EXPRESS BUS RIDERSHIP 

   

Looking forward, the Northwest Corridor Transit Study will examine, among other things, commuter rail service 
between Clarksville and Nashville.  Most of that line would use a Nashville and Western Railroad right-of-way that runs 
inbound to the vicinity of I-40 near Herman Street but not all of the way into downtown Nashville.  Work on this study 
will likely further clarify CSX-related issues and could produce potential solutions.  Even without the use of CSX right-
of-way, an Austin-type solution could be possible in which street running DMUs are used from the end of the Nashville 
and Western rail line into downtown. 

AUSTIN STREET RUNNING DMUS 

 

There is also the potential to improve Music City Star service: 

§   More Service:  As described above, existing service is very limited, and more limited than on other commuter 
rail lines. Service improvements including weekday midday service, weekday evening service, Friday and 
Saturday evening/night service, and weekend service would make service more attractive and help spur 
transit-oriented development (TOD). 

§   Double Tracking:  The current line is single track with one passing siding.  Double tracking or additional 
passing sidings would provide for the provision of more frequent service. 

§   New Stations:  A new station will be constructed at Hamilton Spring in Lebanon; others could also be 
possible. 

§   Wilson County Extension:  There is beginning to be interest in Wilson County to extend service further 
eastward, potentially to Watertown. 

§   Transit Oriented Development:  The new Hamilton Springs Station in Lebanon is planned in conjunction 
with TOD that will consist of 400 apartments, retail, and office space.  There is also a desire to create a 
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“downtown Donelson” at Donelson Station. The RTA is also about to issue a Request for Proposals for TOD at 
Mount Juliet Station. 



 

 

“Complete Streets” are designed and operated to safely accommodate all users, including people of all ages and 

abilities walking, bicycling, or riding public transit; passengers and drivers of motor vehicles, including taxis; and 

operators of freight and delivery vehicles. Complete Streets support transit access and operations, as every transit trip 

starts with a trip by some other mode. Most transit passengers are pedestrians first, others access transit by bike, and 

others park a car or are dropped off at a transit stop or station. Complete Streets provide safe walking and bicycling 

facilities and support the safe and efficient operation of transit, including high quality bus stops and passenger 

facilities, transit priority treatments, and other design elements that prioritize moving people over moving cars.  

The National Complete Streets Coalition describes incomplete streets as “a hindrance to [transit] riders” and to “good 

service.” Poor design slows transit service and discourages people from riding transit. Even though most transit riders 

begin their trips on foot, there is often a disconnect between road planning and transit planning. In many cases, this 

leaves transit riders waiting next to a bus stop sign on a dirt path, and often along a high traffic street with no 

sidewalks or safe crossings.  

In contrast to these “incomplete” streets, Complete Streets make transit safe, convenient, and comfortable. The 

Coalition notes, “Complete Streets policies help create the safe and comfortable bus stops and smooth predictable 

transit trips that help make public transportation an attractive option.” 

 

Complete Streets ensure safe and convenient access to public transit for all people. Complete Streets include safe and 

comfortable bus stops and smooth, predictable transit trips that help make transit an attractive travel option. 

Although the addition or improvement of sidewalks and bikeways are often the biggest physical changes necessary to 

build a Complete Street, true Complete Streets projects also enhance transit service. The major benefits of Complete 

Streets for transit are that they: 

 Improve transit speed and  by reducing the amount of time buses are stuck in traffic  

 Improve access and safety for riders by  to transit services 

 Provide space along the street for  or stations with amenities 



 

 

 Encourage mixed-use, transit-oriented development that can  

 Promote  by making it easy to cross the street, walk to shops, and bicycle to work 

 Improve  by reducing motor vehicle speeds, intersection crossing distances, and potential 

conflicts and collisions  

 

Complete Streets approaches can increase the speed and reliability of public transportation operations. In Boulder, 

CO, accommodating and encouraging public transportation use has been a major tool in achieving their 

transportation master plan complete streets goals. The city’s Community Transit Network features bus routes with 

well-designed and conveniently sited stops on several major corridors.  

Transit agencies that get involved in street design decisions from the very beginning can ensure better bus stop 

placement; space along the street for shelters, benches, and signs; and consistent street crossings for riders to access 

transit stops. In Roanoke, VA and Seattle, the transit agency is involved in street design review from the very first 

meetings. Louisville’s transit agency participated actively in the rewrite of the city’s street manual. The transit agency 

in Colorado Springs is part of the city government and works closely with the planning and engineering departments 

to ensure that project designs support transit. 

Streets that are well designed for transit can encourage more people to get out of their cars and onto the bus. Such 

streets provide accessible bus stops and assist buses in moving through traffic. Since 2000, rapid bus service in Los 

Angeles has used a priority signal system that allows buses to extend green lights or shorten red ones. Within the first 

year of operation, travel time decreased by 25% and ridership increased by more than 30%.  



 

 

In San Francisco, one year after the city reconfigured Valencia Street with bike lanes, bicycle volume increased by 

over 140% during the afternoon peak, and collisions involving pedestrians decreased by 36%. Driving times for transit 

and vehicles were not significantly affected. However, nearby businesses reported an increase in sales of 60%, which 

they attributed to higher levels of pedestrian and bicycle activity, reduced travel time, and greater convenience for 

shoppers. The city has since widened sidewalks, added parklets, and re-timed signals to increase the efficiency of the 

street for people traveling by all modes. 

A truly “complete” street must accommodate the access, mobility, and safety needs of all travelers. For example, a bus 

stop located far from a safe crossing can put transit riders in danger. Similarly, a sidewalk without curb ramps is 

useless to someone in a wheelchair. A road with heavy freight traffic must have sufficiently wide lanes and 

intersections designed to accommodate turning trucks. Accessibility and mobility for automobile drivers and 

passengers must also be considered in planning for Complete Streets, as many changes made to better accommodate 

non-auto modes of transportation—including for transit—will also improve conditions for personal vehicles. Ensuring 

that streets are designed and operated to safely accommodate all these interests requires that multiple agencies and 

stakeholders work together, with a clear and consistent set of priorities. 

Cities around the country—small and large, rural and urban—have been building Complete Streets to improve 

comfort, convenience, and safety and increase people’s ability to travel by a variety of modes. The photos below 

illustrate Complete Streets projects in various contexts.  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

There are four steps to ensure the successful implementation of Complete Streets:  

 Adopt a Complete Streets policy 

 Change your practices to implement the policy 

 Follow those new practices and design context-sensitive Complete Streets 

 Monitor the performance of Complete Streets projects to ensure they work 



 

 

Complete Streets start with a strong, locally-driven policy statement, making explicit the intent to safely 

accommodate all people in decisions related to street design and operation. A clear policy statement provides 

guidance for planners, engineers, and community members and can also provide necessary political and institutional 

momentum for implementation. According to the National Complete Streets Coalition, a comprehensive Complete 

Streets policy incorporates the following elements: 

 Specifies that  includes pedestrians, 

bicyclists, and transit passengers of all ages 

and abilities, as well as trucks, buses, and 

automobiles 

 Applies to  including 

design, planning, maintenance, and 

operations, for 

 Makes  with clear 

procedures requiring high-level approval 

 Encourages and aims to 

create a comprehensive, integrated, connected 

network for all modes 

 Directs the use of the 

 and guidelines while recognizing the 

need for 

 Directs that solutions will 

 of the community 

 Establishes   

 Includes specific next steps for  

of the policy 

Once a strong Complete Streets policy is in place, the 

next step is to ensure it moves from paper into practice. 

An implementation plan is necessary to identify 

documents and processes that must be changed, assign 

responsibility for making such changes, and define 

specific desired outcomes of policy implementation.  

One of the biggest challenges is changing “business as 

usual” practices in transportation budgeting, 

programming, and street planning, design, and 

operations. Implementation plans can help guide 

planners and engineers through new procedures and 

ways of thinking. Some communities have used 

procedural training to empower agency staff and ensure 

they understand how to apply the new policies, 

practices, and procedures in their work. 

 

Before (left) and after 

(below) the project 

 

 



 

 

Accommodating safe access along and across all streets for people traveling by all modes of transportation can be 

achieved with a variety of different types of design treatments and street operations. An effective Complete Streets 

design is sensitive to community context. Clear guidance for context-appropriate application of Complete Streets 

principles can allay fears that “complete streets” will mean inappropriately wide roads in quiet neighborhoods or 

miles of costly, little-used sidewalks in rural areas. The table below highlights a selection of Complete Streets 

treatments that can facilitate access and mobility for people walking, cycling, or riding transit.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Ultimately, a context-sensitive approach to complete streets planning and design can create a comprehensive, 

integrated, connected network for all modes that recognizes the need for flexibility in balancing people’s and 

communities’ needs. 



 

 

Progress monitoring and adaptation are necessary to ensure effective and consistent implementation of Complete 

Streets policies across all agencies and all types of streets. Some communities use quantitative and qualitative 

performance indicators to gauge how a particular street, street segment, or the entire street system is working. There 

are several approaches:  

Performance measures can be used for  to identify problems in the system and to assess their relative 

severity. For example, in Roanoke, VA, planners developed a scoring system for major streets that takes into account 

safety, connectivity, and design, as well as the presence of street trees, stormwater and drainage issues, and the 

availability of sufficient right-of-way to accommodate all modes. 

A related approach is to that assesses a street’s appropriateness for complete streets 

treatments. Decatur, GA, modified their traditional street typology to account for the relationship of the street to land 

use, so that each new street type caters to different levels of need for various travelers, by foot, bike, or car. 

Finally, some places have developed a  that tracks a suite of performance indicators 

for the transportation system on a regular basis. For example, Redmond, WA, uses a Mobility Report Card with over 

15 indicators to spot trends and track progress toward goals. 

 

 

  



 

 

Today, there are many streets in Nashville and Middle Tennessee that are “incomplete.” This is due to a variety of 

factors, including the point in time at which many of the streets were built. As the region continues to grow and 

undertakes new transportation and transit projects, building new streets that are complete and retrofitting existing 

streets must be a top priority to improve access and mobility for residents and visitors traveling by all modes.  

  

Transportation planning and street design in Nashville have been influenced by the Complete Streets Executive Order 

issued by former Mayor Karl Dean on October 6, 2010. The Executive Order directs city departments to “give full 

consideration to the accommodation of the transportation needs of all users, regardless of age or ability, including 

those traveling by private vehicle, mass transit, foot, and bicycle,” and to “review all current Public Way plans, guides, 

regulations and standard drawings to comply with this Executive Order.” 

Nashville’s manual for implementing Complete Streets is the Major and Collector Street Plan. The plan was 

overhauled in 2011 to comply with the Complete Streets Executive Order, and updated again in 2015 to incorporate 

innovations in urban street design like protected bike lanes. New developments and major redevelopments along 

collector and arterial streets in Nashville must bring the street up to the standards set out in the Major and Collector 

Street Plan. As a result, sites along many of Nashville’s prominent corridors have been transformed with appropriate 

sidewalks, planting strips, and bicycle facilities that were overlooked in the past. 

Work has also been done to ensure that public investments in the transportation network implement Complete 

Streets principles. The Nashville-Davidson County Strategic Plan for Sidewalks and Bikeways (2008) adopted 

Complete Streets design principles (Chapter 6.5.2), while the Public Works Subdivision’s Street Design Standards and 

Specifications (Chapters 1.1 and 3.5) provides specific guidance for application of Complete Streets principles in the 

construction, rehabilitation, or reconstruction of streets.  

The Nashville Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) and its member jurisdictions have identified 

Complete Streets as a primary tool to implement the 2040 Regional Transportation Plan, with members adopting 

local Complete Streets policies as part of their planning efforts. The MPO identified four basic realms in which 

Complete Streets can be viewed: the context realm, pedestrian realm, travelway realm, and intersection realm. 

Together these realms help in the design of Complete Streets and ensure the needs of all users are accommodated. 

As depicted on the following pages, several major Complete Streets projects have been implemented or are planned in 

Nashville.  



 

 

This key downtown street—connecting 

the State Capitol and the Metro 

Courthouse—was primarily a transit 

and auto-oriented street, affected by 

frequent stormwater and sewage 

overflow issues. In 2009, Deaderick was 

redesigned (see photo at right), with a 

strong emphasis on pedestrian 

accommodation, with ample sidewalks, 

street trees, a planted median and 

streetside buffers, on-street parking, 

extended curbs at intersections, 

pedestrian-oriented LED streetlights, 

and pedestrian wayfinding kiosks.  

Belmont Boulevard is a primarily 

residential area with a bustling 

commercial strip located next to 

Belmont University. Near Ashwood 

Avenue, Belmont incorporates on-

street bike lanes, parking, a planter 

strip, and sidewalks within an 80-foot 

public right-of-way.  

Completed in fall 2015, the 11th Avenue 

Complete Street project was designed 

to improve multimodal accessibility 

between Laurel Street and the Church 

Street Viaduct. It includes a multi-use 

path with separated bicycle lanes and 

wide sidewalks, signalized crossings, a 

greenway and mini-park with a fitness 

station, bioretention to treat 

stormwater, trees and landscaping, and 

bike racks and street furniture. The 

photo to the right shows an “open 

streets” event on 11th Avenue during 

summer 2015, when the project was 

substantially complete. 

 

 



 

 

Outside of Nashville and Davidson County, few communities have formally adopted Complete Streets policies, 

although interest in Complete Streets principles is growing. The MPO provides information and occasional trainings 

on Complete Streets and connects member communities to resources. Moving forward, there are opportunities for all 

Middle Tennessee communities to adopt Complete Streets policies and design guidelines and to provide additional 

support for local and regional transit services.  

As an integral element of its Land Use and Transportation Plan, the City of Hendersonville, TN, adopted Complete 

Streets policies in 2009. The Complete Streets chapter (Ch. 6) of the plan provides helpful guidance applicable for 

communities across Middle Tennessee to address the common challenge of “transforming major arterials into 

Complete Streets,” and “shift[ing] from an automobile dominated roadway to a balanced, multimodal transportation 

system.” 

 

As an integrated plan, addressing both land use and transportation, Hendersonville’s Complete Streets Chapter 

provides important guidance for both streetscape and urban design, including transit integration, building form and 

size, the pedestrian realm, the roadway, median treatments, and street operations. The plan includes a street design 

priority matrix providing guidance on appropriate complete streets treatments for each corridor segment, based on 

local land use context, and needs for access and connectivity.  
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TRANSIT STRATEGIES 
BETTER DOWNTOWN TRANSIT SERVICE 
In most cities, downtown services have evolved over time, with individual routes added, eliminated, and revised, often 
with too little consideration of how individual changes fit within the overall system. The result is often complex service 
that is difficult for passengers to understand and use. 

A systematic reconfiguration of downtown transit is one important way to improve transit service—to increase 
individual transit options, to improve connections, and to focus service in ways that can make service faster and enable 
the provision of better passenger facilities. Principles for the design of effective and attractive downtown services are: 

§ Services that operate from the same origin areas (for example, north, south, east, west) should come from the 
same locations and use the same alignment downtown so that passengers can easily use all routes that serve 
their destination. 

§ Circulation patterns should be simple so that passengers can easily learn and remember where to catch the 
bus. To accomplish this, routes that operate from the same origin areas should operate to the same downtown 
terminal and use the same alignment within downtown. 

§ Transfers should be possible between any two downtown routes without walking farther than across the street 
or one block in cases where bus service operates on one-way pairs. To accomplish this, all circulation patterns 
within downtown should connect at a minimum of one point.  

§ Transit should operate on streets that are compatible with high levels of bus service.  

BENEFITS OF WELL-DESIGNED DOWNTOWN TRANSIT 
The major benefits of well-designed downtown transit are that it will: 

è Make service easier to understand and use 
è Provide better service to and from downtown, as well as within downtown 

è Provide effective connections, including with other modes 
è Improve service for existing riders 

è Attract new transit riders 

Well-designed downtown transit that focuses service is often accompanied by the development of better passenger 
facilities that can make transit more visible, promote more vibrant street life, and, in some cases, promote new 
development, especially at street level. 

DOWNTOWN SERVICE APPROACHES 
The provision of effective downtown transit service typically consists of a combination of elements, which can include: 

è Service design 

è Transit emphasis corridors 
è Transit centers 

è Transit priority 
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SERVICE DESIGN 

A number of different service design approaches can be used for downtown transit, and common approaches include: 

§ Intersecting trunk routes where routes are organized into intersecting patterns 
§ Transit emphasis corridors, with transit service concentrated on a limited number of corridors, sometimes 

within a transit mall 
§ Perimeter service, in which service is limited to the periphery of downtown, with circulator service within 

downtown 
Very few cities, if any, use a “pure” approach. Instead, most emphasize one approach and supplement that with others to 
address special circumstances. 

FIGURE 1 DOWNTOWN SERVICE DESIGNS 

SAINT PAUL, MN INTERSECTING TRUNK ROUTES     DENVER PERIMETER SERVICE 

   

TRANSIT EMPHASIS CORRIDORS 

Transit emphasis corridors are corridors that are served by high volumes of transit service where priority is given to 
transit and a high level of transit amenities are provided. In some cases, transit emphasis corridors are transit “malls” 
where vehicular traffic is limited entirely or, with only limited exceptions, to transit. (For example, Minneapolis’ Nicollet 
Mall also permits taxis.) The best examples of transit malls in the United States are Minneapolis’s Nicollet Mall and 
Denver’s 16th Street Mall (see Figure 2). 

Much more common, however, are transit emphasis corridors that emphasize transit service but do not exclude other 
traffic. Examples of these types of transit emphasis corridors are Portland’s Transit Mall, which is a one-way pair that 
dedicates two lanes to transit and one lane to other traffic, and San Francisco’s Market Street, which is open to all traffic 
but heavily emphasizes transit (see Figure 3). A third example is Minneapolis’ Marq2 corridor, which is described in the 
case studies below. 
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FIGURE 2 TRANSIT-ONLY MALLS 

MINNEAPOLIS NICOLLET MALL DENVER 16TH STREET MALL 

  

FIGURE 3 TRANSIT EMPHASIS CORRIODORS 

PORTLAND, OR TRANSIT MALL SAN FRANCISCO MARKET STREET 

  

Major benefits of transit emphasis corridors are that they make transit service faster, which makes it more attractive.  
Transit emphasis corridors also typically include more significant and higher quality stop facilities, which helps to make 
transit service more comfortable. 

TRANSIT CENTERS 
Transit centers can provide both a focal point for transit and comfortable passenger facilities. Many small to medium 
size transit systems focus service around a single downtown transit center. Examples of this approach include Nashville 
and Fort Worth (see Figure 4). 

However, as cities and their transit systems grow, increasing volumes of service and passengers can begin to overwhelm 
the surrounding area, meaning that additional capacity is needed. As this occurs, a more distributed approach using 
multiple transit centers may be pursued. As described below in the case studies, Kansas City and Providence are two 
examples of growing systems that are now taking this approach. Nearly all large transit systems have multiple 
downtown transit centers. 
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FIGURE 4DOWNTOWN TRANSIT CENTERS 

MTA’S MUSIC CITY CENTRAL (NASHVILLE)    THE T’S INTERMODAL TRANSPORATION CENTER (FORT WORTH) 

   

TRANSIT PRIORITY 
Traffic in downtowns is usually congested, and, consequently, downtown transit service is typically slow. Transit can be 
made more attractive through the use of transit priority measures to make it faster. These measures can include: 

§ Exclusive bus lanes 
§ Queue jump lanes 
§ Signal priority 

Exclusive Bus Lanes 

Bus lanes can be implemented in a number of ways, which include: 

§ Regular flow bus lanes, in which buses travel in the same direction as regular traffic (see Figure 5). 

FIGURE 5 REGULAR FLOW CURBSIDE BUS LANES 

NEW YORK CITY  DOWNTOWN SAN ANTONIO 

   

§ Contraflow bus lanes, in which buses travel in the opposite direction as regular traffic. In effect, a one-way 
street is converted to two-way, with regular traffic traveling in one direction, and buses in the other (see Figure 
6). 
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§ Multiple lanes. In some downtowns with very high volumes of bus traffic—for example, Minneapolis and 
Portland—multiple adjacent lanes are dedicated to transit (see Figure 7). 

FIGURE 6 CONTRAFLOW BUS LANE (PITTSBURGH)      FIGURE 7 MULTIPLE BUS LANES (MINNEAPOLIS) 

  

Bus lanes can be full-time, meaning that only buses can use them at any time, or part-time, which means that the lanes 
are only reserved for buses at specific times. Most commonly, part-time bus lanes are shared with parking, with curb 
lanes used for bus service during peak periods and for parking at other times. 

Queue Jump Lanes 

Queue jump lanes are short sections of bus lanes at the intersection that allows a bus to move to the front of stopped 
traffic. This allows buses to skip to the front of the line at a stop light (see Figure 8).  

Transit Signal Priority 

Transit signal priority (TSP) gives preferential treatment to buses at traffic signals by either holding the green light a bit 
longer or changing the light earlier to let the vehicle pass (see Figure 9). Some systems rely on transit operator 
intervention or activation, while others have automated systems that use transponders to connect with signal 
equipment. 

FIGURE 8 QUEUE JUMP LANE FIGURE 9 TRANSIT SIGNAL PRIORITY 
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CASE STUDIES 

MINNEAPOLIS 
In 2009, Minneapolis converted two major downtown arterials—Marquette Avenue and 2nd Avenue South—to transit 
emphasis corridors for express bus service and named it the “Marq2 Corridor.” On both streets, the bus lanes operate as 
contraflow lanes (see Figure 10). On Marquette Avenue, there are two northbound general traffic lanes and two 
southbound bus lanes, and on 2nd Avenue, the pattern is reversed. The bus lanes are part-time, with only buses 
permitted on weekdays from 6:00 to 9:00 a.m. and from 3:00 to 7:00 p.m.  

FIGURE 10 MINNEAPOLIS MARQ2 TRANSIT CORRIDOR 

   

The Marq2 corridor also features wider sidewalks with trees, bike racks, and public art. Customer waiting shelters are 
heated and well-lit, with detailed transit information and real-time information signs. Finally, skip-stop operating 
patterns are used, with individual routes stopping at only A, B, C, or D stops on Marquette Avenue and only E, F, G, and 
H stops on 2nd Avenue (see Figure 11). 

FIGURE 11 MARQ2 STOP PATTERNS 
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As described on the Transit for Livable Communities website:1 

“December 2009 saw the complete reconstruction of Marquette Avenue and 2nd Avenue S between Washington 
Avenue and 12th Street that has dramatically improved express bus service through downtown. 

FIGURE 12 MINNEAPOLIS MARQ2 BUS OPERATIONS 

 

The original contraflow bus lanes on Marquette and 2nd Avenue opened in the 1970s. Contraflow lanes were a 
new concept back then. By running in the opposite direction as the street’s auto traffic, contraflow lanes can 
handle more buses per hour than with-flow lanes, and it’s much easier to police traffic that doesn’t belong in 
them. Over the next 30 years, however, the number of buses using the lanes increased dramatically and 
overwhelmed the capacity of the lanes.  

This situation was made worse because buses stopped in every block. Furthermore, with a few exceptions, the 
entire block was a bus stop, with waiting passengers spread out along the entire block. This led to most buses 
making separate stops at the front and rear of each block. It often took two light cycles for a bus to progress 
through the next intersection, and no bus could travel faster than the slowest one. Travel time through downtown 
was scheduled at slightly over three miles per hour, no faster than a person walking. Between 4:30 and 5:30 
p.m., buses often weren’t able meet that slow schedule and it routinely took 20 minutes or more to traverse 
downtown. This negated the travel time savings from other transit advantages such as ramp meter bypasses, 
shoulder lanes, and HOV lanes. 

Slow speed wasn’t the only problem with the old lanes. Most stops offered no shelter from the weather, and bus 
departure information was almost completely nonexistent. In contrast, most downtown auto commuters never 
had to step outdoors to reach their cars. Between the snail-like pace of travel, the exposed stops, and no 
information, it was difficult for the bus to compete with the auto. 

In 2006 the City of Minneapolis and Metro Transit decided it was time to reevaluate the state of transit by 
conducting a transportation study called Access Minneapolis. A major part of that study was the Downtown 
Action Plan which included suggested strategies to improve Marquette and 2nd Avenues. The Action Plan had the 
broader goal of making all downtown buses faster, simpler, and more customer-friendly.  

Early on, Metro Transit staff identified a likely solution. Buses stay in the left lane unless they are stopped to load 
or unload. Buses in the through lane yield to buses leaving the curb lane. As part of the project, the City of 
Minneapolis has experimented with traffic signal timings to minimize bus delays.” 

                                                                    
1 http://www.dev.tlcminnesota.org/a-transit-improvement-marq2-bus-lanes/ 
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KANSAS CITY 
In 2011, KCATA undertook a Comprehensive Service Analysis (CSA) to improve transit service throughout the Kansas 
City region. Phase 1 of the study, which was completed in 2012, identified a far-reaching set of changes that improved 
service outside of downtown on nearly every route. These changes were implemented in 2013 and in the first half of 
2014. However, plans for corresponding changes within downtown were deferred because planning for Kansas City’s 
streetcar starter line had just begun. To ensure strong integration of bus and streetcar service, it was necessary to 
understand how streetcar service would operate first. Once that work was completed, KCATA undertook Phase 2 of the 
CSA to determine how to: 

§ Make service simpler and more intuitive 
§ Make service more direct 
§ Improve connections 
§ Integrate bus and streetcar services so that they complement each other as effectively as possible 
§ Provide convenient service for trips within downtown 
§ Provide better service for existing riders 
§ Attract new riders 

The planned improvements are intended to transform transit in downtown and include the following interrelated 
elements (see also Figure 13): 

FIGURE 13 DOWNTOWN KANSAS CITY IMPROVEMENTS 

INTERSECTING TRUNK ROUTES TRANSIT EMPHASIS CORRIDORS AND BUS LANES ENHANCED STOPS 

   

1. Intersecting Trunk Route Service Design:  The reconfiguration of downtown routes—based on an intersecting 
trunk route service design—to make service simpler and faster, to improve service within downtown, and to 
improve connections between other bus routes and streetcar service. 

2. Transit Emphasis Corridors:  The development of transit emphasis corridors (TECs) on Grand Boulevard and 
11th and 12th Streets to make service faster and more visible. 

3. Bus Lanes:  Bus lanes within the TECs on Grand Boulevard and on 11th and 12th Streets to make service faster 
and more reliable. 

4. Enhanced Stops:  The consolidation of regular bus stops into more attractive stops along TECs to make waiting 
more comfortable and service faster. 

5. East Village Transit Center:  The development of a new transit center in East Village to improve connections 
between east side routes and shift many transfers out of the core of downtown. 
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PROVIDENCE, RI 
Providence’s growth is now outstripping RIPTA’s ability to support this growth with its traditional focus around a single 
transit terminal at Kennedy Plaza. Nearby Providence Station is the busiest outer station in the MBTA commuter rail 
system and the 14th busiest in the Amtrak system, but connections between Kennedy Plaza and Providence Station are 
limited. Ongoing development of the Jewelry District is anticipated to increase activity in a neighborhood that also has 
very limited transit service. 

RIPTA has worked hard to keep pace with development, and the success of these efforts can be seen in ridership that 
continues to increase each year. This success has also contributed to operational challenges, such as crowding at 
Kennedy Plaza. For RIPTA to effectively serve continuing growth and revitalization, it has embarked on a redesign of its 
downtown transit to: 

§ Provide direct service to more of downtown, including emerging areas 
§ Provide better service within downtown 
§ Provide equal or better service to all existing riders 
§ Attract the largest number of new riders 
§ Resolve most operating and security issues at Kennedy Plaza 
§ Support new development around Providence Station and in the Jewelry District 
§ Provide strong connections between Providence Station, RIPTA bus services, and downtown 

To do this, RIPTA will: 

§ Develop Two New Transit Centers:  RIPTA will develop two new bus terminals. The first will be the expansion 
of Providence Station to a multimodal center that will include commuter rail, Amtrak, and RIPTA bus service.  
The second will be a new transit center in the emerging Jewelry District (Courthouse Station). All buses will 
continue to operate to Kennedy Plaza, but will then continue to operate past there to either Providence Station 
or Courthouse Station. 

• Develop Transit Emphasis Corridors:  Service is being reconfigured to operate via transit emphasis corridors 
that will improve the flow of buses throughout downtown, to create corridors with very frequent service, and 
to increase the convenience of trips within downtown Providence (see Figure 14). 

• Develop Superstops:  Stops along the transit emphasis corridor and other key locations in downtown will be 
enhanced. Transit Centers will be upgraded to “superstops” that will provide better passenger amenities. 
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FIGURE 14 RECONFIGURED DOWNTOWN PROVIDENCE SERVICE 

 

POTENTIAL NASHVILLE DOWNTOWN SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS 
At present, nearly all MTA service operates to Music City Central, which is a modern facility with a full range of 
passenger amenities. However, service travels to this location via a number of different alignments that makes service 
somewhat confusing (see Figure 15). Many downtown streets are narrow and congested, which makes service very slow.  
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FIGURE 15 CURRENT DOWNTOWN NASHVILLE SERVICE 

 

With the continuing growth of downtown and immediately adjoining areas such as the Gulch, service will become 
slower without improvements, and more and more destinations will be beyond walking distance of Music City Central. 
The types of changes described above could make service both easier to understand and faster. Changes to MTA’s 
downtown service could also mean much better connections to the parts of downtown that are not directly served by 
individual routes. 

  



 

 

Express bus services provide fast service over long distances, and are typically designed to transport suburban 

workers to downtown jobs. Transit systems in most major urban areas provide express bus service as a complement 

to their local services. In Middle Tennessee, both MTA and RTA provide express bus service. 

  

Common features of express bus service include: 

  often 10 to 30 miles.

  often only one or two at the outer ends of the route, as well as limited stops in downtowns. 

  in cases where midday and/or evening service is provided, it is usually limited. 

  although occasionally service to other markets.

 that are the same as those used by intercity bus operators 

instead of standard transit buses. 

  especially for suburban to downtown services. 

For short- to medium-length trips, most transit agencies provide local or limited stop services (including Rapid Bus 

and Bus Rapid Transit [BRT]). This is because even with many stops, total travel times are reasonably short. 

However, for longer transit routes, service to many stops can make travel times unacceptably long. Providing express 

service is one way to ensure acceptable travel times over moderate to long distances. 

A major focus of express services is to provide faster service. Since stops are the major reason that transit service is 

slower than automobile travel, limiting the number of stops is a key way to make service faster. Many express 

services, including those in Middle Tennessee, have only one or two stops at their outer ends and only limited stops in 

downtown. 



 

 

Service to limited stops is also because express routes usually serve markets 

where there is very little demand for travel between intermediate locations. 

However, in cases where there is demand for travel to intermediate locations, 

complementary local services are provided that serve intermediate stops. This 

is generally the model used in the Pittsburgh area, where there are many 

corridors with strong downtown commuter demand and high volumes of travel 

between intermediate locations. In these cases, local routes serve the shorter 

trips and express routes serve the longer trips to and from downtown. In 

Middle Tennessee, an example of this concept is the Murfreesboro corridor 

where both express and limited stop service is provided. 

Most express services are designed to transport workers from where they live to 

where they work. Since relatively high volumes of commuters are needed to 

support express bus service, the largest markets are typically from large 

suburbs to downtown areas. However, there can also be non-downtown 

markets that support express bus services. For example, in Fort Worth, TX, The 

T provides express bus service from the south of Fort Worth to Bell Helicopter 

on the eastern side of the city. In particular, large employment centers can 

attract this type of service. 

Because relatively high volumes of commuters are needed to support express 

service, and because the highest volumes of commutes take place during 

traditional rush hours (approximately 6:00 to 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 to 6:00 

p.m.), most express services are provided during those hours. However, in 

some markets, and especially in larger urban areas, there is sufficient demand 

for longer spans of service. 

Because express trips are long trips, a greater focus is placed on passenger 

comfort than is typical with local transit. While many transit systems provide 

express service with standard transit buses, others provide service with “over-

the-road” coaches, the same type of vehicle used by intercity bus companies. 

These vehicles have more comfortable seats and a significantly better ride 

quality.  

 

 



 

 

The buses typically seat up to 55 passengers and feature: 

 Comfortable seats that may include a folding table, armrests, and footrests 

 Passenger service units with personal reading lights and air conditioning ducts that can be controlled and 

used by individual passengers with little disturbance to other passengers 

 Onboard video 

 Luggage racks 

 Wifi 

  

Express bus services typically focus on passengers who are spread out across suburban areas, so they rely on 

passengers getting themselves to one of the limited stops. For most, this means by private automobile; for this reason, 

park-and-ride lots are provided at most express bus stops. This is also the case in Middle Tennessee. 



 

 

  

As described above, most express services operate only during peak periods. Furthermore, many of these operate only 

in the peak direction—inbound in the morning and outbound in the evening. This is because, in many markets, 

demand in the opposite direction is too low to warrant service.  

However, in some areas, there are significant volumes of workers commuting from downtown and urban core areas to 

jobs in the suburbs. In these cases, many services do operate in both directions. Two markets for this type of service 

are Millennials who desire to live urban lifestyles but whose jobs are in the suburbs and lower income workers for 

whom the costs of car ownership are burdensome. Depending upon where the suburban jobs are located, some 

express routes operate in the same manner in both directions. In other cases they follow different inbound and 

outbound alignments.  

While there are many “typical” ways to provide express bus services, there are also a number of best practices that will 

maximize ridership. These include: 

 Direct service that minimizes travel times 

 Sufficient amount of service to provide passengers with flexibility 

 Conveniently located park-and-ride lots 

 Service with over-the-road coaches 

 A seat for every passenger 

 Guaranteed Ride Home program 

All passengers prefer faster service to slower service, and faster service usually consists of routing buses along the 

most direct route. This means that routes should avoid meandering and backtracking, which they too often do to 

“maximize” service coverage. However, the longer travel times often discourage more passengers from using the bus 

than the greater service coverage attracts. 



 

 

Few people’s schedules remain constant from day to day. Even those who work fixed hours still need to arrive and 

leave early or late for various reasons. As a result, express routes that provide only one or two trips in the morning 

and afternoon do not provide the flexibility that many need, which then discourages ridership. In general, express 

routes should provide a minimum of three inbound and three outbound trips, and more where possible. 

Service spans should also be long enough to serve different work schedules, with start times between 6:30 a.m. and 

8:30 or 9:00 a.m. and end times between 3:30 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. 

Frequently, and as is the case with most 

MTA and RTA express services, park-

and-ride lots are located at places where 

a local business, church, or another 

organization has agreed to share use of 

their lots. In too many cases, these lots 

are not conveniently located and require 

riders to travel out of direction to reach 

them. To maximize ridership, park-and-

ride lots should be located at places that 

reduce overall travel times for 

passengers, which means a location that 

is between their origin and destination. 

This often requires the development of 

purpose-built park-and-ride lots rather 

than shared locations. Park-and-ride lots 

can ultimately serve multiple modes of 

transportation and play a significant impact in lowering the number of single occupant vehicles on the roadway. 

No matter how fast, express bus trips are usually long; thus, passenger comfort is at a premium. For this reason, 

much express bus service—including much of the express service provided by RTA—is provided with “over-the-road” 

coaches that are essentially the same as intercity buses.  

  

 



 

 

Whereas local transit services often have standing riders, due to an emphasis on comfort and for safety reasons, 

express bus services are almost always designed to provide all passengers with a seat for their entire journey. 

Most express bus services only operate during peak periods, and emergencies occasionally arise that require people to 

get home earlier. To accommodate these situations, and to ensure that these concerns do not become a reason for 

people to forego using express bus services, many express bus operators provide guaranteed ride home programs that 

provide transportation in the case of emergencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Express bus riders are time sensitive, and faster service will attract more riders than slower service. There are a 

number of ways to provide travel time advantages to express bus service, which include: 

1. Operating service in freeway shoulders (“Bus on Shoulder” operations). 

2. Constructing stations within the freeway right-of-way to minimize or eliminate the local circulation that is 

required to serve stops or stations located outside of the freeway right-of-way. 

These types of measures are described in the Freeway BRT transit strategy document. 



 

 

  

There are a large number of potential ways to improve express service in Middle Tennessee. 

MTA and RTA commuter services—the Music City Star and express bus routes—typically provide only two to three 

trips in each direction that serve a short window of work hours. More service, including longer spans, would provide 

more riders with sufficient flexibility to make service convenient. 

Longer spans will be particularly important. At the present time, MTA and RTA express routes operate with limited 

schedules designed for state employees who work early schedules. As a result, nearly all trips arrive in downtown 

Nashville before 7:30 a.m. and the last trips depart before 5:00 p.m. Consequently, most express bus riders are state 

employees, as service is effectively not available for those with more typical work schedules. Longer spans of service 

will be needed to serve a wider range of work schedules. 

 

There are a number of ways to make service faster, which include: 

 Straightening indirect routes 

 Developing more conveniently located park and ride lots 

 Implementing bus on shoulder operations 

 Developing stations along freeways and/or more efficient connections between freeways and park and ride 

lots (Freeway BRT). 

 Streamlining transit operations in downtown Nashville (in conjunction with downtown service 

improvements for all routes. 

A number of routes are indirect, either due to the overall design of the route or the need to travel relatively long 

distances to access park-and-ride lots. For example, in the Spring Hill area, which is served by Route 95X Spring Hill 

Express, most people live in an area bounded by Thompson’s Station Road to the north, Route 6 to the west, Route 



 

 

396 to the south, and I-65 to the east. As a result, residents must drive west and/or north to the Spring Hill Church of 

the City Park-and-Ride Lot and then ride the bus south and east for more than 15 minutes before heading north on I-

65. Alternatively, they must drive up to four miles south to the Kroger park-and-ride lot to catch a northbound bus. 

 

MTA and RTA could work with other Tennessee transit agencies and the Tennessee Department of Transportation 

(TDOT) to implement bus on shoulder operation for express routes. As in other states that have implemented bus on 

shoulder operations, the service can usually be implemented on existing facilities, with upgrades such as wider 

shoulders and bridge abutments implemented over time as freeways are upgraded. In the interim, express buses 

would operate on shoulders where possible and would continue to operate in mixed traffic where the shoulders 

and/or bridge abutments are not sufficiently wide. Bus on shoulder operations make service more reliable by 

providing the ability to navigate around congestion.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

In addition to bus on shoulder operations, MTA and RTA could implement Freeway BRT measures such as stations 

along freeways and interchange modifications to facilitate bus travel on and off of freeways. (These measures are 

described in more detail in the Freeway BRT strategy document.) These types of improvements would be particularly 

useful along I-24 and I-65 south. 



 

 

 

Express buses are at their slowest when circulating in downtown and midtown Nashville. Improvement to downtown 

circulation for all transit, as described in the Better Downtown Transit Service strategy paper, would also speed 

express bus service. 

Related to making service faster, MTA and RTA could develop purpose-built park and ride lots in convenient 

locations that are along the most direct routes to Nashville. In most cases, these would be located along freeway 

interchanges. An example of this type of lot is the current Clarksville park-and-ride lot, which is located within the 

freeway right-of-way at Exit 8 on I-24 (this lot will soon be relocated to Exit 11). 

 

Clarksville/Rossview Road

Park & Ride

94X



 

 

Many park-and-ride lots, especially those shared with local organizations, provide no indication that they are park-

and-ride lots, nor do they provide any information on available services. This makes it difficult for people to learn that 

transit services are available, and for first time riders to find the lot. Better signage and information needs to be 

provided to make park-and-ride lots more visible and service easier to use. 

At the present time, express services that are operated by Gray Line use over-the-road coaches. Many of the express 

routes operated directly by MTA (for both MTA and RTA express services) use standard transit buses. MTA does use 

over-the-road coaches for the RTA southeast corridor services, with the exception of the Route 96X. For those 

services using standard buses, service could be made more comfortable and more attractive through the use of over-

the-road coaches on all express routes. 
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TRANSIT STRATEGIES 
FARE PAYMENT AND COLLECTION 
TECHNOLOGIES 
The fare collection system used by Nashville MTA is currently based on magnetic technology, which is still common 
throughout the transit industry and is generally considered to be a reliable and low-cost method of fare collection. 
However, magnetic systems become more unreliable over time due to the wear and tear caused by the required 
contact between the fare media and fare equipment. This can result in delays, as an operator stops to help a passenger 
deal with a card that is not reading, and loss of revenue when it is not possible to collect a fare due to malfunction.  

MAGNETIC TECHNOLOGY USED BY NASHVILLE MTA FOR FARE CARDS AND FAREBOXES 

   

There are now a growing number of options for transit fare collection that have emerged over the past decade. Today, 
advancements in mobile phone technology, banking, and payment systems have made methods for paying a fare more 
numerous than they have ever been before.  

Allowing more choices for purchasing and paying fares can attract riders (especially younger people who are more 
accustomed to innovative payment options for other goods and services) and can reduce dwell times and, therefore, 
speed up service. Adding new payment options can be appropriate when fare equipment needs to be replaced or when 
an opportunity is presented for new partnerships with retail establishments, institutions, other transit agencies, or 
vendors like mobile payment providers. 

TECHNOLOGY’S ROLE IN FARE ALTERNATIVES 
While technology has changed rapidly, new approaches to fare payment should follow and support the fare policies 
and products of a transit agency. The technology options described in this strategy paper introduce options for 
collecting fares. Implementation of new approaches must have the following considerations: 

 Operations: How will the new technology impact dwell time, driver enforcement, and fare evasion? 
 Planning: Are there new opportunities for ridership and revenue data as a result of the technology? 
 Distribution: How will the fare media be distributed? What are the options for fare card outlets, ticket 

vending machines, online portals, etc? 
 Maintenance: What is the cost to maintain fareboxes and supportive networks? 
 Costs/Revenues: What is the cost of fare collection? Are there opportunities to increase revenue? 
 Customer Experience: What’s the quality of the customer experience in terms of ease of payment, 

convenience, and customer support? 
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FARE COLLECTION TECHNOLOGY  
The following section surveys fare collection technologies that are in use at select transit agencies along with the 
trade-0ffs associated with each technology.  

MAGNETIC STRIPE MEDIA 
Nashville MTA uses fareboxes that read and dispense magnetic stripe media (in addition to accepting cash) and has 
several magnetic fare products including time-period passes (good for unlimited rides within the period), 20-ride 
products, and change cards. Some of these products require the farebox only to read the media, while others require 
the farebox to both read and encode media. Based on recent discussions with operators, fareboxes are more prone to 
malfunction when accepting any fare product that requires reading and encoding, such as 20-Ride products.  

Experience from LA Metro indicated that magnetic stripes have a much higher failure rate than “contactless” 
smartcards—200 times per day compared to 6.7 for smartcards. The publicly known failure rate of magnetic stripe 
cards has opened the door for fare evasion for passengers who claim that a card is malfunctioning when it is actually 
out of value. In addition, magnetic stripes on farecards are susceptible to demagnetization or damage if exposed to the 
elements.  

Despite these drawbacks, magnetic media also carry many advantages. Since they are printed on paper, they are easy 
to manufacture and can be pre-printed and distributed to vendors or partner agencies without requiring special card-
encoding equipment at the vendor sites. Magnetic stripe media can also be dispensed easily at the farebox. 

BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS OF MAGNETIC STRIPE TECHNOLOGY  

Benefits Drawbacks 

 Collection of basic fare data  
 Reduces operator interactions/fare enforcement 
 Reduces cash in system 
 Accommodates cash (stored value), passes, and transfers 

(cannot necessarily do all at once on the same card)  
 Can be purchased pre-loaded (encoded) 

 Fare media can be damaged/deactivated  
 Limited uses of fare media (cannot combine passes and 

stored value on same card) 
 Reloading can only occur at designated locations (cannot be 

done automatically) 

SMARTCARDS  
 Electronic contactless smartcards—a more durable, hard plastic card—
have become common at many transit agencies. For customers, 
smartcards have advantages over magnetic cards, but successful 
implementation can be challenging. The most significant customer 
advantage of smartcards compared to magnetic cards is their durability; 
they can last for several years without replacement. Smartcards can be 
reloaded with stored cash value or passes and offer the opportunity to 
provide balance protection,1 increasing security. In addition, the use of 
smartcards allows more flexible pricing options since transfer costs can 
be automatically calculated.  

From an operational perspective, payment with smartcards is faster than 
both magnetic stripe payment and cash payment. In addition, since the 
validation and encoding of a smartcard do not require any mechanical 
action at the farebox, smartcard systems are frequently more reliable (fewer breakdowns) compared with magnetic 
stripe fare collection systems.  
                                                                    
1 If a smartcard is lost, a customer’s cash balance or pass is not lost. That value or pass can be migrated to a new 
replacement smartcard. 

SMARTCARD IN ATLANTA 
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Despite these benefits, smartcards also present challenges. One significant challenge is the need for elaborate back-
end systems to manage accounts and balances. For example, smartcards typically do not come “pre-loaded” and must 
have value added to them. As a result, smartcards require a network of opportunities to load smartcards including in-
person, online, and telephone options. In-person reloading could occur at a fixed-location (such as Music City 
Central), an automatic fare reloading station (ticket vending machine), or even at the farebox. Each location requires 
special hardware to read the smartcard and real-time communications to ensure that the customer’s account can be 
updated with new balance information. The use of smartcards also necessitates capabilities for potential retail 
vendors to be able to add value or new fare products to cards.  

Although there are challenges, there may be opportunities for limited rollout of smartcards for specific markets such 
as universities or major employers. In these scenarios, university students, staff, or faculty may be able to use their 
existing university identification cards as a fare payment device. Similarly, if an employer pass program is created, 
special cards could be developed that can be administered through employer staff.  

FIGURE BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS OF SMARTCARDS 

Benefits Drawbacks 

 Enhanced data collection capabilities 
 User features like “autoload” and “balance protection”  
 Loading value online or over the telephone 
 Lower on-board transaction times (reduced dwell times) 
 Permanence of cards (single card can be used for months) 

 Higher cost of implementation (back-end systems, value-
loading terminals, new equipment, need for on-board vehicle 
communications equipment) 

 Greater range of fare options may lead to greater levels of 
confusion for customers and complexity for agency staff  

SMARTPHONE PAYMENT  
Smartphone payment offers an increase in customer 
convenience over paper or smartcard payment as well as 
potential operational savings. Smartphone payments eliminate 
the need for customers to buy and carry a separate card, may 
reduce delay in fare payment by reducing the use of cash, and 
may lower maintenance costs by reducing the volume of passes 
that must be processed. Unlike other fare technology options, 
smartphone payments require a person to have a linked credit 
card or banking account, which means that smartphone 
payment is not an option for customers who rely on cash. 
Smartphone payment options can serve as a supplement to an 
existing fare collection system until smartphone ownership is 
standard. In bus environments, smartphone payments can be 
accepted in one of three ways, described below. 

Flash Pass 

The simplest implementation of smartphone payment is to allow riders to use their phone as a “flash pass” that is 
validated by the bus operator when they board the bus. This strategy does not require any additional hardware to be 
installed and can be implemented with few hurdles. The primary drawback is that this method requires additional 
attention of the operator to visually validate fare media. TriMet in Portland has launched a mobile payment app that 
uses this system (similar to the flashing of paper passes/tickets). As part of their fare products, transfer media have 
been eliminated and all cash one-way payments ($2.50) provide a “2.5 hour” ticket upon fare payment, which can be 
used for transfers during that time window.  

Barcode/Optical Scanners  

A smartphone’s large screen provides an opportunity to use barcodes or QR codes to validate fare payment. This 
approach requires the farebox to use a barcode scanning device (similar to a grocery store checkout counter or an 
airport scanner reading a boarding pass) to read a smartphone’s screen. Barcode readers can read barcodes beyond 

SMARTPHONE FARE PAYMENT ON DC METRO 
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those on smartphones, including those issued by ticket machines or barcodes printed at home. A fare system using 2-
D barcodes can allow both print and mobile payment validation. Optical barcodes also can be scanned by mobile 
devices for enforcement, and systems can be put in place to update valid barcodes regularly. Currently, Nassau Inter-
County Express (NICE) is using in-vehicle optical scanners to validate payments via mobile phone.  

TRIMET FLASH PASS (PORTLAND, OR)  NICE IN-VEHICLE BARCODE SCANNER (LONG ISLAND, NY) 

                               

Proximity Validation  

Using a smartphone as a farecard in the U.S. is very rare due to a variety of factors. The Utah Transportation 
Authority in Salt Lake City is one of the country’s leaders in fare technology and just began to accept Apple Pay and 
Google Wallet in late 2014. Chicago Transit Authority also accepts Apple Pay as of 2015. For many years, different 
technologies created by smartphone manufacturers have not produced a clear solution that could be included as part 
of universal fare collection equipment. As a result, many agencies have opted to use simpler ways of validating mobile 
phone-based fare payment in the interim. Future technologies that support proximity validation include Near-Field 
Communication (NFC) and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). 

BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS OF SMARTPHONE-ENABLED FARE PAYMENT  

Benefits Drawbacks 

 Fare products can be accessed through one’s smartphone; there 
is no need for separate fare distribution outlets 

 Various means to validate media (visual, scan, proximity) 
 Customers can purchase fare products at any time and at any 

location  

 Visual validation of fare products could add dwell time; 
however, some studies suggest that flash passes may be faster 
than processing individual magnetic cards or smartcards 

 Access issue for those who do not have a smartphone with data 
plan or a linked credit card/bank account 

 Need to supplement existing fare payment options (smartcard 
or magnetic stripe) 

OFF-BOARD FARE PAYMENT 
In addition to the specific technology used for fare collection, another important consideration is whether to move 
payment off of the vehicle and have fare payment take place at machines in bus stops or stations. Off-board payment 
can significantly reduce dwell times and speed service. Typically, riders are allowed to board through all doors of the 
vehicle, which also helps to better distribute passengers within the vehicle. Fare enforcement is conducted either at 
stations or on board the vehicle. Fare enforcers ask for “proof-of-payment” from customers, which can be inspected 
visually or by use of equipment that reads smartcards, barcodes, etc. Fare enforcement officials are increasingly using 
smartphone-based equipment for their work. 
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OFF-BOARD FARE PAYMENT IN MANHATTAN 

 

CONNECTED VEHICLES 
Another capability that can be very powerful is to have vehicles that are online all the time. In combination with 
account-based fare systems (discussed below), this real-time communication allows customers to purchase and pay 
fares through various channels with instantaneous updating of their account balance. Having connected vehicles can 
facilitate more partnerships with retail vendors and better online account management, since customer payments are 
immediately available for use on the vehicle. These improved options can speed up transit service by reducing 
onboard cash transactions and/or card refills. 

Connected vehicles can also be used for real-time communications by other onboard systems, including video 
surveillance, passenger counting, and maintenance sensors. Typically, the vehicles communicate through the cellular 
network. There are both upfront capital costs and ongoing charges for access to the cell network, but the benefits can 
make these costs worthwhile. Besides the customer service advantages, the collection and transmission of real-time 
data can improve transit planning and operations. 

FARE PURCHASE FEATURES AND OPTIONS 
Technology has also allowed many new alternatives for purchasing fares, which can be much more convenient for 
transit customers. Much of this is related to the choice of fare payment technologies, but purchasing of fares also has 
its own features and options.  

ACCOUNT-BASED SYSTEM 
In an account-based system, the customer’s account balance is 
not stored on the fare media itself but in a back-office account. 
This is a prerequisite for some other features listed below, 
including regional fare payment processing, full online account 
management, auto-loading, open payments, and many 
innovative fare options. 

OPEN PAYMENT ACCEPTANCE 
Most U.S. transit systems still require payment through fare 
media issued by the transit agency (usually tickets or cards). 

VENTRA READERS IN CHICAGO ACCEPT CONTACTLESS CREDIT CARDS 
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However, in addition to the rise in smartphone payments, there has been interest in allowing direct payment by credit 
card. Some pilot programs have been conducted, and the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) now allows credit card 
payment for contactless cards only. The main advantage is that customers do not have to carry a separate form of 
transit payment and can simply use a card or phone that they already carry. These “open payment” systems can also 
facilitate partnership programs between transit agencies and other merchants. 

TICKET VENDING MACHINES 
Vending machines are commonly used to provide another means of 
purchasing fares. They are most often placed on the transit agency’s 
property, such as at transfer centers. However, many agencies have 
agreements to place ticket vending machines on other public property, 
including sidewalks. Some vending machines are found in private 
institutions, especially stadiums, museums, or other places with many 
visitors. The machines require power and communications as well as some 
weather protection, but nevertheless can be installed in diverse 
environments. 

RETAIL PARTNERS 
Many cities have retailers that sell transit agency fare products. Sometimes 
the retailer receives a commission, although many merchants are willing to 
participate for reduced commissions since transit customers can bring new 
walk-up business. Typically, these retail partners already handle cash and have longer hours and can include check 
cashers, grocery stores, and pharmacies. In New Orleans, Walgreen’s drug stores sell transit passes; in Seattle, 
Safeway grocery stores offer the opportunity for people to reload their smartcards. It may be appropriate to negotiate 
an agreement with a chain of stores, so that customers know they can always visit one of many locations with the 
same brand for their fare purchases. As mentioned above, having an account-based system and connected vehicles 
can enhance the value of retail partners, since payments will be instantaneously available for use on any vehicle. 

ONLINE ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT 
Allowing customers to make payments online, register their accounts for balance protection, review their account and 
usage history, and print their own transaction receipts are some of the features that transit riders appreciate. These 
features can attract new riders, since they alleviate the need for many transactions during the transit journey and also 
make reimbursement of business expenses easier. Many existing and potential transit riders are accustomed to 
managing their accounts online for other goods and services. 

REGIONAL FARE PROCESSING 
With the growth of population and employment in Middle 
Tennessee, Nashville MTA and RTA should consider regional fare 
processing that allows people to seamlessly use the services of both 
agencies. The details could vary, but either stored value account 
balances or unlimited-ride passes could be shared with Nashville 
MTA, RTA, Clarksville Transit System, and others. Back-office 
processing would allow allocation of revenues and expenses as 
appropriate. The regional fare system is being used in many areas 
around the country—including the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex 
and the Puget Sound region—and can reduce barriers to transit 
ridership by making travel more integrated and seamless. 

TICKET VENDING MACHINE IN DALLAS 

 

THE GOPASS CAN BE USED AT FOUR TRANSIT AGENCIES IN THE 
DALLAS-FORT WORTH AREA 
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AUTO-LOADING 
An account-based system also enables the possibility of auto-loading. Customers can automatically renew their time-
based passes or automatically refill their stored-value account balance. This requires a person to link the transit 
account to a credit or debit card, but many people appreciate the convenience. Auto-loading often reduces onboard 
transactions, and therefore improves service as well. 

INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS 
Institutional partnerships can take many forms. For groups of employees or students, an institution may be willing to 
purchase discounted transit access for everyone for any number of reasons, such as to reduce parking demand. 
Alternatively, an agreement could be based on actual usage, with time-based passes, stored value accounts, or some 
combination of both. User groups include: 

 Frequent users, who are usually employees or students; they might use a card that they already carry for 
access to buildings and identification, or the transit agency might issue fare media through an administrator 
at the employer/university 

 Occasional users include special events, visitors, and the like; prepaid disposable tickets can be issued 
through an event coordinator 

Arrangements such as these can encourage transit use, provide advertising/branding opportunities, and reduce 
onboard transactions. 

EXAMPLES OF FARE PAYMENT AND COLLECTION TECHNOLOGIES 

BOSTON, MA 
In 2007, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) converted the fare collection on subway and bus 
from a system based on tokens and magnetic-stripe passes to one where most payments are made via smartcard. The 
CharlieCard can simultaneously store both time-based passes and a stored-value account balance. However, it is not 
an account-based system; this information is encoded on the card itself. Many other regional transportation 
authorities in Massachusetts have also installed the infrastructure to accept CharlieCards, which allows customers to 
use their stored-value account balance (but not their time-based passes) on multiple transit providers in the region. 
For commuter rail services in Boston, smartphone payment is available as well. The MBTA also has a widespread 
network of ticket vending machines located at subway stations, some bus hubs, and within some large venues such as 
Fenway Park. There are dozens of retail outlets in the Boston area which sell MBTA fare products. 

MBTA’S CHARLIECARD IS ACCEPTED BY REGIONAL PROVIDERS AS WELL   SMARTPHONE PAYMENT ON COMMUTER RAIL 
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DALLAS AND FORT WORTH, TX 
Three transit agencies in the Dallas/Fort Worth area accept the GoPass, which can only be purchased through 
smartphones. The GoPass can be used for most types of fares and passes in the region. Although fares and passes are 
also available on tickets—and some of each agency’s passes are accepted at other agencies through visual inspection—
the use of the smartphone platform for the GoPass eliminated the need to automate any coordination between the 
various providers’ fare collection systems that had proprietary technologies. A vendor handles the back-office 
processing of transactions to enable appropriate cost and revenue sharing. The agencies include: 

 Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART), operates commuter rail, light rail, and bus 
 Fort Worth Transportation Authority (The T), operates commuter rail and bus  
 Denton County Transportation Authority (DCTA), operates bus and one rail line 

GOPASS ADVERTISING BY DART 

 

CHICAGO, IL 
The Ventra fare payment system in Chicago is the first open payment system in the U.S. Transit riders can pay with 
the Ventra smartcard designed for transit use, or they can use their own credit or debit card if it is “contactless.” 
While contactless cards are still relatively rare in the U.S., they are expected to become much more common. 
Smartphone payments are also allowed if the device is compatible (currently only Apple Pay). The Ventra system 
includes Chicago Transit Authority trains and buses as well as Pace Suburban Bus. 

Not only can outside credit/debit cards be used for transit payment, but the Ventra card can be used as a credit/debit 
card at other merchants. This may lead to promotional opportunities for the transit agencies as well as partnerships 
with retailers. Although Ventra had significant glitches during its 2013-2014 rollout, it now appears to be working 
smoothly. Metra, the commuter rail provider in the area, is now planning for how it might accept Ventra.  

VENTRA CARDS CAN ALSO WORK AS CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS AT RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS 
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FARE TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES FOR NASHVILLE MTA AND RTA 
Planning and designing new fare collection systems takes many years. While the current fareboxes used by Nashville 
MTA are generally in good repair, the time is right for thinking about the next generation of fare payment. Nashville 
MTA and RTA should consider the opportunity for smartphone payment options, as these can allow more regional 
cooperation, greater convenience in purchase and payment, and flexibility to adapt to change. Potential elements for 
Nashville MTA’s and RTA’s future fare technology include: 

 Joint fares with Nashville MTA and RTA, since many people use both systems 

 Much greater availability for purchasing fares and passes; even with smartphone payment as an option, 
there will be a need for other alternatives, including online payment, retail outlets, and vending machines 

 An account-based system, which allows many of the other features and benefits since information is not 
stored on the fare media; this includes full online account management and auto-loading 

 Connected vehicles, which allow many onboard systems to communicate in real time, including the fare 
system 

 More off-board payment, especially for high-ridership and premium services, such as BRT lite; even if off-
board payment is not used on all services, high-ridership services can become significantly faster and more 
reliable with payment moved off-board 

 More institutional partnerships to encourage transit use and attract ridership, especially for larger groups of 
employees, students, and visitors 

It is unclear at this time whether agency-issued smartcards will continue to be needed or whether smartphones and 
open payment will eventually allow these to be phased out. Initial planning should allow for a smartcard option, and a 
further assessment of the technology and payment marketplace can take place before final design and 
implementation. 



 

 

When it comes to a traveler’s experience, “the last mile can be the longest mile.” For people who ride transit, their 

journey rarely starts when they board the bus or ends when they alight. Rather, their trip begins when they ride their 

bike from home to the train station or walk from the bus stop to the office. The connecting journeys before and after 

the transit ride can be influential enough to encourage or discourage a person to ride transit again. For this reason, 

transit agencies and cities across the nation are developing and implementing strategies to improve first and last mile 

connections to transit services, stops, and stations in order to facilitate a seamless and convenient travel experience 

and attract more riders.  

Because successful fixed-route transit services rely on direct alignments through higher-density corridors, increased 

route coverage is typically not the most cost-effective solution to increasing ridership. As a result, other first/last mile 

strategies must be used, and the convenience of a first/last mile trip largely depends on three factors: 

  How far must a transit rider travel between transit services and their origin and/or destination?  

   How easy (or difficult) is it to pair a transit trip with bicycling, driving, or a ride sharing 

service? Are there places to park and/or places to be dropped off or picked up at the transit facility? Can 

cyclists bring bikes on board? 

   What are the physical conditions of biking and pedestrian infrastructure between the 

origin/destination and the transit facility? 

First mile/last mile connections are made in a number of ways, and these include: 

 Walking 

 Bicycling 

 Private automobile 

 Shuttles, both public and private 

 Publicly operated FlexBus services 

 Private rideshare companies, such as Uber and Lyft 

 Car share/private short-term car rental companies, such as Zip Car and Car2Go 

Whereas the “middle miles” service is provided by public transit agencies, first mile/last mile connections are 

provided by different parties in a variety of ways. Traditionally, it had been left to individual riders to get themselves 

to and from transit stops by either walking, bicycling, driving, or getting dropped off or picked up. Then, beginning in 

the 1970s, public agencies and employers began providing shuttle connections and Flex/dial-a-ride connections. 

Employers and other groups began to join together to form Transportation Management Associations (TMAs) to 

provide these and other transportation services. Most recently, private companies have begun to provide first 

mile/last mile services. These include bikeshare, short-term car rentals, and private rideshare. Some of these, notably 

bikesharing programs, receive public subsidies but most of the others are operated on a for-profit basis. 

As a general rule, the average transit rider is willing to walk a quarter-mile to access fixed-route bus service and up to 

a half-mile for high capacity services (such as light rail and bus rapid transit) that operate with higher frequencies and 



 

 

over longer distances. For potential riders who do not live or work within close walking distance to transit services, 

the prospect of a long walk before or after their transit ride may be enough to deter transit use entirely.  

It is neither practical nor cost-effective for transit service to be within walking distance of everyone, especially in 

lower density areas. However, recognizing that walking is the primary mode for accessing transit, cities and transit 

agencies have effectively improved accessibility for riders by making improvements to pedestrian infrastructure 

within the typical walking distances around transit stations. Such improvements include: 

  Corridors with heavy traffic, highways, and indirect street networks can all be barriers to 

walking, presenting connectivity challenges. Potential pedestrian access improvements include new 

pathways and/or pedestrian bridges.  

  Adding new (or redesigning old) pedestrian crossings around transit stops and stations 

can improve access as well as rider safety and comfort. Many of Nashville’s primary transit corridors are the 

“pikes,” which are wide, high-speed roads that carry high volumes of traffic and are difficult for pedestrians 

to cross. Enhancing crossings is a critical part of making the first/last mile trip both safer and more 

comfortable. 

 Improving sidewalk infrastructure increases the attractiveness of 

walking, while allowing the opportunity to design for safety (e.g., traffic buffers), accessibility (e.g., 

wheelchair ramps), and security (e.g., lighting).  

  Wayfinding, including signs pointing to transit services (and pedestrian network maps at transit 

stations), can improve a person’s experience with transit and draw attention to existing transit services. West 

Contra Costa County, CA recently undertook a Transit Enhancement and Wayfinding Plan in which 

different pedestrian sign types were implemented. These include signs directing pedestrians from 

commercial districts to transit, from residential/secondary streets to transit, and from transit centers to 

nearby destinations/transfer opportunities.  

  

Integrating bicycling and public transit involves a number of considerations. First, cyclists are often hesitant to lock 

up their bikes and leave them for long periods if a transit stop does not have adequate bike parking facilities. Many 

transit agencies provide secure bicycle parking at stops and stations and allow riders to load bikes onto front-



 

 

mounted bicycle racks so that the bike is available for both first- and last-mile connections. Regardless of the 

approach, successful integration of transit and cycling can be a very cost-effective strategy to help meet first/last mile 

needs and expand transit ridership. Cyclists are willing to travel longer distances than pedestrians, and bicycle storage 

requires much less space than personal vehicles. Strategies to improve bike/transit integration and better support 

first and last mile connections include: 

  Similar to pedestrian access, bicycle access is also constrained by a lack of street network 

connectivity. Strategies to improve bicycle connectivity can include various types of infrastructure, ranging 

from bike sharrows and striped bicycle lanes to separated cycle tracks and bicycle bridges.  

  Signs along bike networks that point to transit stops and stations, coupled with bike network 

maps at transit stations, can improve a rider’s experience and help draw attention to existing services. 

  Bike parking can include both short and long-term parking facilities. Long-term bike parking is 

ideal for stops served by commuter-oriented routes. Whether short-term or long-term, bicycle parking 

should be located so that it is highly visible and, ideally, protected from the elements.  

  While front-loading bike racks on buses are quite common, the process of loading a 

bike onto a bus can increase dwell time at the stop or station. Despite that, allowing transit riders to bring 

their bike with them does improve first/last mile connectivity. Another strategy most commonly used on 

higher-capacity vehicles (such as trains or streetcars) is to allow riders to carry their bike on board. Swift Bus 

Rapid Transit in Snohomish County, WA, is an example of a bus rapid transit (BRT) service that allows 

cyclists to bring their bikes on board and mount them on interior bike racks (pictured below).  

 Bikeshare continues to grow in the U.S., and transit agencies in many cities have successfully 

partnered with bike share operators to locate stations around transit centers and high ridership transit stops. 

Integrating these two modes provides people with the option to use a bicycle for both the first and the last 

mile connection without having to lock up their own bike or take it on board the bus. In addition, expanding 

bike share networks to other activity centers (e.g., high-density job and residential areas, tourist attractions) 

can help to ensure that bike share users have a place to begin and end their first/last mile trip. The larger 

and more visible the bike sharing network, the less of a perceived burden it is for people to plan their trip 

and make the bicycle/transit connection. Nashville’s B-cycle, pictured below, includes a fleet of 263 bikes 

and 30 B-stations (and growing). B-cycle has stations that provide connections with transit, including at 

Riverfront Station and one block from Music City Central.  

 

Especially for longer distance trips, such as by express bus and rail, first mile connections via private automobiles are 

among the most important. They also provide for longer “first mile” connections that most other options, and thus 

can greatly expand the effective reach of transit. Most transit users who use private automobiles to access transit park 

at stations, so providing park-and-ride spaces is critical. Space must also be provided for “kiss and ride,” or passenger 



 

 

drop-off and pick-up, for those who are dropped off at the beginning of the trip and picked up in the reverse. Pick-up 

and drop-off spaces are also important for people using ride sharing services. 

 

Shuttles are a very common way to provide connections between transit stations and locations where volumes are too 

low for traditional transit service operated with 30- or 40-foot buses, destinations that are dispersed, and/or where 

the times that people travel are highly concentrated. They are also used as a supplement to the public transit network. 

Most shuttles are provided by one of four types of organizations: (1) Transportation Management Associations 

(TMAs), (2) private employers, (3) cities and towns, and (4) public transit systems. Local shuttles typically provide 

coordinated connections that make timed transfers to higher-capacity transit routes. 

 As described in more detail in the Transportation Management Association section below, 

TMAs are non-profit organizations formed to increase access and mobility in specific areas or for specific 

populations. TMAs frequently provide shuttle services between transit stations and employment centers and 

other major destinations. For example, in Emeryville, CA in the San Francisco Bay Area’s East Bay, the 

Emeryville TMA’s Emery Go-Round provides free shuttle connections between BART and local employers 

and shopping areas. In suburban Boston, the 128 Business Council operates seven routes that provide 

connections to MBTA stations and local service to, from, and between worksites along Route 128. 

  Employer shuttles typically focus on providing connections between transit stations and 

jobs. In downtown Detroit, Quicken Loans operates 10 shuttle routes that provide connections with public 

transit and between its downtown locations. In Sandy Springs, GA, office parks provide shuttle service 

connections to MARTA stations. In Stamford, CT, a large number of suburban employers provide shuttle 

services to their job sites.  

 Many cities and towns operate community shuttles that are designed to provide 

connections with the regional public transit services. In the Phoenix area, there are 21 community shuttles 

that provide connections from neighborhoods to Valley Metro transit service and within the communities. 

Most of these are branded with unique names like Orbit Mars, BUZZ, GUS, and DASH. In West Hollywood, 

CityLine shuttles provide free service that connects to approximately 15 LA Metro routes. In Boulder, an 

initial Hop circulator route has expanded to a seven-route system that now includes Skip, Jump, Bound, and 

Stampede routes, among others. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  Although less common than TMA, private, and community shuttles, many transit 

systems also operate local shuttles that provide first mile/last mile connections. In Arlington, VA, the local 

transit system, ART, operates several shuttles that consist of small loops that connect Metro stations with 

significant employment, shopping, and residential destinations. For example, ART Route 61 serves two 

Metro stations via clockwise and counter-clockwise loops that operate during the morning and evening 

weekday rush hours.  

Some transit systems, including Nashville MTA, provide “FlexBus” service that makes first mile/last mile connections 

to specific areas, or zones (and offers local service within those areas). These services, which are also frequently called 

Dial-A-Ride, typically operate to and from a transit station or center and provide timed connections with fixed-route 

transit services. 



 

 

Most Flex services require passengers traveling to the transit station or transit center to make a reservation in 

advance, with minimum times varying from two to 24 hours. For trips from the transit station or center, most do not 

require reservations, and passengers instead board the transit vehicle and tell the driver where they want to go.  

Nashville MTA previously offered a service of this type, called BusLink, as a pilot project in the Green Hills, Antioch, 

and Madison areas. BusLink provided connections between local and express bus services, and required an advance 

reservation. Of the three pilot locations, Madison was successful and was ultimately turned into a fixed-route 

circulator. The Green Hills and Antioch services were discontinued.  

Other transit systems that provide pre-scheduled FlexBus service include Fort Worth’s The T, Providence, RI’s 

RIPTA, and Kansas City’s KCATA. The service provided by KCATA is called MetroFlex, and it is on-demand bus 

service that operates like a taxi for the same cost as fixed-route bus service. Buses travel within a six set boundaries 

instead of along a specific route. In some cases, riders may get door-to-door service, but this is not guaranteed. 

MetroFlex routes service transit centers and some transfer locations. Rides must be scheduled 24 hours in advance.   

 

Most recently, the Central Florida Regional Transportation Authority (Lynx) in Orlando is testing the operation of 

FlexBus service that, similar to Uber or Lyft, provides for “instant” reservations and web-based fare payment. 

Compared to prescheduled FlexBus services, the Lynx FlexBus service is expected to: 

  since it is available on-demand instead of requiring pre-booking. 

 through more efficient routing. 

  through the use of web-based fare payment instead of on-vehicle fare payment. 



 

 

Private rideshare companies (also called Transportation Network Companies, or TNCs) such as Uber, Lyft, and 

Sidecar are revolutionizing on-demand transportation. In most respects, these companies provide a form of taxi 

service that allows customers to book trips almost instantly using smartphones. In terms of providing first mile/last 

mile service, private rideshare services are often much more widely available than taxis. Moreover, the ability to book 

via smartphone means that a ride can be summoned easily in areas where traditional taxis cannot be found or require 

long waits. 

Private rideshare companies are becoming increasingly important in the 

delivery of first mile/last mile services. Their use began informally as 

transit riders began booking rideshare connections on their own. However, 

there has been a recent move toward more formalized arrangements 

between transit agencies and rideshare companies. 

Most cooperative arrangements to date have consisted of co-marketing to 

facilitate the use of private rideshare services as first mile/last mile 

connections. For example, in the Dallas/Fort Worth area, both Dallas’ 

DART and Fort Worth’s The T have included a link to Uber on their mobile 

fare payment app. Transit riders pay the full Uber fare, but the ability to 

use the transit mobile ticketing app to also arrange Uber trips facilitates the 

first mile/last mile connections.  

To date, no transit system has used a private rideshare company to provide 

service in lieu of directly operated services. However, as described in the 

callout box below, the City of Gainesville, FL is about to start a pilot project 

with Uber to provide service to seniors. This pilot could become a model for 

the use of Uber as a more formal extension of public transit. For example, 

in lieu of local shuttle services or publicly operated FlexBus services, a 

transit system could instead contract with a private rideshare company to 

provide those trips at a lower cost. Nashville MTA recently began 

exploratory talks with Lyft.  

 

 



 

 

 

A second development is that Uber and Lyft have begun to offer pooled trips. Whereas the original service model was 

to provide a single ride to a single customer, Uber’s UberPool and Lyft’s Lyft Line provide pooled trips at a lower cost. 

Passengers arrange these trips in the same manner as regular trips, but stops may be made to pick up and drop off 

other passengers along the way. 



 

 

Many transit systems now provide services that are similar in many respects to private rideshare services. For 

example, most transit systems provide paratransit service that attempts to pool riders but often provides a single ride 

to a single customer. In addition, as described above, many transit systems provide FlexBus service that is similar to 

private rideshare services but is less convenient because it requires advance reservations. The provision of FlexBus 

service is often beyond the core competencies of most transit systems and TMAs, and partnerships with private 

rideshare firms offer the potential to provide better and more first mile/last mile service at lower cost. One possibility 

for this type of arrangement in Middle Tennessee would be first mile/last mile connections to Nashville MTA and 

RTA commuter services such as express bus and the Music City Star. 

Transit agencies are beginning to partner with car share companies such as ZipCar and Car2Go to improve first 

mile/last mile connections around transit stations and high-ridership transit stops. These partnerships make cars 

available at the outer ends of trips where a car is needed or other forms of transportation are not available. 

Traditional car rentals are also available at many large transit stations. 

The different types of available rentals facilitate different types of trips. While ZipCar is priced to encourage longer 

round-trips (with a one-hour minimum), Car2Go is more oriented toward first- and last-mile trips with per-minute 

pricing and no round-trip requirements. The integration of transit and car share typically consists of: 

  Integration with transit stations or stops typically involves designating “car share 

only” parking spaces in park-and-ride lots, drop-off areas, or on adjacent streets. Dallas Area Rapid Transit 

and ZipCar have formed a recent partnership, with designated car share parking at two DART Rail stations.  

  Another approach, which requires an agreement with a municipality, is to allow car 

share companies to purchase “free-floating” permits that allow the cars to be parked in any on-street space. 

This approach is particularly convenient for making first/last mile connections with transit. The City of 

Seattle has formed a successful relationship with Car2Go, which buys free-floating permits from the city for 

each of its 500 cars. Subscribers to the service are able to pick up and drop off a Car2Go from any on-street 

parking space without having to pay for parking. The program has been so successful (with over 59,000 

registered users) that the city recently passed an ordinance allowing for three other companies to enter the 

market with up to 750 permits each. Similar permit programs exist in many North American cities, including 

Vancouver (pictured below).  

  



 

 

Transportation Management Associations (TMAs) are member-controlled organizations that provide transportation 

services in a particular area, such as a commercial district, mall, medical center, or industrial park. They are often a 

key element of first mile/last mile services, and generally consist of area businesses and organizations that group 

together to provide transportation-related services including: 

 Shuttles to transit stations and centers 

 Discounted transit passes 

 Ridesharing programs 

 Guaranteed Ride Home programs 

 Marketing and promotion of commute alternatives 

 Parking management and coordination 

Of all of the programs provided by TMAs, perhaps the most important from a transit perspective are first mile/last 

mile shuttles to work locations that cannot support traditional transit. As one example, RTA could provide service to 

and from Cool Springs, and a local TMA could provide shuttles between a Cool Springs transit center and local 

businesses and stores. 

 

First mile/last mile connections are a particular challenge in Middle Tennessee, largely due to very poor pedestrian 

connections in many areas and the way the region sprawls. As described above, there are also many different ways to 

provide, encourage, and enable first and last mile connections, most of which are best suited to specific situations. 

The implementation of most will also require partnerships: 

 One of the largest barriers to transit service outside of Nashville’s urban core is 

poor pedestrian conditions that force transit passengers to walk along major arterials that lack sidewalks and 

to cross streets that lack pedestrian signals or crossings. The City of Nashville and other local communities 

will need to take action to make it easier to walk to and from transit. Nashville’s Complete Streets policy sets 

the framework to improve pedestrian conditions, calling for street designs that accommodate people of all 

ages and abilities. Pedestrian improvements are needed along many of Nashville MTA’s most important 

routes, especially along corridors that provide the greatest potential for High Capacity Transit (HCT). 



 

 

 In a similar manner as pedestrian access, the region’s communities will need to 

improve bicycle facilities to make it easier for people to ride bikes to and from transit. Nashville’s Complete 

Streets policy also speaks to the need to improve cycling conditions, and several of Nashville’s Complete 

Streets projects have installed state-of-the-practice facilities. Although complete streets do not always look 

the same, they include bicycle, pedestrian, vehicle, and transit facilities in a manner than complements the 

character and setting of the area. Concurrently, Nashville MTA and RTA can improve bicycle facilities at 

stations and stops and on board transit vehicles, especially as the agencies develop HCT services. 

 Especially in outer areas, park-and-ride and kiss-and-ride will remain among 

the most important ways to connect with RTA services. At the present time, RTA and Nashville MTA’s 

primary focus is to develop park-and-ride lots at locations where local businesses and other organizations 

are willing to make parking available to transit riders. This approach reduces costs but also results in many 

park-and-ride lots in inconvenient locations. To make service more attractive, Nashville MTA and RTA will 

need to develop more purpose-built park-and-ride lots in more convenient locations. 

  As service expands, especially outward in the nine counties surrounding Davidson County, it is 

certain that new shuttle services will be needed to provide connections between Nashville MTA and RTA 

services and local job sites and other local attractions. These shuttles could be provided by local 

organizations, TMAs, and/or Nashville MTA and RTA. However, considering the demands on Nashville 

MTA and RTA to provide more high-quality transit services, the providing shuttle services through private 

employers and other organizations, such as TMAs, would produce a more robust regional transit system. It 

would also ensure that shuttle services are tailored to specific local needs. 

  Private rideshare companies and their services, and especially those like UberPool and 

Lyft Line, provide the potential for transit systems to expand transit services to lower demand areas through 

partnerships rather than through the provision of direct service. While the development of these types of 

partnerships is still in its very early stages, they offer the potential to start service more quickly, provide 

service at lower costs, and better tie expenditures to utilization levels. 

Finally, as has been the case throughout much of the rest of the United States, the development of TMAs to address 

specialized local transportation needs would greatly enhance first mile/last mile connections. As Davidson County 

and Middle Tennessee have sprawled, more of the region’s residents live and work in areas that cannot be cost-

effectively be served by traditional fixed-route transit. In these areas, Nashville MTA and RTA will need assistance 

from private companies and other organizations to provide first and last mile connections. 



 

 

 

Most decisions about whether or not to use transit involve time and cost, and most transit services are slower than 

travel by private vehicle. However, when transit is faster or nearly as fast as travel by private vehicle (for example, 

many rail services), large numbers of travelers will choose to travel by transit instead of by car. Thus, one of the most 

effective ways to encourage transit use is to make transit as fast as possible. Freeway bus services are designed to do 

this and, compared to other transit services, are unique in that they: 

1. Operate along freeways, either in regular traffic lanes, in high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, or along the 

shoulders. 

2. Have stations within the freeway right-of-way that are designed to minimize travel times by eliminating all 

or most of the local circulation that is required to serve stops or stations outside of the freeway right-of-way. 
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In the 1970s, exclusive bus lanes were developed on freeways in Washington, DC, New Jersey, and California. 

However, most of these exclusive bus lanes were later converted to HOV lanes, and today, nearly all significant 

freeway bus services operate in general traffic, HOV lanes, and on shoulders. 

With service in general traffic, no special considerations are provided for bus service, and bus service operates in the 

same manner and at the same speed as all other traffic. Most express bus services operate in general traffic. 

Throughout the United States, freeway bus services operate in HOV lanes. One challenge for these services is that 

most HOV lanes are the leftmost lanes, which requires buses to weave across all lanes of traffic to serve stops that are 

off the highway. To avoid this situation, transit stations are now being constructed in freeway medians where they can 

be easily accessed from HOV lanes. 



 

 

Twelve states1 have implemented policies that permit buses 

to operate on selected freeway shoulders in order to speed 

service, and more are now considering it. These policies 

allow buses on selected freeway and arterial shoulders in 

order to bypass congestion and maintain transit schedules. 

Bus on shoulder operation is a low-cost way to make freeway 

transit service faster and more reliable. 

Bus on shoulder operations were first implemented in 

Minnesota more than 20 years ago. The state now has 300 

miles of shoulders in use by buses today and cites a number 

of benefits to bus on shoulder operation, including:  

 Shorter and more predictable and reliable transit 

travel times  

 Fewer missed transfer connections  

 Increased transit ridership  

 Reduced driver overtime  

 Decreased operating costs  

It should be noted that there are often perceived safety 

issues with shoulder operations, particularly with respect to 

the potential for conflict with stalled vehicles or vehicles 

entering or exiting the highway in front of the path of a 

shoulder-running bus. However, there has been only one 

injury-crash that has been attributed to shoulder-running 

buses in Minnesota since 1992, and no state that has 

implemented shoulder running policies has ever 

discontinued them.  

One of the most time-consuming aspects of freeway bus service can be the time it takes to get off the freeway in order 

to serve local stops and then get back on again. To reduce these delays, many areas have developed stops and stations 

that are located directly along freeways, with most “retrofitted” into existing freeways. In general, there are three 

types of freeway stops and stations: 

1. Stops located along freeway shoulders 

2. Stops located along freeway interchange ramps 

3. Stops located in freeway medians 

In the Denver area, the Regional Transportation District (RTD) is upgrading freeway service between Boulder and 

Denver along US 36, which is the freeway that connects the two cities. The new service includes ramp and in-line 

stations with pedestrian bridges across the freeway. Most stations also include park and ride lots and connections to 

local bus services. 

                                                                    
1 California, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Virginia, 

and Washington are the 12 states with bus on shoulder policies. 



 

 

A number of different approaches have been used along US 36. The first, and most extensive, is in Broomfield, with a 

1,500 space parking garage, bus stops that are located along exclusive bus slip ramps, and a pedestrian bridge that 

provides access across the freeway and to the parking garage.  

 

At other locations, the bus stops have been developed along the interchange ramps. At McCaslin, the bus stops have 

been developed on the southbound off-ramp and the northbound on-ramp. This configuration requires buses to exit 

the freeway and to travel through the traffic lights at the ends of the freeway ramps. This operation is slower than the 

exclusive slip ramps in Broomfield, but still fairly direct.  

 

As in Broomfield, this station has a pedestrian bridge that provides access across the freeway and to the park-and-ride 

lot. Also, RTD is planning to develop bus queue jump lanes along the interchange ramps to reduce intersection delays. 

A third example is Church Ranch, where stops are also located along the interchange ramps. The stops are located 

along the southbound off-ramp and the northbound on-ramp of a diamond interchange, and buses will operate 

straight through the interchange to re-enter the freeway. However, access across the freeway is via a sidewalk along a 



 

 

local street under the freeway rather than a pedestrian bridge. This approach is less expensive but, as shown in the 

image below, significantly increases the walking distance. As at McCaslin, RTD is planning to develop bus queue jump 

lanes along the interchange ramps to reduce intersection delays. 

 

As part of the development of BRT service along I-35W between Lakeville and Minneapolis, Metro Transit recently 

opened a new transit station in the median of I-35W. This station is accessed from exclusive bus slip lanes to the 

median station. However, unlike most freeway bus stations, the I-35W station is designed only to serve the local area 

and bus connections and does not provide commuter parking.  

 

This station was constructed within a narrow median and uses center platforms to reduce the station width. However, 

most buses only have doors on the right side, which is the wrong side for typical center platform operations. To deal 

with this issue, once within the bus-only area, buses cross over to the left side so that they can board and alight 

passengers through their right-side doors. 



 

 

Los Angeles’ MTA provides Silver Line service in the Harbor Transitway along an 11-mile stretch of I-110 in Los 

Angeles. Harbor Transitway services operate in I-110’s HOV lanes, which consist of two lanes in each direction that 

are physically separated from and located in between the general traffic lanes. There are five transitway stations 

located in the freeway’s median, and buses access the stations via bus-only slip ramps from and to the HOV lanes. 

Pedestrian access to the stations is from the local streets below the freeway overpass, and in some cases, also via 

pedestrian bridges. 

 

Sound Transit, which provides commuter service in the Seattle area, recently opened Mountlake Terrace Freeway 

Station in the median of I-5. Along this section of I-5, commuter bus service operates in left-hand HOV lanes and 

accesses the station via exclusive bus slip lanes from and to the HOV lanes. This station also includes 890 parking 

spaces, most of which are in a garage, and a pedestrian bridge across the eastern side of the freeway to connect all of 

the elements. The station was built in an area where there was a sufficiently wide median, which (unlike the I-35W 

station in Minneapolis) had sufficient room for outside platforms. 

 



 

 

 

North of San Francisco, Golden Gate Transit and Caltrans have developed a number of bus stops on US 101, which is 

the major freeway to and from San Francisco. These freeway stops were some of the first in the county and were 

developed within partial cloverleaf interchanges by constructing bus-only connector lanes between off and on ramps. 

In comparison to the newer freeway bus stations described above, the US 101 stations are very simple, and use 

sidewalks built between the interchange ramps for access to and from the stops, and sidewalks along the highway 

overpasses for pedestrian flow from one side of the highway to the other. The walking distances between the opposite 

stations are relatively long, and, at the Corte Madera stop, passengers frequently cut across the southbound on-ramp 

to lessen the distance. 

 



 

 

 

As described above, there are a number of ways to provide freeway transit service. Key considerations include: 

 Bus on shoulder service on freeways is a very low-cost way to provide faster and more reliable service along 

freeways and, in spite of concerns about safety, has proven to be very safe. 

 Bus service can be given priority through the use of HOV lanes or shoulder operations. With HOV use, buses 

typically must be able to access stations from the center of the freeway. With shoulder running service, buses 

need to access stations or stops located beyond the shoulders of the freeway. 

 The most effective station designs serve passengers within the freeway right-of-way. This type of operation is 

important because it greatly reduces transit travel times (compared to services that must exit the freeway 

and travel locally to off-freeway stations and stops), and thus makes transit much more attractive.  

 Of the different types of freeway stations and stops, those that use exclusive bus ramps and/or pullouts along 

the freeway are the most attractive because they are the fastest (for example, the US 36 Broomfield Station, 

Minneapolis’ I-35W Station, Seattle’s Mountlake Terrace Station, and the Los Angeles and Marin County 

stations).  

 Stations and stops that are located along interchange ramps typically require buses to travel straight through 

from the off-ramp to the on-ramp). With this type of station, travel times are longer because buses are 

subject to intersection delays at the ends of the interchange ramps. These delays can be mitigated through 

the use of bus queue jump lanes. Stations and stops that are located along interchange ramps also typically 

involve longer walk distances because of the extra right-of-way width at interchanges. 

 Most newer freeway bus stations include large park-and-ride facilities, some of which are also major transit 

centers (for example, the US 36 Broomfield Station and Seattle’s Mountlake Terrace Station). However, 

freeway bus stops can also been developed to serve only local neighborhoods and local transit connections.  

The Nashville MTA and the Middle Tennessee RTA currently operate a relatively large number of express bus routes 

along most of the Nashville’s radial freeways, but in particular I-24 and I-65 from the south and I-24/I-65 from the 



 

 

north. Bus on shoulder operations could make these services faster and more reliable, and more competitive with 

automobile travel. 

In addition, most of the express routes provide limited service to a very limited number of places. The development of 

stations along freeways could provide the ability to serve more locations with fewer routes, which could mean more 

service to areas that now receive only very limited service. This approach could also allow consolidation of some MTA 

and RTA express routes in a similar manner. 



 

 

Light rail transit (LRT) is electric urban rail service that typically operates in exclusive rights-of-way. Most often, it 

uses one to three car trains and is designed to serve high volume corridors at higher speeds than a local bus or 

streetcar service. Design and operational elements of LRT include level boarding, off-board fare payment, and traffic 

signal priority. Stations are typically spaced farther apart than those of local transit services and are usually situated 

where there are higher population and employment densities. While longer stop spacing can increase walking 

distances for some riders, people are typically willing to walk farther to reach transit if service is fast and frequent. 

   

What is now known as light rail evolved from the streetcar services of the late 1800s as those services began to be 

provided with exclusive rights-of-way to avoid severe congestion in mixed traffic on surface streets.  In 1897, Boston’s 

Tremont Street Subway, which is now part of the MBTA’s Green Line, was the first streetcar line to be placed in a 

tunnel, and, in effect, became the nation’s first light rail line. 

While light rail has a long history in older cities, it became increasingly popular beginning in the 1980s as a way for 

newer cities to obtain many of the benefits of rapid transit/subway systems at a lower cost through mostly surface 

operation. According to the Transportation Research Board, today’s systems can be categorized into two types: 

1. “First Generation systems that evolved from earlier trolley and tramway lines that remained in operation 

throughout their transformation [as in Boston]. 

2. Second Generation systems that were designed afresh (occasionally utilizing portions of abandoned trolley 

or railroad lines, or both).”1 

                                                                    
1 “This is Light Rail Transit,” November 2000, Transportation Research Board, 

http://www.apta.com/resources/reportsandpublications/Documents/light_rail_bro.pdf  

http://www.apta.com/resources/reportsandpublications/Documents/light_rail_bro.pdf


 

 

LRT is popular with passengers for a number of reasons, the 

most important of which are that service is fast, frequent, 

direct, and operates from early morning to late night. These 

attributes make service more convenient—much more 

convenient than regular bus service—and more competitive 

with travel by automobile. Characteristics of LRT service 

include: 

 

 

 

 

Keys reasons that service is fast are the use of exclusive 

rights-of-way—exclusive lanes in the medians of roadways, in 

former rail rights-of-way, and in subways—and that stations 

are spaced further apart than with bus service, typically every 

half mile (although stations are often spaced more closely 

within downtown areas).  

Light rail and streetcar service are often confused, largely because they share many similarities. The major similarities 

include the basic rail infrastructure, and for modern streetcar services, the vehicles. Major differences include: 

 Light rail typically operates in exclusive lanes or an exclusive right-of-way while streetcar service operates in 

mixed-traffic. 

 Light rail lines are longer (typically up to 15 miles, but sometimes longer) while streetcar lines are shorter 

(typically 2 to 3 miles). 

 Light rail stations are spaced farther apart than streetcar stations. 

 Light rail lines are designed to serve higher volumes of passengers and typically operate with two to three car 

trains while streetcar service operates with single car trains. 

 Because light rail lines serve higher volumes of passengers, stations are larger and usually more elaborate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

However, as described above, modern light rail evolved from streetcar service, and many modern light rail systems 

still retain many streetcar characteristics in some areas.  For example, in Boston, Pittsburgh, and San Francisco, light 

rail operates in tunnels in downtown but in mixed-traffic in some outer areas. 

LRT has become increasingly popular in the United States due to the benefits it provides: 

 LRT is typically faster, more convenient, more comfortable, and more attractive than bus 

service. 

 LRT can significantly increase ridership because it is more attractive. A recent American 

Public Transportation Association (APTA) study found that transit systems operating light rail services 

showed twice as much ridership growth in 2014 as transit systems offering no light rail service. The increase 

in ridership that results from LRT implementation was particularly evident in Minneapolis, where the 

opening of the METRO Green Line led to a 57% increase in annual ridership.2 

 Although it is more expensive to implement a light rail system than a Bus 

Rapid Transit (BRT) system, when ridership demand is high enough, the per capita operating costs are lower 

because each LRT vehicle can accommodate more passengers.  

 LRT has a demonstrated effect on generating transit-oriented retail and housing development. 

Portland’s Westside LRT alignment was built with future development in mind. In 1994, there were 

approximately 1,500 acres of developable land near Westside stations. When Westside LRT opened in 1998, 

there had been more than $500 million in new development.3  

Light rail transit also has challenges: 

 Because LRT requires a dedicated track and new infrastructure, developing a light rail 

system is much more expensive than increasing service in a typical bus network. Building a LRT system can 

cost upwards of $100 million per mile.  

 LRT only becomes a cost-effective option when ridership numbers are high. This is 

because the savings in per capita operating costs offset the initial financial cost of building the system. Most 

cities that have successfully implemented light rail have a density of at least 30 residents per acre or at least 

15 jobs per acre. If the city does not have the density to support light rail, the light rail alignment must be 

very carefully designed to have stations in the densest areas of the city. 

The development of LRT requires an exclusive right-of-way or exclusive light rail 

lanes on arterial streets, which often requires converting lanes from automobile to transit use. The 

availability of suitable right-of-way is often one of the major challenges in developing LRT. 

LRT offers high-quality service that provides some of the flexibility of bus systems with many of the attractive features 

of rail systems. The level of quality is dependent on physical elements including: 

                                                                    
2 Record 10.8 Billion Trips Taken On U.S. Public Transportation In 2014. (2015, March 9). Retrieved August 10, 

2015, from http://www.apta.com/mediacenter/pressreleases/2015/Pages/150309_Ridership.aspx 

3 “Light Rail and the American City: State-of-the-Practice for Transit-Oriented Development,” G.B. Arrington in Light 

Rail Transit and Transit-Oriented Development, https://drcog.org/documents/LRT%20and%20TOD.pdf  

https://drcog.org/documents/LRT%20and%20TOD.pdf


 

 

  that provide greater comfort, run on electricity (with overhead catenary wires and poles), 

have a greater carrying capacity, and can reach higher speeds (65 mph) than regular buses.  

 that can be either dedicated right-of-way on existing roads or a grade-separated, off-

street right-of-way. Depending on the topographic conditions of the corridor, a light rail system can be 

engineered to run through tunnels, above ground, and at street level to best optimize route performance.  

 for on-street light rail systems reduces the likelihood of automobile/LRT collisions and 

supports on-time performance by reducing average signal wait time. 

  that provide similar features, amenities, and levels of passenger comfort as heavy rail stations. 

  through the use of high-platform stations to reduce dwell times and facilitate boardings and 

alightings by people with disabilities. 

  via either pre-paid passes or the sale of tickets from ticket vending machines at 

stations and stops eliminates delays associated with on-board fare collection.  

  to inform passengers when the light rail vehicle will actually arrive or 

depart from stations, which reduces much of the uncertainty that is associated with transit service. 

  with other transit and surrounding areas. 

These measures work together to make service fast and reliable, to make it convenient and comfortable, and to 

establish a strong customer demand for service. 

LRT vehicles are electric vehicles that operate on metal rails that either were previously used as a railroad line or were 

installed specifically for the light rail. They are somewhat larger than streetcars (80 to 90 feet long, carrying 150 to 

220 people per car), and are often coupled together to form trains that carry more passengers than a single car. Light 

rail vehicles can be faster over long distances than streetcar vehicles (with top speeds around 65 miles per hour, 

compared to about 45 miles per hour), although streetcars can accelerate more quickly. The greater speed and 

capacity of LRT vehicles make them an attractive choice for longer routes or regional intercity services.  

LRT typically operates in exclusive rights-of-way, which include: 

  in which LRT service operates in a completely exclusive right-of-way, often 

in a former rail right-of-way. Examples include the Central Link section of Link Light Rail in south Seattle 

and Tukwila, WA, which uses parts of an old rail line to travel quickly between cities, and the Green Line of 

the MAX Light Rail system in Portland, which uses grade separation to avoid a major freeway interchange. 

Many other light rail lines, such as Boston’s Green Line, Pittsburgh’s The T, and San Francisco’s Muni Metro 

operate in tunnels in the urban core. 



 

 

  

 which can be in either the center of streets or in curb lanes. Where 

exclusive light rail lanes are provided, center lanes are the most common approach. Exclusive lanes can be 

separated from general traffic by physical elements, such as curbs, or by striping. Physical separation helps 

to decrease the potential for light rail/automobile collisions.  

  

Signal priority modifies normal traffic signal operation to facilitate the movement of transit vehicles by changing the 

signal to green early or by extending the green signal until the light rail passes through. This significantly reduces 

signal delays and can reduce travel times by 5% to more than 20%. Signal priority is typically implemented in 

conjunction with on-street light rail lanes. 

LRT systems usually have substantial stations. They typically have partial shelters, ticket-vending machines, schedule 

information, and platforms that are level with vehicle height to ensure accessibility.  

Most modern LRT systems are designed to support level boardings. This is typically accomplished by using high- 

platform stations. Level boarding allows passengers to board and alight faster, which greatly reduces dwell times. 

Level boarding also makes it much easier for people with disabilities to board and alight and eliminates the need to 

use lifts. 



 

 

  

 

Off-board fare collection can significantly reduce dwell times at stations by eliminating the time involved for 

passengers to pay fares as they board vehicles. Ticket vending machines at stations allow passengers to purchase a 

ticket before boarding the light rail. Because a light rail train usually has multiple cars, this is an essential piece of the 

system because it removes the need to have fare collectors stationed in each car.  

Real-time passenger information at stations lets riders know when the light rail will actually arrive or depart from 

stations, which reduces some of the uncertainty that is often associated with transit service. 

  



 

 

Effective LRT services should be well connected to other transit services and the surrounding environment. Major 

LRT lines become a transit system’s backbone with connections to other routes. In most cases, with the 

implementation of light rail, existing local bus routes are either discontinued or converted to feeder routes. 

Like all transit services, most passengers access LRT lines by walking; therefore, effective pedestrian connections 

between LRT lines and the areas they serve are critical. It is important to provide signalized intersections near light 

rail stops to discourage jaywalking across arterials and light-rail tracks.  

Bicycles can be an effective piece of a multimodal commute, and it is important that light rail vehicles accommodate 

bicycles. This is typically done by providing bike hooks for vertical bike storage in each light rail car. Light rail stations 

are also good locations for bike lockers and bike share programs.  

  

The United States has more than 30 light rail systems, primarily in 

mid-sized to large cities. In the oldest systems, light rail is a carry-

over from the first-generation streetcar systems of the 19th and early 

20th centuries. A number of second-generation light rail systems 

opened in the 1980s (starting with San Diego in 1981), with several 

more in the 1990s, and many more since the early 2000s (see 

sidebar on page 2). According to the American Public 

Transportation Association, the light rail systems in six U.S. cities—

Boston, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Portland, San Diego, and San 

Francisco—carry more than 30 million passenger trips per year. 

Light rail has become increasingly popular in cities that are current 

or aspirational peers for Nashville and the Middle Tennessee region, 

and several of these are highlighted below.  

Transit Express or TRAX, operated by the Utah Transit Authority 

(UTA), is the three-line light rail system that serves Salt Lake City 

and many of its suburbs. The full TRAX system serves 16,000 

weekday boardings. TRAX operates between 5:30 AM and 11:30 PM 

Sunday through Thursday, with service extended until 1:00 AM on 

Friday and Saturday nights. TRAX operates seven days a week.  



 

 

The Blue Line opened in 1999 and has been extended twice, in 2008 and 2013, to 19 miles and 24 stations. The Blue 

Line connects downtown Salt Lake City and Draper Town Center. The Green Line opened in 2001 and has also been 

extended twice, in 2003 and 2011, to 24 miles and 25 stations. The Green Line connects the University of Utah 

Medical Center with Daybreak (South Jordan). The Red Line opened in 2011 and was extended in 2013 to 15 miles 

and 18 stations. The Red Line connects Salt Lake City International Airport with West Valley City.  

 

The Regional Transportation District (RTD) operates six light rail lines with 46 stations and 47 miles of track. RTD’s 

first light rail line, the D Line, opened in October 1994 and has been followed by the C, E, F, H, and W Lines. Daily 

ridership on the RTD light rail system is approximately 87,000 passengers per weekday.  

 



 

 

   

Although the schedule varies by line, RTD light rail service generally begins at 4:00 AM and runs until 1:00 AM 

Monday through Thursday, until 2:00 AM on Friday and Saturday, and from 5:00 AM to 1:00 AM on Sunday. 

In 2004, voters in eight counties approved a 0.4% sales tax increase for a multi-billion dollar public transportation 

expansion plan for commuter rail, light rail, and express bus services in the Denver area. Planned projects include 

southwest rail extensions of the C and D Lines and southeast extensions of the E and F Lines. The E and F Line 

extension is planned for completion in 2019 and, if successful, would use a $92 million Small Starts grant award from 

the FTA. The C and D Line extension has not yet secured funding.  

Charlotte’s LYNX is a 9.6-mile light rail system that serves 15 stations (seven of which include park-and-ride 

facilities). The line carries approximately 15,800 passengers per weekday. Service runs from 5:30 AM to 1:30 AM 

Monday through Saturday, and from 6:15 AM to midnight Sunday. Frequencies range from 10 to 20 minutes on 

weekdays and from 15 to 30 minutes on weekends.  

   

Since its opening in 2007, Lynx has spurred over 8 million square feet in residential and commercial development, 

nearly 100,000 new jobs, and over $1 billion in private investment. While much of this development has been driven 

by the private sector, the City of Charlotte has also taken measures to ensure an effective mix of uses around stations 

and along the corridor. These include an Affordable Housing Trust Fund that provides public funding to private 

developers in exchange for affordable units through a competitive bid process; the city’s 2020 Vision Plan that 

encourages high-density development along major transportation corridors; and the revision of zoning laws to align 

with transit investment and reduce the burden that developers face with time-intensive rezoning processes.  



 

 

Metro Transit operates the Minneapolis/St. Paul area light rail system, which currently consists of two lines with 

more planned. The Blue Line is 12 miles long, with 19 stations extending from downtown Minneapolis to Target Field, 

Mall of America, and Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport. The Blue Line opened in June 2004 and currently 

averages 28,000 weekday passengers. The Blue Line’s total capital cost was $715 million, with $334 coming from 

federal sources. 

The Green Line is an 11 mile long, 23 station line that connects downtown Minneapolis, University of Minnesota, and 

downtown St. Paul. With the opening of the Green Line in June 2014, rail now connects the Twin Cities for the first 

time since 1954. The Green Line carries over 35,000 passengers per weekday. The Green Line’s total cost was $840 

million, with $450 million coming from federal sources. 

   

Service on both lines begins daily at 4:00 

AM and operates until 2:00 AM Sunday 

through Thursday, with service extending 

to 3:30 AM on Friday and Saturday 

nights. Fares for adults to ride the Metro 

light rail lines are $1.75 during off-peak 

times and $2.25 for peak times.  

A planned expansion of the Green Line 

(formerly called the Central Corridor) is 

slated to be completed in 2020 and will 

run southwest from downtown 

Minneapolis to three large suburbs of the 

Twin Cities: St. Louis Park, Hopkins, and 

Eden Prairie. An extension of the Blue 

Line (formerly called the Hiawatha Line) 

is planned for completion in 2021, which 

will run northwest of downtown 

Minneapolis through Golden Valley, 

Robbinsdale, New Hope, Crystal, 

Brooklyn Park, and Osseo. 

 



 

 

METRO is a 20-mile light rail line with 28 stations that is part of the Phoenix area’s Valley Metro system. It serves 

Phoenix, Tempe, and Mesa and carries 44,000 passengers per weekday, making it the 13th busiest light rail system in 

the United States. Service starts at approximately 4:00 AM on weekdays and 4:30 AM on weekends.  It ends at 

approximately 1:00 AM on Sundays through Thursdays and at nearly 4:00 AM on Fridays and Saturdays. Service 

frequencies range from 12 to 20 minutes on weekdays and 15 to 20 minutes on weekends. 

METRO operates a fleet of 50 light rail vehicles, each of which seats 66 people with total capacity of 200 people per 

car. The vehicles include bicycle racks and can accommodate up to four wheelchairs per car. They can operate at a 

maximum speed of 58 miles per hour.  

   

Early on, population and employment densities and travel volumes in the Phoenix area indicated that there would be 

only limited areas with sufficient demand to support light rail. However, the line was cleverly routed in an L-shaped 

alignment through areas of denser development, leading to its immediate success. Businesses along the route have 

benefitted, especially in locations near the stations, and transit-oriented development investments in the three urban 

cores have exceeded $3 billion.  

The first extension to the line is already underway and the additional 3.2 miles of light rail are expected to open in 

early 2016. Several more extensions are planned, both as part of Phase I and a future Phase II. 



 

 

The Nashville Area Metropolitan Planning 

Organization’s (MPO) 2035 Regional 

Transportation Plan presents the northeast, 

southeast, and south corridors as regional rapid 

transit corridors that could be potential light 

rail corridors (shown in blue on the map below). 

These areas are the most densely populated and 

fastest growing within the region and have well-

established patterns of cross-county travel.  

Each of these would be long light rail lines that 

would serve Middle Tennessee counties as well 

as trips within Davidson County. There would 

also be the potential for shorter lines within 

Davidson County, including along Gallatin, 

Nolensville, Charlotte, and Murfreesboro Pikes. 

The 2011 Northeast Corridor Mobility Study, led 

by the Nashville Area MPO, identified light rail 

in a freeway alignment as the long-term locally 

preferred alternative for the 30-mile corridor 

between downtown Nashville and Gallatin. The 

intention was to initially implement BRT that 

could be subsequently upgraded to light rail. 

The inspiration for this vision was Denver 

RTD’s T-Rex line, which operates in a freeway 

alignment similar to the potential configuration 

in the Northeast Corridor. 

 

As MTA and RTA consider premium transit services such as light rail, implementation should be focused in corridors 

where significant changes are desired or planned. For example, the Gallatin corridor has a great deal of older, 

suburban development that may be ripe for redevelopment as Nashville and the Middle Tennessee region grow.  

 



 

 

 

Charlotte Pike includes a mix of old and new development, but has constraints in the right-of-way beyond 

Whitebridge Road. South of I-40, Nolensville Pike is generally wide, which could present opportunities for the 

dedicated right-of-way preferred for light rail lines. Additionally, with the expansion of the South of Broadway 

(SoBro) neighborhood, new mixed-use development is possible along this corridor.  

There has also been discussion about the potential for a light rail line to Nashville International Airport, although a 

potential corridor has yet to be identified. Moving forward, Nashville MTA and RTA will need to engage with Metro 

Planning and the Nashville Area MPO to focus light rail planning efforts in areas identified for growth in 

NashvilleNext and other local and regional planning efforts. 



 

 

Transit service consists of two fundamental elements: frequency (how often service operates) and service span (how 

long service runs during the day). Combined, these two factors measure how much service is available, which 

determines how convenient and attractive transit service is to current and potential riders.  

  When service runs frequently enough, riders don’t have to plan their day around a 

schedule, or even have one at all. Low service frequencies mean that riders have little flexibility in making 

their trip, adding to the time it takes to complete a trip or making transit incompatible with the schedules of 

potential riders. Most transit systems consider services that operate at least every 15 minutes throughout the 

day and into (at least) the early evening as frequent. 

  Service that runs for longer hours during the day is more convenient, allowing 

people to travel when they want. In turn, riders have more flexibility: if their schedule changes, transit will 

still be a feasible option for getting where they need to go. When service hours are limited, transit may be 

incompatible with people’s schedules; additionally, fewer people may use transit due to the risk of getting 

“stranded” if they miss the last trip. 

Transit that operates frequently and for a longer period during the day and night provides a higher level of service to a 

broader cross-section of the population. By attracting a more diverse ridership, transit can better sustain higher levels 

of service throughout the day and generate a virtuous cycle where better service encourages riders to use transit for 

more trips. More frequent service and longer hours of service can: 

 Make transit service more convenient 

 Give riders more flexibility with their own schedule 

 Establish transit as a viable travel choice for more than just work trips 

 Make transit easier to use and understand 

Frequent service is one of the most important factors in making transit a convenient choice for riders. Increased 

frequencies improve the flexibility and predictability of transit and increase the overall convenience of service, 

making transit a viable travel option for more people. Frequent service allows transit to better compete with the 

convenience of the personal vehicle, making it more attractive to people who have other options.  

 



 

 

  When service runs often enough, riders understand that they can rely on transit service to get 

where they need to go. They won’t miss an appointment, be late for work, or miss a transfer because they 

missed the bus, since another bus will arrive shortly. Most riders consider service that operates every 10 

minutes or better as very convenient and service that operates every 15 minutes or better as relatively 

convenient. 

 Frequent service provides riders with more flexibility. When service runs infrequently, riders must 

adjust their schedules to accommodate the transit schedule. If a rider misses a bus, they may need to wait a 

long time—perhaps an entire hour—to catch the next scheduled trip. Limited service combined with the risk 

of time-consuming waits can discourage potential riders from trying transit if they have other travel options.  

 

  Transit is most attractive when it is frequent enough that people don’t need to consult a 

timetable, and can instead just go to a stop and know that the train or bus will arrive shortly. Frequent 

service reduces barriers for new transit riders by making service easier to understand without the need to 

decipher a schedule and plan one’s day accordingly. 

Nearly all major transit systems operate a core network of frequent services. At very large transit systems, these are 

often comprised of rapid transit lines that are supplemented with frequent bus services. Frequent Service Networks 

are designed to provide a network of frequent and direct service that operates for long hours. These networks focus on 

serving the locations that most people want to go most often, such as downtowns, urban neighborhoods, mixed-use 

corridors, employment centers, and major institutions such as universities. They also create a de-facto system 

backbone that provides a structure for other services, with lower frequency routes and specialized services providing 

connections to the Frequent Service Network. 

In Minneapolis/Saint Paul, Metro Transit’s “Hi-Frequency Network” consists of “13 routes with service so frequent, 

you don’t need to carry a schedule.” The 13 routes include Metro Transit’s two light rail lines and 11 frequent bus 

routes. Hi-Frequency routes operate every 15 minutes or better on weekdays from 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. and on 

Saturdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. The routes serve downtown Minneapolis, downtown Saint Paul, 

Minneapolis/Saint Paul International Airport, and key crosstown corridors. Metro Transit plans to grow this network 

with the addition of new light rail and BRT lines. 



 

 

 

 

Like many transit service providers, the Port Authority of Allegheny County (Port Authority) uses a set of transit 

service guidelines to determine appropriate levels of service on transit routes. These guidelines define the minimum 

thresholds for when and how often service should be provided. Minimum levels of service are classified by service 

type: for example, Port Authority’s Rapid Routes are designed to provide the backbone of the system with consistently 

high levels of service. Accordingly, Rapid Routes should operate more frequently than Key Corridor or Local Routes. 

Rapid Routes and Key Corridor Routes should both generally provide service until at least 11:30 p.m. on weekdays 

and Saturdays and until 11:00 p.m. on Sundays. 



 

 

These guidelines are intended to establish a minimum threshold, and most routes would exceed these standards 

based on demand or route characteristics. Ultimately, service guidelines can define a core network of routes with high 

levels of service, operating at higher frequencies and providing service for longer hours and on more days of the week.  

Services that operate for limited hours can also affect the convenience of transit. A lack of evening service makes it 

challenging to reach work, school, shopping, and other activities, and deters those with other options from using transit.  

  Work schedules are changing at all socioeconomic levels, with an 

increasing emphasis on off-peak commuting patterns. Flexible schedules, off-peak shifts for retail and 

service employment, and telecommuting are among the major factors shifting work travel away from the 

traditional peak commute hours. In particular, as employment in service and retail sectors increases, a lack 

of service in the evening poses challenges for workers with early or late shifts. Many shifts begin before 

service starts or end after service concludes, ruling out transit as a viable transportation option. Expanding 

service later in the evenings makes it easier for many people to reach these second- and third-shift jobs. 



 

 

 

  Longer hours of service also benefit those with more traditional work schedules. When 

service is reduced during the middle of the day or as soon as the afternoon peak is over, riders risk being 

stranded if they need to leave work early or late with no alternative way to get home or reach a school or 

childcare. The flexibility provided by stronger evening and midday service is akin to a “guaranteed ride 

home” for peak commuters, making them more likely to use transit even if they do not regularly use off-peak 

services. If a commuter cannot be assured of a way to get home using transit, they will likely be discouraged 

from using it in the first place.  

 Beyond work 

travel, expanded service hours can make 

transit more attractive for non-work 

trips as well. People travel throughout 

the day for many reasons, and later 

service and stronger midday service 

make transit a viable option for school, 

shopping, medical, and recreational 

trips. Service later in the evenings makes 

transit a viable option for people to go 

out and enjoy a city’s nightlife. As 

demographics continue to change and 

more people seek to rely less on private 

vehicles, transit will need to play a 

greater role in serving non-work trips. 

In addition to increased hours of service, 

expanded weekend service is crucial to making 

transit a viable option for more people. People 

still travel on the weekend, for both work and 

non-work purposes. Many service industry jobs 

require work on weekends, and inadequate 

Saturday and Sunday service limits the ability of 

potential employees to reach these jobs. Non-

work trips can also be served by transit, including 

shopping and recreational trips. If transit is to be 

a viable and convenient transportation option for 

a region, then it must be an attractive option for 

non-work trips as well as work trips.   



 

 

The Bay Area’s “All Nighter” Service provides late night and early morning regional bus service throughout Alameda, 

Contra Costa, San Francisco, and San Mateo counties in the Bay Area. All Nighter Routes operate seven days a week 

between approximately 1:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m. (when BART is not in service). Routes are operated by four transit 

agencies in the region—AC Transit, Muni, SamTrans, and VTA—who coordinate their late night schedules to provide 

seamless connections between routes. All Nighter routes mostly serve BART and Caltrain stations throughout the 

region. 

 

All Nighter bus service was developed to balance demand for late night transit service with the need to mitigate 

operating costs of the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) rail network and preserve overnight hours for track 

maintenance and repairs. To meet demand and provide effective late night service when BART does not operate, the 

agency worked with other transit agencies in the region to coordinate late night bus service.  

The Utah Transit Authority (UTA) focused service improvements on select routes in August 2015, primarily by 

extending hours of service and increasing frequency on several routes. Since these changes, all routes have 

experienced increased ridership compared to the same period in the previous year, particularly those where Saturday 

and Sunday service was improved. Overall, weekday ridership on these routes increased by 12%, while Saturday and 

Sunday ridership increased by nearly 20% per day. The highest gains in ridership include:  



 

 

 Weber County Bus Route 603: 29% increase in Saturday boardings after frequency was improved from 30 to 

15 minutes and service hours were extended earlier and later 

 TRAX (Light Rail): 14% increase in Sunday boardings after Sunday hours were extended earlier and later  

 S-Line (Streetcar): Boardings increased by 13.3% after service hours were extended to match those of TRAX 

Perhaps the easiest way to make transit convenient is to make it frequent and to provide service over longer hours. To 

make service more convenient and thus more attractive, Nashville MTA and RTA will need to significantly increase 

the amount of service provided. 

Most riders consider service that operates every 10 minutes or more frequently as very convenient and service that 

operates every 15 minutes or less as relatively convenient. Conversely, service that operates every 30 minutes or more 

becomes too infrequent for most travelers who have other opportunities to travel, such as driving.  

In terms of these definitions of frequency, on weekdays during the day (through the end of the afternoon peak) 

current frequencies are as follows:  

 Only three routes provide service every 15 minutes or better throughout the day on weekdays  

 Two Music City Circuit routes provide service every 15 to 20 minutes  

 15 routes provide service every 16 to 30 minutes  

 13 routes provide service every 31 to 90 minutes  

 12 routes provide peak period-only service  

On weekday evenings and on weekends, service is much less frequent. Only two Music City Circuit routes operate 

every 15 minutes, and only three routes operate every 30 minutes. All other routes operate less frequently, with most 

operating every 60 minutes or less.  

 Music City Star provides three round trips in the AM and PM peaks, plus one additional round trip on Friday 

nights  

 Three routes provide two AM inbound and two PM outbound trips  

 Two routes provide two AM inbound and three PM outbound trips  

 Five routes provide three AM inbound and three PM outbound trips  

 One route (Murfreesboro Relax & Ride) provides all day service  

The lack of frequent service is one of the major issues facing Nashville MTA and RTA, as relatively little service 

operates frequently enough for most potential riders to consider it convenient. To address this issue, more service 

must be provided on existing routes; new routes will also need to provide sufficiently frequent service.  



 

 

The span of service—meaning the hours that service operates—is another factor that strongly influences the 

convenience of the transit system. Nashville MTA’s services operate for more limited hours than in most major 

metropolitan areas. 

 On weekdays, all service ends at 11:15 p.m. Of the 35 non-express/limited routes, 15 end service before 10:00 

p.m. These include the BRT lite routes, which are Nashville MTA’s highest ridership routes and end service 

by 9:15 p.m.  

 On Saturdays, most service ends by 10:15 p.m., and only two routes (the Blue and Green Music City Circuit 

routes) operate as late as 11:00 p.m.  

 On Sundays, Route 18 Airport/Downtown Hotels operates until 10:40 p.m., but all other service ends before 

10:00 p.m.  

Viewed together with the service frequencies described above, Nashville MTA’s service operates neither frequently 

enough nor late enough to provide the flexibility that most riders with other options require. This limited service 

makes it difficult for riders or potential riders with alternative schedules or second- and third-shift employment. It 

also poses a challenge to those who would like to use transit to reach social or entertainment activities in the evening. 

In addition to providing more frequent service, Nashville MTA will also need to provide later service.  

Most RTA services operate only during peak periods, and their schedules generally are designed to serve the very 

early work schedules of state employees. For example, Route 87X Gallatin Express’ last AM inbound trip arrives at 

Music City Central at 7:15 a.m., and the last PM peak outbound bus departs from the West End at 4:37 p.m. To make 

regional services more convenient, RTA will need to serve a wider range of work schedules. 

To make service attractive to more people, more convenient service will be needed. One of the most important ways to 

do this will be to provide more frequent service for more hours (including on weekends). 



 

 

In small and medium-size cities, most transit services operate to and from downtown. This is because downtowns 

usually represent that largest market for transit service, and often the only market that is large enough to support 

transit service. However, as cities grow, the amount of travel between non-downtown destinations grows. As this 

happens, the demand for transit service between non-downtown destinations also grows.  

In cities with grid-based road networks (for example, Phoenix and Houston), this demand is typically met by developing 

a grid-based transit network and growing it outward with demand. However, in most older urban areas, as well as in 

many newer ones, the road network is radial and not suitable to a grid-based transit network, or even a partial grid 

network. In these types of cities, most transit systems provide connections between non-downtown area by developing a 

hub and spoke-type network in which service to non-downtown locations is provided through outlying transit hubs. 

Outlying transit hubs are a type of transit center, although some cities reserve that terminology for transfer facilities 

located in a downtown. The two terms—outlying hubs and transit centers—are used interchangeably in this strategy 

paper.  

  

Outlying transit hubs are an important way to develop a more interconnected network that serves more locations. While 

most passengers prefer one-seat service to connecting service, many markets are too small to support transit service on 

their own. However, when passengers are “funneled” through a transit center, they can be combined into volumes that 

can support connecting transit service. This, in turn, can make service possible to areas where service could not 

otherwise be cost-effective. As shown in the diagram on the following page, service can be provided between many more 

areas: between more outlying areas and downtown, and between more outlying areas. 

This model is very similar to that used by most large airlines. For example, American Airlines flies planes from many 

small markets to Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW). From there, passengers can connect to nearly 

anywhere in the United States, including other small markets as well as to destinations throughout the world. Without 

service through DFW, many of those small markets would not have any air service, or at least much less. In the same 

manner, without outlying transit hubs, many small communities and neighborhoods would not have transit service. 



 

 

 

Metro Transit provides service to over 1,000 square miles in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area. Most services are focused 

on downtown Minneapolis and downtown St. Paul. However, Metro Transit also serves trips to many other areas and 

does so, in part, through the use of 14 outlying transit hubs. Most are located along or at the end of routes that provide 

frequent service (highlighted in yellow on the map on the following page), and all serve three or more routes (with most 

serving more). 

In the Portland, OR area, TriMet operates a network of light rail lines and bus routes. Its system consists of a large 

number of radial rail lines and bus routes to and from downtown Portland, grid-like crosstown routes to the east of 

downtown, and feeder routes to outlying transit hubs. Most hubs are located along TriMet’s light rail lines and frequent 

bus routes. At most of its transit centers, local routes act as feeders to the light rail lines and frequent bus routes. This is 

a common model with transit centers along rail lines—bus routes feed the rail lines, which provide mainline service to 

and from downtown and other high volume locations. 

DOWNTOWN DOWNTOWN

Outlying Transit Hub

POINT-TO-POINT MODEL
Service to fewer locations
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Greater Boston is an area within an extensive rapid transit system. The MBTA system is designed so that the highest 

volume corridors are served by the rapid transit system (which includes light rail), and bus services fill gaps in the rapid 

transit system (including crosstown services) and feed the rapid transit system. As such, most of the MBTA’s outlying 

transit hubs are at rapid transit stations. Exceptions include Dudley Station, which is the terminal station for the 

Washington Street Silver Line BRT line; Lynn and Salem, which are along a commuter rail line; and Waltham Center 

and Watertown Square, which are two suburban locations to the west of Boston. 

 

Nearly all bus routes that serve these transit hubs act as feeders to rapid transit, BRT, or other frequent bus routes. Few 

continue to downtown Boston, and those that do are designed to fill gaps in the rapid transit system and operate via a 

rapid transit station incidentally rather than to duplicate rapid transit service to downtown. 

Beyond the transit service that is provided, outlying transit hubs or transit centers can be thought of as a place where 

people make transit connections—either access to transit, egress from transit, or connections between transit services. 

The major difference between outlying transit hubs and downtown transit centers and regular stops is that a much 

larger proportion of trips involve connections than access and egress, and thus transferring passengers make up the 



 

 

greatest volume of people at an outlying hub. As described by Metro Transit in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area: “Transit 

centers are sheltered waiting areas where several bus routes meet. Customers converge at these ‘hubs’ to take advantage 

of route-to-route transfers and access to more destinations.” 

The size of transit centers ranges from small to very large, depending upon the volume of buses serving the facility and 

associated passenger volumes. Some are simple on-street facilities that are effectively large stops, but most are purpose-

built off-street facilities that provide a wide range of amenities, including parking and climate-controlled waiting areas. 

  

 

Common features of outlying transit centers include: 

 Bus berths and bus circulation areas 

 Enclosed waiting area 

 Restrooms 

 Real-time information 

 Shelters 

 Seating 

 Schedule information 



 

 

 Transit system maps 

 Local maps and information 

 Wi-Fi 

 Landscaping 

 Public art 

 Passenger drop-off area 

 Parking 

 Bicycle storage 

 Bikeshsre 

 Carshare 

Metro Transit has 16 designated transit centers, 14 of which function as outlying transit hubs. These facilities range 

from relatively small to very large. 

The Robbinsdale Transit Center was developed using a former police and fire station. It serves five routes and features a 

climate controlled waiting area and restrooms. 

The Rosedale Transit Center is located at the Rosedale Shopping Center and consists of stops along the east side of the 

shopping center. There is also a small waiting area within the shopping center. It serves five routes. 

  

The Maplewood Mall Transit Center is located in the southwest corner of the Maplewood Mall parking area. Between 

the parking structure and adjacent surface lots, the transit center provides 1,000 total parking spaces, of which nearly 

600 are covered. In addition, the transit center has a lobby area, geothermal heating and cooling system, LED lighting, 

and outdoor bike racks. Metro Transit, Maplewood Mall, and the City of Maplewood also improved pedestrian and 

bicycle access to the transit center as part of its development. 



 

 

The South Bloomington Transit Center is a relatively simple facility that is served by four routes and has 200 surface 

parking spaces. Although it is a simple facility, it includes enclosed, climate-controlled waiting areas for improved 

comfort, real-time information, and rentable bike lockers. 

  

In Charlotte, NC, the Charlotte Area Transportation Authority (CATS) has four transit centers, three of which serve as 

outlying transit hubs. The Rosa Parks Place Community Transit Center is an on-street neighborhood-scaled facility that 

provides connections between four routes and can serve up to 10 buses. It provides weather-protected waiting areas, 

sidewalks, landscaping, and public art. CATS also provides on-site surveillance during service hours. 

 

Memphis’ MATA has four transit centers, two of which are outlying transit hubs and both of which provide climate-

controlled waiting areas, route and schedule information, and customer service personnel who assist with trip planning 

and sell passes. Airways Transit Center is the newest facility and serves as a hub for both MATA and Greyhound, which 

relocated from downtown Memphis. MATA owns the transit center, and Greyhound is a tenant.  



 

 

 

The new transit center was designed to be the major focal point for local transit service and improve connections with 

Greyhound. It also provides better connections to Memphis International Airport, which is less than two miles away. 

At the present time, nearly all Nashville MTA and RTA services are radial services that operate to and from downtown 

Nashville. However, as the city and region grow outward, more and more trips are made between areas outside of 

downtown. In addition, many MTA routes are long and operate circuitously along their outer ends or with multiple 

branches (examples are Routes 12 Nolensville Pike and 23 Dickerson Road). In large part, this is because outlying 

service traditionally has not been designed around outlying transit hubs. 

Opportunities for outlying transit hubs have been studied, both in Nashville and in Cool Springs. The Cool Springs 

Circulation Study proposed a transit center for that growing area; if express or commuter service is offered to Cool 

Springs in the future (either by RTA or Nashville MTA), a new hub will certainly be needed. Nashville MTA identified 

two locations for mini-outlying hubs and received funding for construction through the Nashville Area Metropolitan 

Planning Organization’s Active Transportation Program. The two hubs will be located in North Nashville in the area 

around 26th Avenue N and Clarksville Pike and in South Nashville around the Nolensville Pike and Harding Place area. 

Further development of outlying hubs in Middle Tennessee could: 

 Provide service to areas that cannot be served cost-effectively with long radial routes 

 Improve service between non-downtown locations 

 Provide opportunities to “right size” and simplify service 

 Provide focal points for local area service 

 Provide connecting points between RTA and local services 

 Provide connections with first mile/last mile services 

 Provide more comfortable waiting environments for passengers 

In Davidson County—especially with the development of a Frequent Transit Network—there would be many 

opportunities to develop outlying transit hubs to provide the benefits presented above. A number of these potential 

opportunities are shown in the figure on the following page. 

 



 

 

 

In the nine counties surrounding Davidson County, there are two outlying transit centers, which are the Clarksville 

Transit Center in Clarksville and the Rover Transit Center in Murfreesboro. The Clarksville Transit Center serves as the 

hub for Clarksville Transit System services but does not provide connections between local and regional services. The 

Rover Transit Center provides connections between two RTA routes (84X Murfreesboro Express and 96X Murfreesboro 



 

 

Relax and Ride) and local Rover transit services and is Middle Tennessee’s only outlying transit hub that provides local 

and regional connections. 

Looking forward, as service is expanded and new services are developed in outer counties, connections between 

Nashville MTA, RTA, and local services will become more important. Desirable future connections would include 

connections between RTA and Nashville MTA services outside of downtown Nashville; between RTA and local services 

such as Clarksville Transit, Franklin Transit, and Murfreesboro Rover; and, potentially, between local services in outer 

counties and Nashville MTA services. Potential locations for these connections at outlying transit hubs could include: 

 Clarksville 

 Goodlettsville, Hendersonville, and Gallatin, if local services are developed in those communities 

 At Music City Star Stations, if local services are developed 

 La Vergne 

 Franklin 

 Cool Springs 

 Brentwood, if local services are developed 



 

 

Over the past decade, much attention has been placed on the development of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) systems. These 

systems provide rail-like service, but with buses, and are typically less expensive to construct than rail service. 

However, while costs are lower than rail, BRT systems can still be expensive. Implementation times can also be long. 

In order to provide many of the benefits of BRT 

service, many transit systems—including Los 

Angeles Metro, the San Francisco Bay Area’s 

AC Transit, and Kansas City’s KCATA—have 

begun operating “Rapid Bus” services.1 This 

type of service includes the elements of BRT 

that can be implemented on existing roadways 

at a lower coast and in a much shorter 

timeframe. Rapid Bus can also be a first step 

toward full-featured BRT. 

While BRT represents a middle ground 

between light rail service and regular bus 

service, Rapid Bus represents a middle ground 

between BRT and regular bus. The service 

benefits are not as significant as with BRT but 

are still very meaningful compared to regular 

bus service: 

 Rapid Bus is faster, more convenient, more comfortable, and more attractive than regular 

bus service. 

 Because it is more attractive, Rapid Bus can significantly increase ridership over regular 

bus service. LA Metro’s first two Metro Rapid lines increased ridership by 49%, AC Transit’s Rapid service 

on San Pablo Avenue increased ridership by 66%, and Kansas City’s first MAX line increased ridership by 

over 50%. 

 The cost to implement Rapid Bus service is relatively low and consists of moderately higher 

costs for vehicles and premium stations/stops. Operating cost increases can be limited to the additional 

service required to serve the new riders. 

 Well-branded Rapid Bus services, like BRT, attract favorable attention to themselves and also to 

other available transit services. 

 

                                                                    
1 Especially in the United States, many premium bus services, including most of those described in this document, are 

marketed as “BRT” even though they lack important BRT elements such as dedicated bus lanes. This document uses 

the term “Rapid Bus” for premium bus services that provide meaningfully better service than regular bus services but 

fall short of full-featured BRT. 
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Like BRT, Rapid Bus is popular with passengers for a number of reasons, the most important of which is that service 

is significantly faster than regular bus service and is frequent, direct, and often operates from early morning to late 

night. These attributes make service convenient—much better than regular bus service—and more competitive with 

travel by automobile.  

 Frequent service, typically every 10 minutes or less 

 Long span of service 

 Faster service, not as fast as BRT but faster than regular bus 

 Direct, operating along major arterials and without deviations 

Also, like BRT, a key reason that service is faster is that 

stations are spaced further apart than with local bus 

service—typically two to five stops per mile. This avoids 

the delays (and discomfort) due to frequent stops and 

starts and, similar to light rail, experience has shown that 

more passengers would rather walk farther to fast service 

than a shorter distance to slow service. 

When the Rapid Bus concept was first developed, Rapid 

Bus was implemented in addition to regular local service. 

Now, however, many transit systems are using Rapid Bus 

as a replacement for regular local bus service. Kansas 

City’s KCATA originally developed its Main Street MAX 

service with underlying local service that it recently 

discontinued in favor of more MAX service. Providence’s 

RIPTA, which originally planned to develop its new R-

Line service with widely-spaced stops and underlying 

local service, shifted to slightly more closely-spaced stops 

and all R-Line service. This type of approach improves 

the cost-effectiveness of Rapid Bus service by limiting 

operating cost increases to the amount of new service 

required to serve new passengers. 

 

Rapid Bus is a combination of a number of elements, 

albeit a more limited number than BRT, all of which 

work together to produce more attractive service: 

  to increase the service’s visibility 

and differentiate it from “regular” bus service. 

  that provide similar features, 

amenities, and levels of passenger comfort as 

BRT stations. 

  to inform 

passengers when buses will arrive or depart 

from stations, which reduces much of the 

uncertainty that is associated with bus service. 

  such as automatic vehicle location, which can be used to 

maintain consistent spacing between buses and to keep them on schedule. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  with other transit and  

surrounding areas. 

  such as signal priority and  

queue jump lanes to speed buses through  

intersections.  

These measures work together to make service fast and 

reliable, to make it convenient and comfortable service, 

and to establish a strong image and identity for service. 

In the same manner as BRT, unique branding provides 

Rapid Bus service with a distinct identity that produces 

clear and positive public recognition. With Rapid Bus, 

the most common strategy is to brand buses, which are 

usually standard transit vehicles, and stations. 

Examples include Kansas City’s MAX, Oakland’s Rapid, 

Seattle’s RapidRide, Albuquerque’s Rapid Ride, Fort 

Worth’s Spur, and LA’s Metro Rapid. Santa Monica’s 

Big Blue Bus Rapid service, which operates in some of 

the same areas as LA’s Metro Rapid service, uses the 

Rapid name and logo for its Rapid Bus service. 

Rapid Bus services typically have stations that are the 

same as BRT services (see examples on next page), with 

specific design features that vary depending upon 

passenger volumes, location, type of facility, and 

available space.  

  
 

Signal priority modifies normal traffic signal operation to facilitate the movement of transit vehicles by changing the 

signal to green early or extending the green signal until the bus passes through. This significantly reduces signal 

delays, and can reduce bus travel times by 5% to more than 20%. Signal priority is often implemented in conjunction 

with queue jump lanes (see below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

Whereas full BRT service operates largely in exclusive bus lanes, Rapid Bus service typically operates in mixed traffic. 

However, in congested areas, Rapid Buses often use queue jump lanes, which are short stretches of bus lane that 

enable buses to bypass queued vehicles at traffic signals. Queue jump lanes are often combined with signal priority, 

where the queue jump lane is provided a green signal before the general traffic lanes. 

  

Real-time passenger information at stations and stops can inform passengers when buses will actually arrive or 

depart from that location, which reduces some of the uncertainty often associated with bus service. 

Reductions in waiting time and more reliable service can make transit service much more attractive. Automatic 

vehicle location (AVL) systems can be used to manage bus service to regularize the intervals between buses, thereby 

minimizing passenger waiting time. AVL can also be used to provide real-time bus status information, which can 

reduce customer anxiety while waiting. 



 

 

  

Effective Rapid Bus services should also be well connected to other transit services and the surrounding environment. 

Major Rapid Bus lines, like BRT and rail lines, can become a fundamental transit system backbone. Like all transit 

services, most passengers will access Rapid Bus lines by walking; therefore, effective pedestrian connections between 

BRT lines and the areas they serve are critical. Comfortable pedestrian access becomes even more important when 

Rapid Bus service operates along fast and wide arterials, which is often the case. 

Bicycles can extend the reach of Rapid Bus services, and external bicycle racks are now commonly included on buses. 

Bike share stations at Rapid Bus stations can provide additional opportunities for multimodal connections. 

The development of successful Rapid Bus service consists of packaging the elements described above to provide 

service that is , , , and .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Nashville MTA has already developed three Rapid Bus services, called “BRT Lite,” in the Gallatin, Murfreesboro, and 

Charlotte corridors. These services feature premium shelters, real-time information at stations, and transit signal 

priority. These three services, plus Rapid Bus services from other cities, can provide a model for how other arterial 

service could be upgraded in areas where ridership levels may not warrant an investment in full-featured BRT. 

Additional upgrades to the Gallatin, Murfreesboro, and Charlotte corridors could further improve MTA’s BRT Lite 

services. For example, a more distinctive brand could be developed, and slightly closer station spacing could provide 

the ability to convert more or all local service to Rapid Bus service. 

 



 

 

Because Nashville MTA operates a relatively small number of routes for a city the size of Nashville, it attempts to do many 

things with many of its routes. As a result, some of the service is very complicated, with many route variants and indirect 

service. Evidence from other systems indicates that a simpler route structure will attract more riders than a complex route 

structure. Therefore, the complexity of many of Nashville MTA’s services likely deters some residents from using transit.  

For people to use transit, they must be able to understand it, and simple route structures are easier to understand than 

complex route structures. As stated in the Transit Cooperative Research Program’s (TCRP) “Traveler Response to 

Transportation System Changes” report,1 “The degree of routing and scheduling simplicity offered to the transit user will 

affect the ease of which the rider becomes informed.” The result is that “a readily transparent service design can to some 

extent market itself insofar as user information needs are concerned,” while “a highly complex operation places heavy 

demand on the provision of information and the rider’s ability to interpret and absorb it.” 

The importance of an easily understandable system is heightened by the fact that most transit systems experience very 

high levels of turnover (due to changes in residence and employment, family circumstances, driving and parking 

conditions, etc.). The TCRP report cited above reported that surveys of nine cities indicated that 24% to 50% of all bus 

riders had been using transit for less than one year. Furthermore, on any given day, one to eight percent of a system’s 

riders may be using transit for the first time.  

  

                                                                    
1Transit Cooperative Research Program, Transportation Research Board, Chapter 11, 2003. 



 

 

Because of these factors, a simple route structure will attract more riders than a complex system. Potential new riders will 

be more willing to try the system, and once they do, the simpler route structure will help to ensure that they get to where 

they want to go when they want to go there without experiencing problems. In short, a simpler route structure can: 

 Increase the number of regular riders. 

 Increase use of the system by “casual” or infrequent riders. 

 Minimize the number of problems that all riders have using the system. 

Updating service based on service design principles that emphasize simplicity and clarity would attract more riders, 

especially occasional riders who have other travel options. 

  To make service easy to understand and to eliminate service 

duplication, service should be developed to serve clearly defined markets. Ideally, major corridors should be 

served by only one route, with more service provided by increasing frequency rather than adding routes. 

 Potential transit users generally have at least a 

basic knowledge of an area’s arterial road system and use that knowledge as a point of reference. The operation of 

bus service along arterials or neighborhood collector streets, whenever possible, makes transit service easier to 

figure out and to use. 

 Most potential transit users have a basic knowledge of 

major landmarks (and are often traveling to them). When transit service is focused around landmarks, these 

locations can also become transit hubs. People traveling in an unfamiliar area can more easily find their way to a 

landmark to make a transfer than to a lesser-known area. 

 The fewer directional changes a route makes, the easier it is to 

understand. Conversely, circuitous alignments are disorienting and difficult to remember. Routes should not 

deviate from the most direct alignment unless there is a compelling reason. 

 

Faster, more direct service will attract more riders than slower,  

indirect service. It is also less expensive to operate. 

 Routes should operate along the same alignment in both directions to make it 

easy for riders to know how to get back to where they came from.  

 As described above, service should be relatively direct, and to make 

service direct, the use of route deviations—the deviation of service off the most direct route—should be 

minimized. There are instances when the deviation of service is appropriate, for example to provide service to 

major ridership generators like shopping centers, employment sites, schools, etc. 

  Transit systems frequently receive requests for individual trips to serve off-

route locations (schools are a common example), but having different trips on the same route operate differently 

at different times makes service confusing, especially for occasional riders. As with route deviations, individual 

trips should not vary from the regular pattern unless there is a very compelling reason. 



 

 

Through the late 2000s, Pittsburgh’s Port Authority operated one of the 

most complicated bus route networks in the United States. In 2009, it 

simplified its entire system to improve service for existing riders and 

attract new riders. 

In some corridors, up to five routes provided service that duplicated each 

other more than they complemented each other. Overall, the system had 

evolved over time into one that provided many mediocre choices but few 

very good ones and a system that was overly complicated. 

For example, in the Allegheny Valley (see inset to the right), five routes 

provided 80 trips per weekday. Three were local routes, one of which 

provided only two trips per day and another only four. Two were express 

routes, one of which provided 14 trips and the other only four. The five 

routes were consolidated into a single local and a single express route. 

The two new routes provide a total of 82 trips per day—64 on the new 

local route and 18 on the new express route—in a much clearer and more 

compelling manner. 

In total, the Port Authority reduced the number of bus routes it operated 

from 186 to 125, but it provided more service on the 125 routes than it 

did on the old 186 routes. Other changes were also implemented to 

simplify service: 

 A new provided the most appropriate type of 

service to different markets, including new rapid bus service. 

 A of services made it easier to identify 

services that are fast and frequent. 

 A new made service easier to learn and 

easier to understand. 

The changes provided much better service for most existing riders, 

attracted new riders, and made Port Authority services much more 

relevant and meaningful. In adopting the recommended plan, the Port 

Authority’s Board called the changes “historic” and “sweeping.” 

Editorials in both major newspapers endorsed the plan. 

In 2013 and 2014, Kansas City’s KCATA conducted a systemwide 

redesign of its services, in part to simplify them. Once changes outside of 

downtown had been determined, and once streetcar development plans 

had been finalized, KCATA undertook a redesign of its services within 

downtown Kansas City. These changes will maximize coordination with streetcar service and simplify service. 

At present, 52 bus routes serve downtown Kansas City. The major focal point of service is KCATA’s 10th & Main Transit 

Center, but this facility is too small to handle all or even most service. Because of this, many routes operate to other 

locations in downtown and there is little consistency in how bus service operates in downtown. It is very complicated and 

too few people understand it. 

 



 

 

 

Following the completion of streetcar construction in 2016, KCATA will begin to significantly improve and simplify its 

downtown service through a combination of actions: 

 Service improvements based on an which reorganizes routes into 

intersecting patterns using a few major corridors. 

 The development of north-south on Grand Boulevard and east-west using 11th and 

12th Streets as a one-way pair. 

  within Transit Emphasis Corridors. 

 The consolidation of regular bus stops into  along Transit Emphasis Corridors. 

 The use of the 3rd and Main MetroStation as the northern anchor of service, the development of a new

in the East Village, and the use of enhanced stops in the Crown Center/Union Station area and at Barney 

Allis Plaza as the southern and western anchors of service. 

Overall, downtown service will be greatly simplified using an intersecting trunk route design that will provide faster and 

more understandable service and much more convenient connections to transferring passengers. Most north-south service 

will be realigned to Grand Boulevard, and most east-west service will be realigned to 11th and 12th Streets. 

Providence’s Rhode Island Public Transit Authority (RIPTA) is another example of a system whose service was very 

complex with too many routes trying to do too many things, and too many routes operating in similar corridors in an 

uncoordinated manner. In 2014, RIPTA redesigned its services, with a major emphasis on making service simpler. 

For RIPTA, the elimination of variants was particularly important. These had been added to the system one-by-one over 

many years. Most carried very few riders, and oftentimes no riders, and were the primary cause of RIPTA’s often irregular 



 

 

schedules. As shown in the figure below, variant services detoured off of the main route to provide front door service to 

locations that requested special service. All required additional time, which resulted in gaps in service on the rest of the 

route after the detour. It also meant that the next trip departed later, which created breaks in the regular schedule. 

 

In most cases, RIPTA provided the variant services to be responsive to community desires and not based on actual 

demand. The variations also made service difficult to understand, and the “specialized” services drove away more 

potential riders than they served.  

The general approach used in the redesign was that if there was significant demand at variant locations, then all service 

would operate there; otherwise, service would operate along the main route. In all cases, the discontinuation of the variant 

services provided better service to nearly all riders on the affected routes and trips and attracted new riders. 

In terms of complexity, there are two main issues with Nashville MTA’s existing services: 

1. A large amount of service is very circuitous and complex. 

2. Downtown service is too complicated (as addressed in the Downtown Service strategy paper). 

   

Generally, the best approach to simplifying service is to conduct a Comprehensive Operations Analysis (COA). These 

projects entail an in-depth analysis of existing services to determine short-term changes that can be made within existing 

budget levels. 

In many respects, a COA follows a similar process as this Strategic Plan but with an exclusive and more in-depth focus on 

improving existing services in the very short-term. COAs generally entail: 

 

Main Route 8:00 am trip 8:43 am trip 



 

 

1. Extensive public participation (as in nMotion 2015). 

2. A market analysis to determine underlying market demands (which was conducted as part of nMotion 2015). 

3. A comprehensive evaluation of each individual route to determine strengths, weaknesses, and potential 

improvement opportunities. 

4. The development of potential short-term service changes and the development of multiple service scenarios. 

(However, unlike the nMotion 2015 Strategic Plan scenarios, all scenarios would represent changes that could be 

made within existing budget levels or with only minor increases in resources.) 

5. The evaluation and vetting of the scenarios with stakeholders. 

6. The development of recommendations.  



 

 

 

As Middle Tennessee continues to grow, the demand for service is growing outward to new areas, especially along the 

freeway corridors that radiate outward from Nashville. This demand is being driven by a number of factors: 

  throughout Middle Tennessee, but especially in Williamson 

and Rutherford Counties. 

 that are producing increases in the number of people who are more oriented toward 

using transit. 

 , especially along I-24 and I-65 to the south. 

 , especially to, from, and 

within regional centers. 

  In all cities, there is an extremely 

strong correlation between development patterns and transit ridership. In areas with denser development, 

mixed-use development, and a good pedestrian environment, transit can become very convenient, and thus 

attractive and well used. Nashville’s “NashvilleNext” effort encourages denser development within the city, 

and the Nashville Area Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (MPO) projections indicate that development 

will also become denser in many outlying areas. 

  

For transit to be successful, it must be frequent, fast, and easy to access. More than any other factor, population and 

employment density will determine whether this will be possible: 

 Transit needs to serve sufficiently high volumes of travelers to be cost effective, and the density of 

development determines the overall size of the travel market. The reach of transit is generally limited to 

within one-quarter to one-half mile of the transit line or station, and thus the size of the travel market is 

directly related to the density of development in that area. 

 Transit service frequencies, in turn, are closely related to market size. Bigger markets support more frequent 

service, while smaller markets can support only less frequent service. 

 



 

 

  



 

 

 To attract travelers who have other options, such as automobiles, transit must be relatively frequent—at least 

every 30 minutes, and preferably every 10 to 15 minutes. Below those frequencies, transit can be expected to 

serve only those who do not drive or cannot drive. 

 Where there are high population and employment densities, there will be demand for higher levels of service 

that make service convenient, and in turn attract even more riders. Where population and employment 

densities are low, the demand for transit service will also be low, and and can support only infrequent 

service. Low service frequencies, in turn, will suppress transit use among those with other options. 

Based on a combination of population and employment densities, by far the highest levels of current transit demand 

are in Davidson County. If a diagonal line were drawn from the northeast to the southwest, passing through North 

Nashville, the large majority of transit demand is to the east and south of that line, with far less to the north and the 

west. Consistent with this demand, Nashville MTA service is more heavily concentrated in this “half” of the county. 

Outside of Davidson County, there are currently only pockets of demand for local services. These include Clarksville, 

Franklin/Cool Springs, Brentwood, the Murfreesboro – Nashville corridor to the southeast, and, to a lesser extent, in 

the Northeast Corridor in Goodlettsville, Hendersonville, and Gallatin, and to the east in Lebanon. 

Changing demographics are also driving demand for more and better transit, in particular by three key groups: 

 Baby Boomers, who prefer to age in place and desire to drive less and use transit more. 

 Millennials, who have a very strong desire to use the most convenient travel option for different types of trips 

rather than driving everywhere. In particular, Millennials want to use transit more and to drive less. 

 Minorities, including immigrants, who traditionally use transit to a much greater extent than others. 

Baby Boomers are quickly becoming seniors. Many want to age in place, meaning growing older in their own homes 

and communities without having to move to secure necessary support services, and most are remaining active for 

much longer. However, as with older adults before them, they have a greater desire and need to use transit than 

middle-aged residents. According to NashvilleNext, between 2010 and 2040, the number of households in Davidson 

County headed by persons 65 or older will increase by 480%. 

 
+163% +480% 



 

 

Throughout the United States, Millennials are driving demand for better transit. To date, Nashville has been very 

successful in attracting Millennials, and Millennials now represent 30% of the city’s population. The percentage of 

Millennials in the surrounding nine counties is nearly as high, at 29%.  

However, there are also signs that better transit will be needed to ensure that this population stays in Nashville. A 

recent survey conducted on behalf of The Rockefeller Foundation and Transportation for America1 reported that 

nearly two-thirds of Millennials nationwide view access to high quality transportation as one of the top three criteria 

when deciding where to live next. Key takeaways from the survey were: 

 54% of Millennials would consider moving if another city had more and better transit options. 

 47% of Millennials would give up their cars if their city had robust public transportation. 

 Cities that don’t invest in effective transit solutions today stand to lose out in the long run. 

Minority residents use transit to a greater extent than non-minority residents. One major reason for this is that 

minority residents, on average, have lower incomes, and transit provides a much more affordable travel option. Also, 

many minority residents are new immigrants and come from places where transit is much more commonly used. 

Nashville’s population has become more diverse since the 1980s when 76% of the population was white. By 2010, the 

percentage of white residents had declined to 59%. Between 2010 and 2040, the Hispanic population is projected to 

grow to 34%, and Hispanics will be the largest population group. 

 

Between 2010 and 2040, the population of the 10-county Middle Tennessee region will grow by 80% from 1.7 million 

to nearly 3.1 million. With this growth, the Nashville area will become larger than the Denver area is today, and nearly 

as large as the Seattle area is today. 

                                                                    
1 Rockefeller Millennials Survey, April 2014 



 

 

 

Most of this population growth will occur in the nine counties surrounding Davidson County. The largest amount of 

growth, in both percentage terms and absolute terms, will be in Williamson and Rutherford Counties. In Williamson 

County, population is projected to increase by 207%, and in Rutherford County, it is projected to increase by 135%. 

While Davidson County will remain the center of the region and its largest county, its population is projected to 

increase by only 22%. 

  

Employment is projected to grow to an even greater extent than population, from 796,000 jobs in 2010 to over 1.8 

million jobs in 2040, or by 133%. As with population growth, jobs will grow faster in the nine counties that surround 

Davidson County than in Davidson County. However, Nashville and Davidson County will remain the region’s 

employment center, with over 47% of the region’s jobs. 



 

 

 

Much of the growth in residential population and employment between 2015 and 2040 will occur in and around 

established cities and towns, particularly along major regional corridors radiating out from Nashville. There will also 

be significant growth widely dispersed across currently undeveloped areas. The increase in more transit supportive 

development along the major corridors indicates potential demand for new or increased regional services to and from 

Nashville, especially all-day and reverse-commute services: 

  along I-24 and US 41, including the communities of Murfreesboro, La Vergne, and Smyrna. (This 

corridor is already served by RTA Routes 84X Murfreesboro Express and 86X Smyrna/La Vergne Express 

during peak hours, as well as by Route 96X Murfreesboro Relax & Ride, which operates trips in both 

directions throughout the day.) 

  along I-65, connecting to Brentwood, Cool Springs, Franklin, and Spring Hill. (This corridor is 

currently served by Routes 91X Franklin Express and 95X Spring Hill Express.) 

  including Goodlettsville, Hendersonville, and Gallatin. (This corridor is currently served by 

Routes 87X Gallatin Express and 92X Hendersonville Express.) 

As described above, between 2010 and 2040, the population of the 10-county region will grow by 80% from 1.7 

million to nearly 3.1 million, and the number of jobs will grow by 80% from 1.1 million to nearly 1.9 million. These 

increases will have profound impacts on travel within the region, including the demand for transit: 

 The number of commuters to Nashville will increase significantly, as 111% of the region’s population growth 

will be in the nine counties surrounding Davidson County, and 38% of the new jobs will be created within 

Davidson County. This will create significant new demands for commuter services to and from Nashville’s 

core. 

 By 2040, the number of jobs outside of Davidson County will increase from 534,000 to more than a million, 

and from 50% of the region’s total to 55%. These increases in jobs will mean that many Davidson County 

residents will begin commuting to jobs outside of Davidson County, which will increase the demand for 

reverse commute service. 

 Increases in both population and jobs will increase the demand for local services, both to serve local trips 

and connect with regional services. This will increase the demand for all day local and regional services (as 

has already occurred in the Murfreesboro – Nashville corridor). 

 



 

 

  



 

 

Along all three corridors, higher levels of development will likely produce demand for more all-day and reverse-

commute service, such as Route 96X Murfreesboro Relax & Ride, which serves Murfreesboro, Smyrna, and La Vergne 

throughout the day. There also will likely be demand for all-day regional services in the northeast, east, and south 

corridors. 

In some regional centers, increasing population and employment levels will create demand for new and expanded 

local services. At present, local transit service is provided in Clarksville, Franklin, and Murfreesboro. As these 

communities grow, the demand for more local service will grow. In addition, demand for local service will emerge in 

many communities that are not served currently: 

 Goodlettsville 

 Hendersonville 

 Gallatin 

 Lebanon 

 La Vergne 

 Smyrna 

 Brentwood 

 Cool Springs 

  

The Nashville Area MPO’s 2035 Regional Transportation Plan stresses the need for improved local transit services: 

 “By far the most critical piece of the long-range vision, the region must continue 

to expand the existing urban fixed-route services in Nashville, Clarksville, Franklin, and Murfreesboro. 

Urban services are the backbone of any regional transit system and must be optimized in order to ensure the 

success of investments in regional rapid transit or commuter rail. The transit vision calls for continued 

investment in existing local bus systems, the eventual introduction of fixed-route service in Springfield, 

Gallatin, Lebanon, Columbia, and Dickson, and the return of the urban streetcar in downtown Nashville, 

which serves as the central hub for the region.” 

 “As the region begins to implement rapid transit, commuter rail, or 

express coach services in each of the regional corridors, the vision calls for the development of local 

circulators in markets where a full-fledged urban fixed-route system would not make sense. Such local 

circulation will be important to customers to access regional services from primary destinations within their 

community. Suburban circulators, which would operate throughout the day, are envisioned for places like 

Goodlettsville, Hendersonville, Smyrna, La Vergne, and Brentwood, while commuter circulators, which 



 

 

would operate during peak commuting times, are envisioned for places like Portland, Spring Hill, Kingston 

Springs, and Ashland City.” 

There are a number of different ways in which local services could be expanded. For example, services that already 

exist could expand outward: 

 Nashville MTA could expand to Goodlettsville, Hendersonville, Gallatin, La Vergne, Smyrna, and 

Brentwood. 

 Franklin Transit could expand north and south to Cool Springs and Spring Hill. 

 Murfreesboro’s Rover could expand north to Smyrna and La Vergne. 

A second option would be that RTA could begin providing local services in emerging areas, including those listed 

above and others such as Lebanon. A third option would be that local communities could develop their own systems, 

similar to the approaches used in Clarksville, Franklin, and Murfreesboro. 

Through 2040, demand for all-day transit service will grow between a number of regional centers and Nashville and 

to and from regional centers. As shown in the figure below, there will be high levels of transit demand along four 

regional corridors: 

  between Gallatin and Nashville, including Hendersonville and Goodlettsville

  between Lebanon and Nashville, which is served by the Music City Star 

  between Murfreesboro and Nashville, including Smyrna and La Vergne 

  between Spring Hill and Nashville, including Franklin, Cool Springs, and Brentwood, and 

potentially between Cool Springs and Maury County 

 



 

 

At present, only the southeast corridor is served with all-day transit service (Routed 96X Murfreesboro Relax & Ride). 

The other corridors are served by commuter services—the Music City Star and express bus routes—that only provide 

peak period, peak direction, weekday service. 

For the northeast, southeast, and south corridors, the Nashville Area MPO’s 2035 Regional Transportation Plan 

envisions “either light rail transit or dedicated lane bus rapid transit (BRT) that would operate at high levels of service 

throughout the day. The specific mode or technology used will be determined by future study and depend heavily on 

development patterns, anticipated ridership, cost of construction, and public support for funding.” Other options, 

such as Freeway BRT and BRT lite/Rapid Bus would also be potential solutions. In the East Corridor, Music City Star 

service could be increased to provide all day service and shorter-run, frequent services—such as between downtown 

Nashville and Donelson or Hermitage—could be considered as well. 

Projections show that by 2040 the number of jobs in the nine-county area surrounding Davidson County will increase 

by 100% to more than one million. With these changes, more Davidson County residents will begin to commute 

outward. While these numbers will be lower than the number of trips to Nashville, they likely will still grow to be 

sufficiently high to warrant reverse commute service.  

 

The areas where the largest number of jobs will be located are in the northeast, east, southeast, and south corridors: 

 Goodlettsville 

 Hendersonville 

 Gallatin 



 

 

 Lebanon 

 La Vergne 

 Smyrna 

 Brentwood 

 Cool Springs 

  

The increases in jobs within these areas will create much more bi-directional demand than currently exists. Whereas 

these corridors are all currently served by express service, the services are designed to accommodate those who 

commute to Nashville and not those who commute from Nashville. Potential options for reverse commuter services 

include bi-directional service on the Music City Star and existing express routes and new reverse commute routes. In 

addition, the development of all-day regional services, as described above, could also serve reverse commute trips. 
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TRANSIT STRATEGIES 
STOP CONSOLIDATION 
Transit stops are the places where people access transit service, and greatly impact many elements of passengers’ 
transit experiences.  They are typically thought of largely as a place to wait for the bus or the train.  However, bus 
stops are one of the most significant reasons that transit service is slower than automobile travel.  The spacing and 
placement of stops greatly impact transit travel times and reliability, as well as the types of facilities and amenities 
that can be provided, and often accessibility.  With more stops, it is easier for passengers to get to and from transit, 
but many stops also slow service and degrade reliability.   

With fewer stops, it takes some passengers longer to get to and from the stop, but service is faster and more reliable. 
Most riders want service that balances convenience and speed, and the number and location of stops is a key 
component of determining that balance.  Moreover, as the success with Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and other forms of 
enhanced bus have shown, most passengers prefer a greater emphasis on faster service than on shorter walks.  Stop 
consolidation done right makes service faster and more attractive while maintaining convenient access. 

Many transit systems, including the Nashville MTA, have too many stops.  This is usually due to an accumulation of 
stops over time, as transit agencies receive and grant requests for new stops on the basis that “one more stop” won’t 
significantly degrade service.  However, over time, “one more stop” makes service slower and unattractive for those 
with other choices. To make MTA service more attractive to more people, it will be essential to achieve a better 
balance between walk distances to stops and overall travel times. 

CLOSE STOPS IN MIAMI BEACH, FL CLOSE STOPS IN DOWNTOWN KANSAS CITY, MO 
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BENEFITS OF STOP CONSOLIDATION 
The consolidation of stops to provide a better balance between access and egress distances and travel times is one of 
the lowest cost and most effective ways to provide: 

è   Faster service 
è   More reliable service 
è   More comfortable service 
è   Additional service 
è   Better stop facilities and amenities 
è   Better accessibility 

FASTER SERVICE 
On average, it takes a bus about 20 seconds to 
slow down, stop and pick up a passenger, and 
accelerate back up to speed.  Thus, a 
consolidation from nine stops per mile to six 
can save one minute per mile, or five minutes 
on a five-mile trip.  

MORE RELIABLE SERVICE 
As the number of stops on a transit route 
increases, the probability that the bus will pick 
up passengers at a given stop decreases. On 
some trips, a bus might pick up passengers at 
90% of stops. On another trip, a bus on that 
same route might only stop at 60% of stops. As 
a result, the addition of stops makes travels time more variable, while the consolidation of stops makes service more 
reliable. 

MORE COMFORTABLE SERVICE 
Stop-and-go operation, no matter the mode, is frustrating and uncomfortable.  More stops make service less 
comfortable. It also often produces the perception that transit is slower than it is. Conversely, fewer stops make the 
ride more comfortable.   

ADDITIONAL SERVICE 
When travel times vary significantly, transit systems must pad schedules to account for the variability, and in some 
cases, this requires that an additional bus be deployed on a route.  With less variable travel times, that bus can be 
instead used to provide more frequent service or to provide service elsewhere. 

BETTER STOP FACILITIES AND AMENITIES 
Transit riders want stops to be comfortable places to wait, and riders’ perceptions of transit is in part related to the 
quality of their local bus stop.  The need to be fiscally responsible means that transit systems cannot afford to provide 
high quality facilities and amenities at low ridership stops. Consolidating stops also means consolidating passengers, 
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and in doing so, transit systems can more easily provide high quality facilities and amenities at a fewer number of 
stops. 

LOW RIDERSHIP STOP HIGH RIDERSHIP STOP 

   

BETTER ACCESSIBILITY 
Similar to facilities and amenities, with fewer stops that serve more passengers, transit systems have a greater ability 
to work with local jurisdictions to make accessibility improvements that go beyond the immediate stop area, such as 
providing sidewalks and safe crossings within several blocks of a major transit stop or providing an accessible access 
point to a local bus stop (see photos below). Reducing the number of stops can expand the reach of pedestrian 
improvements can help to provide convenient and accessible connections to more transit stops and their surrounding 
areas. 

BUS STOP ACCESSIBILITY IMPROVEMENTS 

 

CONSOLIDATION STRATEGIES AND EXAMPLES 
Most transit systems that have undertaken stop consolidation efforts start with the development of guidelines that are 
based on distance to the next stop and boarding levels.  Then, when two stops are spaced too closely, one of stops will 

Before After 
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be eliminated or the two stops will be consolidated to a new location that best serves the existing riders of the original 
stops. 

Most agencies also use additional criteria related to considerations such as special needs and safety. For example, 
stops directly serving senior centers are rarely removed as part of a consolidation process. Many agencies also 
evaluate the safety of potential consolidation targets and may remove a higher ridership stop if it is less safe for 
passengers than the nearby lower ridership stop. Stops without nearby sidewalks or crosswalks, as well as those 
located in blind spots for oncoming drivers, are more likely to be viewed as unsafe. Many transit agencies also provide 
preference to stops with improved infrastructure or amenities, especially if the stop location satisfies ADA 
accessibility mandates. 

While many agencies pursue consolidation as an independent strategy, stops are also frequently removed or relocated 
as part of a broader stop infrastructure program. For example, an agency might set a goal of place a bench at every 
stop with 30 or more daily boardings. As the infrastructure program gains funding, the agency identifies stops 
without benches and evaluates the benefits of removing or relocating each stop. As stops are consolidated, ridership is 
concentrated at fewer locations, thus providing justification for adding a bench. The agency is then able to provide a 
bench at most stops, providing a consistently higher quality experience for passengers for a lesser capital expenditure.      

Transit systems that have pursued stop consolidation generally report significant operational improvements. Drivers 
are more consistently able to meet schedules, and find that they are able to provide a smoother ride experience for 
passengers. Most agencies have seen increases in service reliability and several have been able to decrease scheduled 
running times on affected routes. Despite initial concerns that riders would respond negatively to stop consolidation, 
most agencies have not had to reinstate removed stops due to customer complaints. 

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 
Prior to its 2009 Transit Development Plan (TDP), the Port Authority of Alleghany County served over 16,000 stops, 
many of which were only a single block apart.  The TDP began a process through which the Port Authority continues 
to consolidate stops.  It began by eliminating stops that had either no or very low ridership, including 13 light rail 
stops that were very close to others.  Most recently, in June 2015, the Port Authority eliminated more than 400 bus 
stops.  Since 2010, it has reduced the number of stops that it serves to fewer than 8,000. 

PITTSBURG, PA:  STOPS ALONG PENN AVENUE BETWEEN EAST LIBERTY AND LAWRENCEVILLE BEFORE STOP CONSOLIDATION 

 

The Port Authority’s bus stop consolidation program was based on: 

§   Stop spacing guidelines based on the type of service provided, with more widely spaced stops on higher 
volume routes and more closely spaced stops on community routes. 

§   An objective that most riders who used eliminated stops should have to walk more than one or two blocks to 
another stop. 

§   Exceptions would be made in cases where walking conditions are particularly problematic or dangerous, or 
where there are significant topographical challenges 

Bus Stop
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PORT AUTHORITY OF ALLEGHANY COUNTY CURRENT STOP SPACING GUIDELINES 

  Rapid 
Service Routes 

Frequent 
Service Routes 

Key Corridor 
Routes 

Commuter Routes Lifeline Routes 

Minimum Stop Spacing (feet)      

Moderate to High Density Areas 900 700 700 900 500 

Low Density Areas 1,300 1,000 700 1,000 500 

Stops per Mile      

Moderate to High Density Areas 6 8 8 6 10 

Low Density Areas 4 5 8 5 10 

COLUMBUS, OHIO 
Columbus’ COTA began a stop consolidation program in 2010 that was designed to: 

§   Decrease passenger travel times 
§   Increase average speeds 
§   Improve service frequencies 
§   Increase ridership 

Similar to the Port Authority’s program, COTA’s bus stop consolidation program set stop spacing guidelines based on 
density.  However, it did not set different guidelines based on service type. 

COTA CURRENT STOP SPACING GUIDELINES 

 Population and Employment Density  

Stop Spacing (feet)  

High Density, Central Business District (CBD), Shopping (>20 persons/acre) 500-700 

Fully Developed Residential Area (3-10 persons/acre) 900-1,300 

Rural or Express Bus Service (<3 persons/acre) 1,500-2,500 

Stops per Mile  

High Density, CBD, Shopping (>20 persons/acre) 8-10 

Fully Developed Residential Area (3-10 persons/acre) 4-6 

Rural or Express Bus Service (<3 persons/acre) 2-4 

 

In terms of placement, COTA’s program also considers: 

§   Block lengths and physical elements 
§   Bus dwell time 
§   Onboard passenger travel time 
§   Transfer opportunities 
§   Transit Oriented Development (TOD) 
§   Future developments (one to three years out) 
§   Accessibility (sidewalks, waiting areas, roadway speeds, etc.) 
§   Special consideration (persons with disabilities or high volume of seniors using stop) 
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PORTLAND, OREGON 
In the early 2000s, TriMet initiated an effort, known as the Streamline program, which worked to improve the quality 
and efficiency of its local bus services. A major part of this effort was bus stop consolidation and location 
optimization. On most routes that were evaluated during the Streamline program, TriMet removed between 5 and 
10% of its bus stops, and relocated several others. Post evaluations found that stop consolidation, along with other 
operational improvements, resulted in decreases in running times on Streamline routes without effecting ridership.  

In a similar manner as COTA, TriMet’s current bus stop spacing guidelines are based on density, without 
differentiations by service type. 

TRIMET CURRENT STOP SPACING GUIDELINES 

 Population and Employment Density Stop Spacing 

Stop Spacing (feet)  

High Density (>22 dwelling units/acre) 3 blocks/780 feet 

Medium Density (4-22 dwelling unites/acre) 4 blocks/1000 feet 

Low Density (<4 dwelling units or 10 persons/acre) No more than every 1000 feet 

Stops per Mile  

High Density (>22 dwelling units/acre) 7 

Medium Density (4-22 dwelling unites/acre) 5 

Low Density (<4 dwelling units or 10 persons/acre) No more than 5 per mile 

LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 
Long Beach Transit (LBT) recently began a bus stop consolidation program that focuses on its local bus routes. Before 
starting the program, LBT conducted a systemwide bus stop evaluation. As part of this process, LBT developed a 
rating for each bus stop. Initial criteria primarily focused on ridership and transfer opportunities. Stops with higher 
ridership, or where riders can transfer between services, received a higher ranking. Lower ranked stops will be 
targeted for consolidation or relocation. LBT plans to add additional criteria to its evaluation system, including 
neighborhood demographic data. In addition to bus stop consolidation, the rating system will be used to identify 
stops that should receive enhanced amenities.  

NORTHERN KENTUCKY (CINCINATTI AREA) 
In early 2014, Transit Authority of Northern Kentucky (TANK), which provides service in Cincinnati’s southern 
suburbs, removed bus stops from its highest ridership bus route. The consolidation program resulted in decreased 
running times and significantly improved on-time performance. TANK bus operators and riders also reacted 
positively to the service changes, noting that consolidation reduced the discomfort associated with the stop-and-go 
nature of many bus services. TANK initiated the consolidation program as the first phase of a wider transit 
enhancement program. In future phases, the agency will install additional stop amenities and a signal priority system.  

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND 
As part of its 2013 Comprehensive Operations Analysis, Providence’s RIPTA developed new stop spacing guidelines 
that were intended to make service faster and more reliable.  Providence’s stop spacing guidelines were developed 
using a similar approach as in Pittsburgh in that they consider both service area density and service type.  However, 
RIPTA’s desirable stop spacings are, in general, longer than the Port Authority’s. 
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RIPTA CURRENT BUS STOP SPACING GUIDELINES 

 

Rapid Bus Key Corridor 
Urban 
Radial 

Non-Urban/ 
Suburban/ 
Crosstown Regional 

Express/ 
Commuter Flex 

Minimum Stop Spacing (feet)         

Moderate to High Density Areas 1,100 900 900 660 900 900 n/a 

Low Density Areas 1,300 1,300 1,300 1,100 1,100 1,100 n/a 

Maximum Stops per Mile        

Moderate to High Density Areas 5 6 6 8 6 6 n/a 

Low Density Areas 4 4 4 5 5 5 n/a 
N o te :  M o d e ra te  to  h ig h  d e n s i ty  =  g re a te r  th a n  o r  e q u a l  to  4 ,0 0 0  p e rso n s  p e r  sq u a re  m i le ;  lo w  d e n s i ty  =  le ss  th a n  4 ,0 0 0  p e rso n s  p e r  
s q u a re  m i le .  

Exceptions to the guidelines are intended to be made only in locations where walking conditions are particularly 
dangerous, significant topographical challenges impede pedestrian access, and factors compromise safe bus 
operations and dwelling.  In the same manner as in Pittsburgh, most passengers should not be required to walk more 
than one or two blocks farther to access service. 

NASHVILLE STOP CONSOLIDATION 
The values exercise conducted at the beginning of nMotion 2015 clearly demonstrated that current riders and 
potential riders desire faster and more reliable service.  One important way to do this will be to consolidate stops to 
achieve a better balance between walk distances and travel times. 

At the present time, Nashville MTA does have bus stop spacing guidelines, and these are based on a combination of 
service area and service type.  However, they have not been systematically applied.  The guidelines, which are shown 
on the following page, are also based on minimum, maximum, and target spacings.  The minimum spacings are very 
close – up to 18 stops per mile – meaning that even though the MTA’s stops very close, most meet the guidelines. 

FOUR INBOUND STOPS ON FOUR BLOCKS OF MAIN STREET IN EAST NASHVILLE 
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CURRENT NASHVILLE MTA BUS STOP SPACING GUIDELINES 

 Minimum Maximum Target 

Stop Spacing    

Central Business District 300 ft 1,000 ft 400-800 ft 

Urban Areas and Major Arterials 500 ft 1,500 ft 600-1,000 ft 

Suburban Aras and Feeder Lines 600 ft 2,000 ft 800-1,500 ft 

Rural, Low Density Areas 650 ft No Maximum No Target 

Bus Rapid Transit without Overlapping Local Service ¼ mile 1 mile ½ mile 

Bus Rapid Transit with Overlapping Local Service ½ mile 1 mile ¾ mile 

Maximum Stops per Mile    

Central Business District 5 18 7-13 

Urban Areas and Major Arterials 4 10 4-7 

Suburban Aras and Feeder Lines 3 9 4-7 

Rural, Low Density Areas No minimum 8 No Target 

Bus Rapid Transit without Overlapping Local Service 1 4 2 

Bus Rapid Transit with Overlapping Local Service Based on Demand 2 1.3 

 

Moving forward, Nashville MTA should reassess these guidelines and revise them in a manner that will allow stops to 
be consolidated with an emphasis on improving speeds while maintaining convenient access.  Based on what other 
transit systems have done, there are significant opportunities to make service faster.  Furthermore, with fewer stops, 
the MTA will be better able to improve stop facilities and amenities, make them more accessible to pedestrians and 
persons with disabilities, provide more reliable and comfortable service, and make resources available for additional 
service improvements. 

AREA WITHIN A FIVE MINUTE WALK WITH EIGHT STOPS PER MILE VERSUS FIVE STOPS PER MILE 
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